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Introduction 
The general purpose of this research proJect is to examine 
academic achievement against underachievement on the junior high 
school level. The psychological adjustment of the students, 
their identification wtth their parents, and certain parental 
attitudes concerning the rearing of children were investigated as 
to their contributing influence, if any, upon the achievement or 
underachievement of the students. 
There has been an abundance of rc1earch, conducted mainly 
with college populations, which has investigated academic 
achievement versus underachievement in relation to various per-
sonality traits and adjustment. hlany personality variables have 
been found to be reliable in differentiating underachievers from 
achievers. 
Taylor (1964), in his review of the literature relating 
personality to discrepant achievement, listed seven personality 
characteristics which consistently have been found to differ-
entiate underachievers from achievers. The underachievers were 
characterized as possessing: 1) tree-floating anxiety, 2) nega-
tive self-value, 3) hostility towards authority, 4) negative 
interpersonal relations, 5) high independence-dependence con-
flict, 6) low motivation in the academic area combined with high 
affiliation needs, and 7) unrealistic goal orientations. 1 
-··--•, .......... , ...... .,..,., ....... 
Underachievers with high intellectual capacity are thus seen to I l 
I In relation to the personality trait of anxiety, as shown 
be poorly adjusted psychologically. 
above, authors have found it to be a characteristic of grade i 
school and junior high school bright underachievers (h~Candless ~ 
castaneda, 19fJ6; Taylor & Farquhar, 1965). In the study by 
Taylor and Farquhar male underachievers showed their academic 
anxiety by being agitated and by actively escaping the academic 
" 
work while the anxiety was evidenced in the female underachiever~ 
by an overactive fantasy involvement and by acting-out behavior. ! 
Perhaps the one personality trait which has been seen in 
the majority of the reviewed literature discriminating between 
bright achievers and underachievers is that of self-concept or 
one's personal feeling of adequacy or inadequacy in daily living.! 
r 
The research on this one variable has been quite consistent in r 
show]ng that a significant difference in one's self-concept does 
exist between ac'-ievers and underachievers. Underachievers rate~ 
themselves as being less adequate than did achievers on all 
levels of education. At the grade school and junior hi~h school 
levels significant positive correlations hnve been fo11nd between 
a low self-concept and underachievement (Bruck & Ilodw]n, 1962; 
Combs, 1964; Kurtz (~ Swenson, 1951; 1lcGuire, 1961; Peppin, 1963) • 1 
Shaw, Edison, and Bell (1960) and Shaw and Alves (1963) 
have studied the self-concept of bright underachieving high 
school students. While their findings agreed in general with 
_____________________________ ..__._, .. _" __ .,.-a~ ,-•··-··~•' ,,, 
.. 3 1 
' 
those results found in the grade school population they were Ahl~ 
to further differentiate between male and female achievers nnd I 
underachievers. The negative self-perceptions of the male underl 
achievers revolved around themselves while the negative self-at- I 
titudes of the female underachievers centered on the peiceptions j 
of how others felt about them. In general, the undcracllievers 
rated themselves more negatively on the variables of: self-con-
cept, self-acceptance, ideal-self, perception of peer self-con-
cept, peer self-acceptance, and peer ideal-Relf. 
Self-concept as it relates to achievement or underachieve-
ment has also been studied at the college level (Borislow, 1962; 
LJeSena, 1964; .r.:organ, 1952; Todd, Terrell, & Frank, 1962). Agat1 
low self-concept has been found to be a characteristic of under-
achievers. Todd, Terrell, and Frank conclude from their find-
ings that ability or potential in academic pursuits is not as 
vital to the self-concept or self-esteem for the femnle as it is 
for the male underachiever. The males seem more concerned about 
their perceived inadequacies than are the female 11ndernchievers. 
Borislow found that regardless of any motivation for achievement 
underachievers have a poorer conception of themselves than do 
achievers. »/i th the addition of the mo ti vat ion factor their 
poor self-concept is heightened. 
A number of studies have attempted to relate scholastic 
underachievement with the personality trait of hostility. Sig-
nif icant results have shown that underachieving students are 
·--------------------------------.---~··"·r·-•·•"'~' 
. more hostile towards teachers than are achieving students•(Dowd, I 
1952; Frankel, 1960). The object of the underachieving students'! 
hos ti 1 i ty was also shown to be the father or authority figures ! 
in general (Corlis, 1963; Kimball, 1952; Shaw & Brown, 19fi7; 
shaw & Grubb, 1958; 'l'aylor & Farquhar, 1965). Shaw and Grubb, 
however, stated that the hostility shown to teachers is not a 
factor of the high school educational framework but rather it is 
brought with them into high school. Underachievers were charac-
terized by having a significantly higher psychopathic deviate 
scale on the Minnesota hlultiphasic Personality Inventory than 
achievers (Barger & Hall, 1964; McKenzie, 1964; Morgan, 1952). 
various authors have shown that faulty peer and inter-
personal relationships exist in the general personality pnttrrn 
of the underachieving student throughout the educational levels 
(Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; McGuire, 1961; Powell & Jourard, 1963; 
Roberts, 1962; Shaw & Alves, 1963; Taylor & Farquhar, 1965). 
Further investigations have indicated that the achieving student 
is more aware of and concerned about his fellowman (Gebhart & 
Hoyt, 1958; Gough, 1953c; Gowan, 1957; Holland, 19fi9; Morgan, 
1952; Roberts, 1962). The achieving student is interested in 
and responsive to the needs and feelings of others which aids in 
the formation of successful interpersonal relationships. A few 
authors claim, however, tt,at the achieving student is more with-
drawn from others (Horrall, 1957; Krug, 1959; i:errill & 1~urphy, 
1959). They feel that the underachieving student is more out-
going and sociable than is the achieving student. However, the 
5 
fact that the achieving students may not be as outgoing or as 
extroverted as the underachievers is not necessarily a factor of 
poorer interpersonal relations but rather a result of spending 
more time in scholastic areas and therefore socializing less. 
Several investigators have found that achieving students 
are less dependent on adults for help and emotional support than 
are underachievers (Crandall, Preston, & Uabson, 1960; Desena, 
1964; Kerns, 1957; Kimball, 1953; McKenzie, 1964; Hoberts, 1962; 
Winterbottom, 1958). The successful students appear to be more 
autonomous and less involved in dependent conflicts. However, 
Holland (1959) and Middleton and Guthrie (1959) believe thnt the 
achieving student is more dependent because of the gratification 
received from others upon successful achievement. The student 
in this case is more interested in the praise of others rather 
than in the rewards of independent achievement for itself. This 
characteristic was viewed as being related more to overachievers 
than to achievers however. 
On a number of studies achieving students scored signifi-
cantly higher than nonachievers in achievement motivation or 
need for achievement (~ Ach) (Dorislow, 1962; Desena, 1964; 
Frankel, 1960; Gebhart & Hoyt, 1958; Kerns, 1957; Krug, 1959; 
Lum, 1960; Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; ~litchell, 1959; 1iorgan, 1952; 
Roberts, 1962; Taylor & Farquhar, 1965). Underachievers have 
been found to lack this achievement motivation but in its place 
have emphasized social interactions, pleasure seeking, and 
activity interests (Gerberich, 1941; Holland, }~l...E!!.P~.!..~~-t~.··-·· 
~;oIIeson, & Sarnoff, 1958; Horrall, 1957; ~.iiddleton & Guthrie, 
!959; ~!itchell, 1959). The underachiever is found to have 
strong affiliation needs in place of achievement needs. The 
acnieving students, in contrast, have low affiliation needs 
(Gebhart & Hoyt, 1958; Kerns, 1957; Krug, 1959). 
Achievers have been characterized as being dependable, 
consistent, and responsible in relationship to task and goal 
orientation. They have a basic seriousness of purpose nnd are 
ahle to organize and plan their lives (Diener, 1960; Dowd, 1952; 
Gebhart & Hoyt, 1958; Gough, 1953c; Gowan, 1957; Holland, 1959; \ 
Krug, 1959; Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; Morgan, 1952). Underact~ieversl 
I 
have been characteri~ed as being restless, changeable, and havin~ 
no real goals (Dowd, 1952; Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; Lum, 1960; 
~.itchell, 1959). 
Although the majority of research has been conducted with 
college students, it has been found that poor psychological ad-
justment is related to underachievement in both the high school 
and the elementary school levels. Shaw and Grubb (19~8) felt 
that the underachievement syndrome was present before students 
entered high school. Barrett (1957) found an underachif'ver.~cnt 
pattern present hy grade five. Shaw and ~ ... ccuen (1960) indicated 
that academic underachievement was characteristic of bright 
males by the third grude, and in many cases was evident in tr.e 
first grade. The present study examined the psychologicnl ad-
justrnent of achievers versus that of undernchievers among bright 
-------------------------------·"--~*_ .. __ .... _ ...
---------~----,..._ .• ._ ............. ':;..•~>·· 
seventh and cightt grade school students. 
A number of authors have shown that within the general 
concept of psychological adjustPent in relation to academic 
achievement an adequate sexual identity is necessary (Barwick & 
Arbuckle, 1962; Cooper, l!l62; Crandall, Kntlcovsky, & Preston, 
l960; Crofts, 1959; Gebhart & Hoyt, 1958; Ueilbrun, l963b; 
7 
i 
l 
! 
. 
Katkovsky, Preston, & Crandall, 1964; Krug, 1959; Longstreth & ! 
Rice, 1964; ~.!cGuire, 1961; rowel 1 & Jourard, 1963; Shaw & White, I! 
1965; Teahan, 1963; Tibbetts, 1955). The sex id~ntity of the I 
child is a commonly proposed correlate of identification ().~ssen,I 
1961; ~:ussen & Distler, 1959; 1960; Aiussen & Rutherford, 1963; 
sears, 1953). For the purposes of this present study the defi-
nition of identification suggested by Kagan (1958) was used. He 
stated that identification is an acquired cognitive response 
whose content is such that some of the attributes, motives, 
characteristics and affective states of the model are a part of 
the subject's psychological organization. 
The present study assumes that identification of the child 
I 
I 
j 
with a parent, as defined by ·Kagan, could be determined by asses-I 
sing the agreement, if any, existing between the child's self-
perceptions and his perceptions of the parent. In addition, 
assessment of the parents' self-perceptions in relation to the 
parents• perceptions of the child or student provides an index 
of the extent to which they, the parents, believed the child to 
be like them and indirectly an indication of how positive a 
:Psychological relationship they felt existed between their child 
·---- . _____ .... .., ...... ,,._ .•.. -; '""''"'"'''·--"-·' .,,,, 
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and themselves. A third measure or index of identification 
I based on Kagan's definition is assumed to be revealed by a com-
parison of the child's perceptions of himself in relation to his l 
parents' self-perceptions. A fourth indication of identification! 
is assumed to exist in the number of self-descriptive adjectives 
rated in common by the students and their parents. 
In the various studies of parental identification by 
Heilbrun {1960b; 1962a; 1962b; 1963b; 1964a; 1964c; 1964d; 196Ga; 
1965b; I965c; 1965d) and by Heilbrun and Fromme {1965) and by 
Heilbrun and Hall (1964) a measure of identification was 
developed and used in relation to various variables. His 
Identification Scale (IS) was, as is the case for the present 
study, based on modeling principles of learning (e.g., Kagan, 
1958; Mowrer, 1950; Sears, 1957; Symonds, 1946). While the 
method employed by Heilbrun and his co-workers has been succesR-
tul in measuring identification between child and parent, it has 
only compared a measure of the child's self-perceptions with the 
cliild's perceptions of his parents. The present study has gone 
beyohd this index of identification and has assessPd the self-
perceptions of the parents and their perceptions of their child. 
In other words, Heilbrun has not involved the parents in his 
studies, whereas this investigation has attempted to do so. 
Shaw and White {1965) believe that it is quite important to 
utilize this approach to identification assessment. 
According to Parsons' reciprocal role theory of parental 
i .. 1.4~n1if1c{t.tion (19§8) the. achieyers, both mal~ ~nd._!J:,m~•~.s.ho:u.l.d 
l 
~-~~~~~·---~~~-~ 
identify with a more masculine, instrumental father (i.e., ag-
gressive, dominant, enduring, autonomous) whereas the under-
achievers, both male and female,should identify with a more 
feminine and expressive mother (i.e., passive, nurturing, suc-
corant, dependent). This pattern of parental identification in 
relation to the psychological adjustment of students has been 
found by a number of investigators (Altus, 1948; Cooper, 1962; 
crandall, Dewey, Katkovsky, & Preston, 1964; Gebhart & Hoyt, 
1958; Goodstein & Heilbrun, 1962; Heilbrun, 1962a, 1963b, 1965a; 
Heilbrun & Fromme, 1965; Hollenbeck, 1965; Kimball, 1952). The 
present study attempted to show that this pattern of parental 
identification exists in junior high school, bright achievers and 
underachievers. This investigation assumes that this pattern of 
identification is related to achievement levels. 
Seemingly, however, the female achiever does not possess 
an adequate sex role identity if identifying with a more mascu-
line, instrumental father. Heilbrun and Fromme (1965) provided 
a tentative conclusion to explain this apparent contradiction: 
••• males with an orientation primarily 
instrumental are doubly reinforced (and better 
adjusted) because they conform to masculine 
stereotype and because this orientation is more 
effective for college success. College females 
who combine instrumental and expressive behaviors 
(mixed identification) tend to adjust, whereas 
those who conform to or tend to deny femininity 
by high- or low expressive orientations experience 
adjustive difficulties. Further, it seems reason-
able to propose the girl's identification with a 
masculine mother as the basic paradigm for 
achieving a mixed identification, whereas identi-
fication with a feminine mother or masculine 
.. 
.... , .... 
·-·-------------------------.~~ ......... ,~....--. ... ~ ............ ,.._;, ..... ~. ··-•·'>- ·-· .,l 
father may promote a high - or low - expressive 
orientation, respectively. 
10; 
rt was one of the intentions of the present author to show that 
this hypothesis presented by lfeilbrun and Fromme could be veri-
fied with junior high school students. 
A child's parents are usually considered the major social-
1zing agents influencing and molding the child's attitudes and 
be~aviors. The child-rearing attitudes of parents should be 
antecedent to the child's parental identification and subsequent 
psychological adjustment and academic achievement. The relation~ 
ship between child and parent or the identification of one with 
tbe other is viewed as an interactive process between fatl1er and 
mother in their own identity. It is the parents' own identity 
in their sex-roles which is carried over to the child by means 
of the parents' child-rearing attitudes and practices. Doth a 
parent's general attitudes and his personal needs have been 
found to be predictive of his child-rearing practices (Dlock, 
1955; Crandall & Preston, 1961; Hart, 1957; Kates & Diab, 1955; 
Zuckerman & Oltean, 1959). Parents of underachievers were found 
to be dissatisfied with their own stereotyped sex-roles (ITnll, 
1964; Katkovsky, Crandall, & Preston, 1964) and with one another 1 
(Hal 1, 1964; Sears, J.iaccoby, & Levin, 1957; Smykal, 1962; 
Tibbetts, 1955). 
In addition to being satisfied with their own sex-roles, 
the parents of achievers seemingly are controlling but yet af-
fectionate in their crild-rearing attitudes and practices. They 
------------------------------·--------~-·-· < 
11 
set certain limits on the behavior of their children. While i af-' 
I 
! fectionate and warm to their children they are less so than the 
I 
parents of underachievers, particularly the mothers. The 
parents of underachievers, furthermore, are quite permissive or 
i 
controlling in a nurturant way ........... overprotectiveness which lead~ 
to a more dependent child or an actively aggressive or hostile 
one. The above parental child-rearing practices have been seen 
i 
I 
I 
! 
in the investigations of a number of researchers (Crnndall, 1961;! 
I 
Crandall, Dewey, Katkovsky, & Preston, 1964; Crandall, KatkovskyJ 
& Preston, 1960; Crandall, Preston, & Rabson, 1960; Drews & 
Teahan, 1957; Haggard, 1957; IIoffman, Rosen, & Lippett, 1960; 
Longstreth & Rice, 1964; ShalV, 1964; Shaw & Alves, 1963; Teahan, 
1963). The present study attempted to show that parents of 
achieving students are more dominating, controlling, and less 
permissive in their child-rearing practices than are parents of 
underachieving students at the junior high school level. 
A number of studies have suggested that positive parent-
child relations (such as closeness to the child, high interest, 
understanding and/or approval of him, etc.) are conducive to 
competent academic achievement (Barwick & Arbucli:le, 1962; 
Conklin, 1940; Jones, 1955; Kimball, 1953; Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; 
Peppin, 1963; itickard, 1954; Tihbetts, 1955; Walsh, 1CJ56). The 
family life of achieving students was found to be more plensant, 
satisfying, nnd favorable than the family life of underacl1ieving 
students (Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; :McGuire, 1961; Smykal, 1962; 
! 
I 
I 
_____ ,_____ ,,___. .. __ ..,...,,;r·-, .. ,_,.. ... ,,.,.~,,, •. ,,..,,""''•' "'·•· 
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'ffbbetts, 195!3). It is the contention of the present m1tllor 
that this research is in no way contradictory to previous find-
ings which stated that parents of achieving students nre more 
controlling and less permissive in their child-rearing prnctices 
than are parents of nonachieving students. It is !tis opinion 
that a significant positive relationship does not exist between 
a permissive child-rearing practice and positive parent-child 
relations. 
Finally, regarding the specific area of achievement de-
veloprnent, a numher of investigations have shown that pnrents' 
orientations toward their own achievement may influence their 
behaviors with their children in everyday achievement experi-
ences - the greater value they place upon their own ac!1ievement 
the greater will be the value they place upon the achievement of 
their children (V. J. Crandall, 1963; V. c. Crandall, 1963; 
v. c. Crandall, Good, & v. J. Crandall, 1964; V. c. Crnndnll, 
Katkovsky, & v. J. Crandall, 1965; Haggard, 1957; Katkovsky, 
Crandall, & Preston, 1964; Kurtz & Swenson, 1951; liosen & 
D'Andrade, 1959; Shaw & Brown, 1957; TiMrntts, 19!"55). The 
achieving students have parents who besides being achievers 
themselves place great value on ac!11evement in their children. 
It has been found that the greater the value the fathers placed 
on their being intellectually competent themselves, the more 
likely they were to participate with their elementary-school-age 
Crildren in intellectual pursuits, to motivate the:irchildren 
toward intellectual achievement activities and accomplishments, 
-"-----------------------------.. ··-· -- ·-···· 
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d to react strongly with praise and acceptance to their an 
children's achievement efforts. Similar reactions were found 
tor mothers, except these were more frequently expressed in in-
teractions with their daughters than with their sons (Katkovsky, 
crandall, & Preston, 1964). A reinforcement theory of achieve-
ment development is thus proposed in addition to the role model 
theory. 
Shaw (1960) in presenting a report sponsored by the 
UnitPd States Public Uealth Service summarized that: 
There exists between the parents of children 
of the underachieving group a large emotional t~ap 
which may be either neutral or negative in nature. 
The lack of supervision, lack of interest, un-
certainty with regard to how to raise their 
children or what to expect of them, and the rela-
tively lower levels of aspiration which parents 
of underachievers have for them, all appear to 
contribute to what may be considered an under-
achievement syndrome. 
In summary then it has been shown that there are a number 
of factors related to achievement in school. A descriptive pie-
ture of the psychological adjustment of the achieving student in 
comparison to the underachieving student is expansive. The 
variables which most often differentiate between tl1e two groups 
are seen to be: self-concept, anxiety, hostility, difficulty in 
interpersonal relationships, independence~dependence conflict, 
low achievement motivation, and poor goal orientations. Another , 
variable, that of parental identification, has been relntcd to 
the psychological adjustment of the student. It has been found 
to have a direct bearing on the achievement or underachievement 
-----------------------------------··"•··,.,-.,·---· 
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of the students. Parental child-rearing attitudes and practices 
have also been discovered to have had an influence on the I 
psychological adjustment of the student, his identification, 
achievement or lack of it. 
and I 
It was the general purpose of this present investigation 
to measure the psychological adjustment of junior high school 
students, their identification with their parents, and certain 
parental attitudes concerning the rearing of their children in 
order to obtain a more complete picture of academic achievement 
versus underachievement. The general personality structure of 
the students was assessed by use of the California Psychological 
Inventory (CPI) developed by Gough (1957) and used quite ex-
I 
i 
i 
tensively with adolescents. Parental identification was measure~ 
with the use of the Adjective Check List (ACL) which was de-
veloped by Gough and Heilbrun (1965). The students and both 
parents were asked to rate themselves and each other descrip-
tively according to the adjectives given on the ACL. Parent-
child identification was assessed over four indices of relation-
ship as previously outlined. Most of the previous research con-
cerning parental attitudes has measured only those attitudes of 
the mothers. The present investigation attempted to measure the 1 
attitudes of both parents by means of Shoben's Parent Attitude 
Survey (1949). On the Parent Attitude Survey (PAS) the parents 
were asked to rate each other as well as themselves on their 
child-rearing attitudes. This technique has not been utilized 
, .!1.!._E.rior investigations. In addition, the s~~!..~.J.l_€..!£~.J?t.!£!1S 
i 
----------.. -,-·----·< 6·--~·"~"'--··,' ,, ....... __ _ 
of tl:eir parents' child-rearing practices was assessed by means 
of Schaefer's Children's Report of Parental I'ehavior Inventory 
(CRPDI) (1965). 
The present study thus attempted to bring together a large 
amount of data on the same sample in order to better view the 
differences between bright achieving and underachievin~ students 
on the junior high school level. In addition to the originality 
of this investigation posed by the compilation of data on the 
same sample of the population, it is the first time, in the 
knowledge of the author, that both parents and children are 
asked to rate themselves as well as each other in measuring 
parent-child identification. Mothers and fathers arc also asked 
to assess eac !l other's chi Id-rearing attitudes. 'l'hei r children 
are likewise questioned as to their parents' ctiild-rearing prac-
tices. 
The hypotheses were: 
1) The achieving students arc significantly better 
adjusted psychologically than are the underachievers. 
2) t~le achievers identify with a masculine, instru-
mental father, whereas male underachievers lacl\: tl~is type of 
father identification. 
3) Female achievers identify with a masculine type of 
mother controlling and aggressive yet affectionate - whereas 
female underachievers identify with an excessively expressive, 
nurturant mother or a rejecting, hostile mother. 
~---------------------------------~ ..................... ~ ..... , ... _.,.. ........ ,, ~"' ., 
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4) Achievers, both male and female, have parents who 
are in general agreement as to how to rear their children, 
~hereas the parents of underachievers, both male and female, are 
in general disagreement as to their child-rearing attitudes. 
5) Achieving students perceive their parents• child-
rearing practices to he sit~nificantly different than those of 
underachieving students. 
------------------------------.-······· .,.- ........ -"' .. 
Method 
Subjects: The subjects that were used for this study were 
selected from the seventh and eighth grades of a Catholic elemen 
tary school in a predominately high socioeconomic class neighbor 
hood of suburban Chicago, Illinois. Only those students whe had 
attained an Intelligence Quotient (IQ) of 115 or higher on the 
otis 'iuick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests (Form Beta-EM) were in-
cluded in the sample. In this particular school all students 
are routinely administered the Otis Quick-Scoring 1:ental Ability 
Tests at the fourth grade level and again at the seventh grade 
level. To determine if there were any significant differences 
between the means of the IQ scores for grades four and seven, ! 
tests of significance of means were performed utilizing both 
sets of IQ scores on all the students in the seventh and eighth 
grades. As Table 1 shows, no significant differences were found 
between the mean IQ scores for grades four and seven on the 
present seventh or eighth grade students taken individually by 
grade level or all students totaled together. Since no signifi-
cant differences were found between the two sets of IQ scores on 
all the students in the seventh and eighth grades, it was decide~ 
! 
i 
that the IQ scores administered at the seventh grade level would 1 
f be utilized because of the close proximity in time to the presen~ 
""'~----,----------------------- ------· ----.. ..... -,."' 
' 
Present 
Grade 
Level 
7 
8 
7+8 
Table 1 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values 
Of Present Student Classes 
On Differing Grade Level IQ Scores 
4th Grade 7th Grade 
N IQ IQ 
- Scores Scores 
Mean SD Mean SD 
- -
116 111.6 9.61 113.6 9.44 
124 113.3 9.43 111.9 9.24 
240 112.4 9.58 112.7 9.33 
t 
-
1.60 
1.18 
.35 
~-"i' .. ,,--......,-----------------------··---~--------------.... ,._ .. ,_ .. __ i>'>,..; 
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, stuacnts' 1~ra<le p I acement under investir;ation. 
A student was classified as an acniever if t1is grade-point 
average (GPA) for a tlvo-year period prior to the study was 3. 0 
(B) or anove nased on a 4.0 point scale. A student was classi-
fied as an underacniever if his GPA for a two-year period prior 
to tne study was 2.8 or below. These cut-off points represent 
rougnly the top 25 per cent and the nottom 60 per cent of the 
total ctistrioution of grades in tne seventh and eighth grade 
classes in tne school. The suOJects thus chosen on the oasis of 
achievement or underachievement were then further grouped ~Y 
their sex. Four achievement groups were therefore determined: 
1) Male Acnievers (MA), 2) :Male Underachievers (MU), 3) Female 
Achievers (F'.A), and 4:) Female Underachievers (FU). 
In order to equate the selected groups in respect to IQ 
and to differentiate them as to acnievement level, ! tests of 
significance of means were utilized to show that the selection orj 
I 
tne acnieving versus underachieving groups differed significant!~ 
as to GPA but not to measured intellectual anility. Tanle 2 i 
! 
snows clearly that both the male and female achievers did not I 
I differ significantly from the underachievers in respect to IQ, j 
but that they did differ significantly (£<.001) in regards to 
GPA. As such, it can be stated that the selected groups are 
equated as to intellectual ability and differentiated as to 
achievement level. 
Following the selection of the student groups, their 
l 
Table 2 
}.!eans, Standard Deviations, and 1 Values netween 
Groups on Intelligence Quotient (IQ) 
And Grade Point Average (GPA) 
Achievement N !!ean .§.!! t Mean .§.!! t 
-Level IQ GPA 
MA 23 122.30 4.83 3.45 .260 
1.87 11.96 
MU 27 119.88 4.18 n.s. 2.42 .347 
FA 34 121.56 4.76 3.44 .254 
1.27 12.19 
FU 18 119.83 4.59 n.s:. 2.65 .202 
*** = .E (.001 
20 
*** 
*** 
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arents were asked to participate in the investigation by re-p . 
sponding to a series of psychometric instruments. Table 3 pre-
sents the classification and distribution of student and parent 
sample and the percentage of parents'who participated. 
Although the student and parent sample sizes are relative-
ly small when grouped according to achievement level and sex, 
there is supporting evidence for the use of small samples both 
from a purely statistical basis and from past research concern-
·ng achievement versus underachievement. l -
According to the theory, especially as amplified by Neyman 
and Pearson (1933), the probability of rejecting the null t1ypoth~ 
I 
esis for any given deviation from null and R value increases as 
a function of the number of observations. In the statistical 
reasoning presented by Bakan (1966) the rejection of tl1e null 
hypothesis when a number of cases is small speaks for a more 
dramatic effect in the population. In addition, he stated thnt 
if the E value is the same, the probability of committing a Type 
I error remains the same, Thus one can be more confident with 
a small !! than a large !!• TJakan further stated that the error 
which is often made by psychologists, referring to a study by 
Rosenthal and Gaito (1963), is in accepting the false premise 
that the £ value is a measure of confidence and in failing to 
recognize that the ~ value is a function of sample size for nny 
i 
given deviation from null in the population. Dakan claimed that:) 
i 
The author knows of instances in which editors 
of very reputable psychological journals have rejected 
----------------------...--.-·· - ... -..... -............. ,. .. . 
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Table 3 
Distribution of Student and Parent Sample 
And Percent of Participating Parents 
Achievement Level Students Mothers (If Fathers c. /(J I'' 
Male Achiever ( 11A) 23 13 116.5 11 47.8 
Male Vnderachiever (UU) 27 14 fil.8 11 40.7 
Female Achiever (FA) 34 20 58.8 18 !12. 9 
Female Underachiever (FU) 18 14 77.7 13 72.2 
Total 102 61 59.8 53 51.9 
------·--------------------·-··-... -~ .......................... . 
.~ ....... ..-~- .... .......-,...,) 
papers in whi~h the £ values and n'~ were small on 
the grounds that there were not enough observations, 
clearly demonstrating that the same mode of thought 
231 
is operating in them. Indeed, rejecting the null 
hypothesis with a small n is indicative of a strong 
deviation from null in the population, the mathe-
matics of the test of significance having already 
taken into account the smallness of the sample. 
Increasing the n increases the probability of re-
jecting t~e nulI hypothesis; and in these studies 
rejected for small sample size, that task has already 
been accomplished. These editors are, of course, 1n 
some sense the ultimate "teachers" of the profession; 
and they have been teaching something which is 
patently wrong. 
In a historical and methodological approach to the useful-
ness of!!::.! studies, Dukes (196fi) contended that thP. value of 
such research extends beyond the single case studies of the 
clinicians and the personologists. In his review of the litera-
ture between the years 1939 to 1963, he found a total of 246 li.::l 
studies indicating that li=.!, research has played a significant 
role in psychological history. 
With respP.ct to the present research concerning achi~ve-
ment versus undernchievement, a considerable number of authors 
have utilized small sample groups. Table 4 presents a list of 
articles reviewed for the present investigation and gives the 
l~'s of the sample groups. As indicated, the subjects were 
jgrouped nccording to achievement level and according to sex 
I 
! 
!which is what was done for the present study. Of the 13 investi~ 
gotions which employed this grouping method only two were found 
to have large samples(Iletlbrun, 1963a; Taylor & Farquhar, 1965). 
However, both of these had an extremely large population from 
i_~~~~~h to obtain their su.mples. 
Table 4 
Studies Grouped By Achievement 
Levels and Dy Sex 
Research over-Ac h 
N 
-
Barwick & Arbuckle (1962) 15 
Bruck & Bodwin (1962) 10 
Gough (1949) 
neilbrun (1963a) 
Powell & Jourard (1963) 
Shaw & Alves (1963) 
Shaw & Grubb (1958) 
Shaw & Mccuen (1960) 
Shaw & -~Vhi te ( 1965) 
Smykal (1962) 
Taylor & Farquhar (1965) 
Teahan (1963) 
Winkelman (1963) 20 
Males 
Avg. 
Ach 
N 
15 
10 
13 
233 
20 
20 
17 
36 
30 
16 
lfi7 
22 
20 
Under-
Ach 
N 
-
15 
10 
13 
316 
20 
19 
16 
36 
36 
14 
137 
22 
20 
,. 24 
Females 
over- Avg Under-
Ach Ach Ach 
N N N 
- - -
15 
10 
20 
15 
10 
14 
206 
20 
20 
25 
45 
33 
16 
178 
23 
20 
15 
10 
13 
222 
20 
19 
22 
17 
15 
14 
169 
23 
20 
-·--.. ..-..... ____ , ________________ ,,---..-~--.... , ...... ,.. .. ~-.,_.,, ., . ..,.-... ~' 
Table 5 presents a list of research articles in which t.he 
subjects were classified as to achievement level but without re- , 
gard to the sex of the subjects. Table 6 presAnts a list of 
rese&rch articles in which only male subjects were clnsEifjed ns 
to achievement lev~ls. As shown on both tables the use of small 
samples in the research is quite frequent. Thus from the re-
senrch citad for the present study and on the basis of statisti-
cal reason1ng as presented by llakan (1966), support is ~iven for 
the sample size as employed in this investigation. 
Apparatus: Once the selection of the groups was mnde on 
the basis of the Otis ~uick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests nnd the 
students' grades for the two years prior to the investigation, 1 
! 
the test measures were then administered. In order to assess th~ 
general personality adjustment of the selected student sample, 
the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) was administered to 
them as a group. The CPI, a personality inventory developed by 
Gough (1957), has been used quite extensively and quite favorabl~ 
in studying the personality characterisU cs of Echievers i1nd 
i 
underachievers. The inventory is intended primarily for use w1thj 
''normal" (nonpsychiatrically disturbed) subjects v:itli the main 
emph3sis on providing a comprehensive survey of an individual 
from the social interaction point of vie~. It is comprised of 
18 separate scales whict1 are grouped into four broad categorirs: 
1) measures of' poise, ascendancy, and self-assurance, 2.) measures: 
of socialization, maturity, and responsibility, 3) measures of 
,_C:~!_:.~evement potential and intellectual efficiencu._,}m~_4,), ... ,,_,,, 
Table 5 
Studies Grouped By Achievement Level 
But Not Differentiated By Sex 
Research Achievers Underachievers N N 
-
Barrett (1957) 16 16 
Diener (1960) 69 69 
Dowd (1952) 19 16 
Frankel (1960) 42 42 
Horrall (1957) 94 94 
Kerns (1957) 66 66 
Klausmeier (1958) 12 16 
Kurtz & Swenson (1951) 20 20 
Peppin (1963) 36 36 
26 
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Table 6 
Studies Grouped By Achievement Level 
But Only Male Students Considered 
aesearch Overachievers Achievers 
N N 
- -
Combs (1964) 25 
Corl is (1963) 16 
De Sena (1964) 14 14 
Hall (1964) 20 
Koenigsberg (1962) 45 45 
McKenzie (1964) 75 75 
Morgan (1952) 66 
Shaw & Brown (1957) 30 
Tibbetts (1955) 19 
21 I 
• f 
I 
i 
Underachievers 
N 
25 
16 
14 
20 
45 
1ri 
66 
28 
19 
-------------------------------......... --·---·····'" 
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asures of intellectual and interest mode8. Although mainly me . 
use cl with hi gb schoo 1 and co 11 e{;e students, Gough ( l 9G3a) has 
found the CPI to be a valid instrument in predicting high school 
grades. He feels that it is an effective measure of personality 
down to approximately age ten. 
In determining parent-child identification the Adjective 
check List (ACL) was employed. It was administered to both the 
selected students and their parents in separate group settin~s. 
The .ACL ·.vas developed by Gough and Ileilbrun (1965). It consists 
of 300 adjectives commonly used to describe attributes of a per-
son. The ACL comprises 24 experimental scales, 7 of whicl1 were 
developed by Gough and the remaining 17 by Heilbrun. uf the 
scales which were developed by Heilbrun, 15 were based on 
Murray's need-press system (1938). These IG scales are called 
the ACL Need Scales. The manual for the ACL reports correla-
tions between the ACL and the CPI scales. ?.Iany are hir;hly cor-
related indicating that the ACL can he judgetl to be a valid per-
sonelity inventory in its own right. 
The child-rearing attitudes of the parents were 1r.easured 
with the use of Shoben's Parent Attitude Survey (PAS) devised in 
1949. The instrument contains 8~ items, 7G of whicl1 are arrange~ 
around three suhscales: the Dominating (D) Scale, tl'e Possessive 
(P) Scale and the Ignorin~ (I) Scale. The remaining 10 items 
are classified into a Miscellaneous (M) Scnle about which little 
is kno'7n. A parent scoring high on the D Scale is judged to be 
29 I 
scoring high on the P Scale is judged to he more perruis-
sive in his attitudes towards child-rearing than is the high D 
parent. The parent scoring high on the I Scale is thought to 
show evidence of apathy towards children. The parents rate each 
of tbe 8G statements as to whether they "Stron~ly Agree," 
".Mildly Agree," "11ildly Disagree," or "Strongly Disagree" with 
the worded statement. The total score for each scale is bnsed 
on wejghts assigned to each item according to the standardiza-
tion of the instrument. The scale score totals can be used 
separately or as parts of the total combined score. 
As an indication of how the student sample perct>ived their 
parents' child-rearing practices, they were administered 
Schaefer's Children's Report of Parental Behavior Inventory 
(CRPBI) devised in 1965. 192 statements describing parental 
behavior in relation to child-rearing practices are classified 
into 18 scales. The students rate each statement as to whether 
it is "Like" their parents• behavior towards them, "Somewhat 
Like" it, or "Not Like" their behavior. The inventory is scored 
by assigning the value 3 to "Lil{e," 2 to "Somewhat Like," and I 
to ":S-ot Like" in.sequential order as to the placement of each 
scale on the score sheet. The author of this instrument stated 
that the reliability data and the analyses of group differences 
indicate that the inventory provides a sensitive method for in-
vestigating children's perceptions of parental behavior. 
Procedure: The student sample was gathered to~ether in a 
large classroom so that they could be administered the "·-·"_...____ _ ... _. __ ,"~·'"~"'-' .. 
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Two nights were held a week apart in order to obtain I i 
I 
responses from a greater sample of the parents. The parents and 1 
I 
the examiner met at a specified time in the early evening nt the I 
I j pariRh social hall. The hall was prearranged and equipped to I 
provide an adequate group-testing situation. Prior to presentin~ 
the quP-stionnaires or inventories to the parents, they were told, 
that their sons or daughters were selected for the inv~stigation I 
because of their previously tested intellectual ability. They ! 
were also told that their responses to the inventories were an 
integral part of the investigation. They ~ere elso inform~d 
that a complete explanation would follow. Each parent was then 
given a booklet of tests comprised of the ACL and the PAS. The 
booklet was coded in a similar fashion to that used for the stu-
dents - the only difference being that the code for the parents 
was prefaced with a F for father or a M for mother. After the 
appropriate parent received his or her test booklet they became 
anonymous. 
on the test 
The instructions for the particular test were printe,. 
form. The following changes from the original in-
1 
structions were made, however: on the PAS each parent was asked 
to rate his or her own parental attitudes concerning child-
rearing and then to rate tbose attitudes of his or l1er spouse; 
on the ACL each parent was asked to describe himself, his spouse, 
and his child involved in the study. Following the administra-
tion of the inventories an open discussion was held with the 
parents concerning purposes and the hypotheses of the investi~a­
tion. The total time for the administration and discussion was 
...,..,,.-.,......_-..,,.,, - __..... __ ._._.._,,._,,~....,,._,~.,, .. ,,,.,_ ......... ~ 
I 
' 
two hours. A week separated the first parent session from the 
student testing sessions. 
32 
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Results 
The analyses of results were focused on discovering sig-
nificant differences between the means of the achievement groups l 
I and bet\veen the means of the sexes on the various scales of the 
different test measures. Pearson's correlation coefficients were! 
obtained to determine parent-child identification and to assess 
parental agreement as to child-rearing attitudes. The r to z 
I 
I 
i 
l 
~ 
1 
transformation was then utilized to detennine the significnnce of! 
differences in correlations between achiever and underachiever 
groups of the same sex. Differences between the males and the 
females by achievement group were also obtained on the various 
test measures. Two-tailed tests of significance were performed. 
California Psychological Inventory 
The t test of significance of means was performed between 
achievement groups by sex and between the sexes by achievement 
group on the 18 scales or variables of the CPI in order to see 
if there were any significant differences in the personality 
adjustment between the achievement groups and between the sexes. 
Table 7 gives t 11e means, standard dcvia tions, and t values be-
1 tween tre f.:ale AchieveJJent (MA) group and the Male Underachieve-
lment (MU) group on each CPI scale. With respect to the male 
!students, a significant difference was shown on the scale of 
l 
Table 'T 
Means, Standard Deviations, and! Values 
Between Male Student Groups On 
California Psychological Inventory (CPI) Variables 
Variable 
MA (1!=23) ).fiJ (~=27) 
Mean fill Mean .§.!! 1 
Dominance 50.96 11.57 42.70 13.29 2.32 
capacity for Status 39.52 10.69 35.00 6.23 1.86 
sociability 47.52 7.19 44.41 11.02 1.16 
social Presence 51.26 9,.27 50.85 10.96 .14 
Self Acceptance 57.30 9.95 48.96 10.03 2.94 
Sense of Well Being 36.17 12.70 30.63 15.52 1.37 
Responsibility 42.04 7.75 37.19 10.16 1.88 
Socialization 48.13 s.oo 44.00 11.06 1.49 
Self Control 36.17 9.10 35.15 9.74 .38 
Tolerance 36.22 11.34 34.30 9.87 .64 
Good Impression 36.26 9.44 36.33 7.96 .03 
Communality 50.13 8.61 45.59 14.61 i .:n 
Ach. via Conformity 41.30 7.21 35.07 10.99 2.32 
Ach. via Independence 38.48 10.14 36.85 7.70 .64 
Intellectual Efficiency 36.91 11.71 37.07 11.27 .05 
Psychological Mindedness 41.30 8.88 41.37 9.81 .03 
Flexibility 46.13 10.50 48.81 10.74 .89 
Femininity 51.43 9.44 47.93 8.9o 1.35 
* = l?. (.05 
**=£<.01 
, __ .,.. _____ 
~-----....__._,, ............ ~.,- ..... 
* 
** 
* 
Dominance (t= 2.32, ~(.05). Accordingly, the male achievers 
can be viewed as being more aggressive, confident, persistent, 
and planful than the male underachievers. In addition, this 
1 significant difference tends to show that the male achievers are 
more self-reliant, independent, and possess leadership potential 
and initiative. The male undernchievers can be viewed as being 
retiring, inhibited, indifferent, unassuming and lacking in 
self-confidence and initiative. 
The male achievers also differed significantly from the 
male underachievers on the scale of Self Acceptance (1= 2.94, 
E (.01). The male achievers can be described as being more out-
spoken, demanding, aggressive, persuasive, self-confident, and 
self-assured than the male underachievers. The male under-
achievers can be described as being passive, easygoing, conven-
tional, and given to feelings of guilt and self-blame. The two 
scales, Dominance and Self Acceptance, tend to measure approx!-
mately the same or similar personality characteristics as evi-
denced in the scale intercorrelation of .48 C~<.001) as given 
in the ?.:anual for the standardization sample ( 1957). 
A significant difference in means was also found between 
the male achievement groups on the scale of Achievement via Con-
formity (!= 2.32, ~<.05). The male achievers can function in a 
setting where conformance is a positive behavior. If they have 
to conform to certain value systems in order to achieve, they 
are able to do so. And in doing so they tend to be efficient, 
organized, cooperative, persistent, and industrious. The male 
- __.__ ............ ---.. ,,.... --· "'' 
l 
.. ., .. '""" "'1 
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! 
underachievers, however, tend to become disorganized under stressj 
or pressures to conform. They tend to react negatively towards 
conformity, and as such become stubborn, aloof, and opinionated. 
TheY can be described as being insecure and pessimistic about 
their occupational futures. 
Although not significant at the 5 per cent level of confi-
dence, the difference in means between male achievement groups 
on the scales of Capacity for Status and Responsibility ap-
proached significance (E <:.10). Male achievers show certain 
evidence of being ambitious, active, self-seeking, conscien-
tious, and responsible, Male underachievers are sommvhat apa-
thetic, dull, immature, moody, and easily influenced by stereo-
typed thinking. 
It is interesting to note that while not significant the 
majority of the mean differences on all the scales of the CPI 
favor a better psychological adjustment on the part of the male 
achievers. 
Tahle 8 gives the means, standard deviations, and ! values 
between the Female Achievement (FA) group and the Female Under-
achievement (FU) group. A significant difference between female 
achievement group means was found on only one scale, Communality, 
(!= 2.66, E <.02). This scale indicates the degree to which an 
j1ndividual's reactions and responses correspond to the "common" 
! 
!Pattern established for the inventory as a whole. High scorers 
Ion this scale tend to be viewed as being dependable, tactful, 
l 
L.t.~!!.flJ)le 1_§}ncere 1 honest, conscientious 1 an!l re.~l.!.f?..tic.L." . ,1'2!! ..... 
l 
' 
Table 8 
t:eans, Standard Deviations, and t Values 
Between Female Student Groups On 
California Psychologjcal Inventory (CPI) Vnriahles 
FA (N=34) 
variable 
!.lean 
oominance 45.47 10.79 
capacity for Status 37.21 12.07 
~oci~~ility 46.76 13.77 
social Presence 49.47 11.85 
self Acceptance 49.62 11.66 
sense of Well Being 37.91 12.85 
Responsibility 45.26 8.58 
socialization 48.03 11.10 
Self Control 40.94 11.21 
Tolerance 37.59 14.14 
Good Impression 39.24 10.19 
Communality 48.68 8.47 
Ach. via Conformity 43.24 10.49 
Ach. via Independence 42.21 10.04 
Intellectual Efficiency 41.62 10.02 
Psychological ~.:indedness 44 .12 9. I 0 
Flexibility 50.85 12.~8 
Femininity 51.88 7.86 
* = .£ <.02 
FU (!'.[=18) 
Mean 
45.56 12.59 
3:1.72 12.94 
50.89 10.97 
50.78 11.71 
39.89 15.fi5 
43.78 12.~H 
42.83 13.21 
36.00 14.84 
40.89 12.:=>2 
41.72 12.25 
42.22 11.15 
40.94 14.31 
40.56 11.01 
50.72 9.06 
t 
.f 1 . ~ ... 
.22 
.42 
.34 
.49 
1.00 
1.24 
.54 
.38 
.88 
.47 
.01 
.~o 
.04 
1.33 
~----------------------·-~·--·"'-" ........... ···--- . ··-
l 
scorers, on the other hand, are viewed as being impatient, 
plicated, disorderly, restless, inattentive, forgetful, and as 
having internal conflicts and problems. It appear8 from this 
significant difference betw~en the female achievement groups 
that the female achievers are better adjusted than the female 
underachievers on the basis of what is expected of the "normal" 
fer:iale. However, this conclusion is somewhat questionable based 
on the relatively small number of female underachievers in the 
sample. 
The Personal Adjustment scale of the ACL was found to be 
positively correlated with IO of the 18 CPI scales at the .o5 or 
greater levels of significance on the standardization sample aa-
cording to the ACL Manual (1965). Therefore, the t test of sig-
nif icance of means was performed between the achievement groups 
by sex on this scale in order to obtain a more general index of 
the differences between groups in personality adjustment. 
Table 9 shows that the difference between the male acl11evement 
groups approached significance at the 5 per cent level of con-
fidence (!= 2.00, E <•IO). The male achievers in this sample 
have a marked tendency to being better adjusted psychologically 
than the male underachievers. The difference between female 
achievement groups was not significant (!= .06). The female 
achievers in the sample were not different than the female under-, 
!achievers in their general personality adjustment as measured by 
I ltLe Personal Adjustment scale of the ACL. This scale seems to 
!depict a positive attitude toward life more than an absence of 
··~· •.. ,,. "'· .. -.-,-· -..-- ... --~·- .. ~ .,., ,., ..... ,- .... ,,_.,, .,..__.,_,......_,.......,..,..,,,..~.,, .. , .... .,,.~.···~ .... , _.w:,, ... "" 
Achievement 
Level 
MA 
MU 
FA 
FU 
Table 9 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values 
Between Achievement Groups By Sex On 
Personal Adjustment Scale of ACL 
N Means ~ df t 
23 48.78 6.99 
48 2.00 
27 44.11 9.44 
34 50.15 s.20 
50 .06 
18 50.00 7.94 
..... __ ,,,...,._... ____ ,~---·----------------·,.···-"'--"~ "~ ,,,,,.,. . ...,.,,_,, 
pif-------- --------.-...-~· .. ···· ..... " ,, '""-"""'1 
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problems and worries - a person who is effective and can "love 
and work" in society. 
The 1 test of significance of means was also performed be-
tween the sexes by achievement group on the 18 scales of the CPI 
in order to see if there were any significant differences in the 
personality adjustment between the sexes. Table 10 presents the 
means, standard deviations, and t values between the male and 
the female achievement groups on each CPI scale. The male 
I 
~ 
I 
achievers differed significantly from the female achievers on tl1d 
scale of Self Acceptance (!= 2.59, Q <.02}. The male achiev~rs 
can be rlescrihed as being more outspoken, demanding, aggressiv~, 
persuasive, self-confident, and self-assured than nre the female 
achievers. Although not significant at the 5 per cent level of 
confidence, the difference in means between the male achievers 
and the female achievers on the scale of Dominance approached 
significance (1= 1.83, Q <•10). As previously indicated, these 
two scales are highly correlated with one another. It appears 
that the obtained differences between the male and the female 
achievers on these two scales suggest a certain degreP of valid-
ity to the stereotyped view of males being more dominant, ag-
gressive, assertive, and self-assured than nre femnles. 
Table 11 gives the means, standard deviations, and t value~ 
he tween the male and the female underachievPrs on the CPI scnles .i 
A significant difference between these two groups was obtained 
on the scale of Self Control (!= 2.25, n<.ori). The female 
1 .E!!~!_Each_!evers appear better able to conti:ol .Jl~~~~impaj§~~.J:l!..~~---· 
\ 
'--------·-----------...--·-· , .. ,_, -·. ,,_ 
,1 1 
I '!'able 10 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values 
Between Male and Female Achieving Groups On 
California Psychological Inventory (CPI) Variables 
MA (N=23) 
Variable 
Mean 
Dominance 50.96 11.57 
capacity for Status 39.52 10.69 
sociability 47.52 7.19 
social Presence 51.26 9.27 
self Acceptance 57.30 9.95 
sense of Well Being 36.17 12.70 
Responsibility 42.04 7.75 
Socialization 48.13 8.00 
Self Control 36.17 9.10 
Tolerance 36.22 11.34 
Good Impression 36.26 9.44 
Communality 50.13 8.61 
Ach. via Conformity 41.30 7.21 
Ach. via Independence 38.48 10.14 
Intellectual Efficiency 36.91 11.71 
Psychological Mindedness 41.30 8.88 
Flexibility 46.13 10.50 
Femininity 51.43 9.44 
* = .I? <. 02 
FA (!!=34) 
Mean SD 
45 • .t'T 10. 79 
37.21 12.07 
46.76 13.77 
49.47 11.84 
49.62 11.66 
37.91 12.85 
45.26 8.58 
48.03 11.10 
40.94 11.21 
37.59 14.14 
39.24 10.19 
48.68 8.47 
43.24 10.49 
42.21 10.04 
41.62 10.02 
44.12 9.10 
50.85 12.58 
51.88 7.86 
t 
1.83 
.74 
.24 
.61 
* 2.59 
.50 
1.45 
.04 
1.70 
.39 
1.11 
.63 
.77 
1.37 
1.63 
1.16 
1.48 
.19 
__ ,,,,.. .... ___________________________ ........, .... __ ·~" ... ~"'"""'·'"""'·'·•--'""·-~-.,.,·~·'"'' 
Table 11 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values 
BetlYeen Male and Female Underachieving Groups on 
California Psychological Inventory (CPI) Variables 
MU (!:!=27) 
Variable 
Mean 
Dominance 42.70 13.29 
capacity for Status 35.00 6.23 
sociability 44.41 11.02 
social Presence 50.85 10.96 
Self Acceptance 48.96 10.03 
Sense of Well Being 30.63 15.G2 
Responsibility 37.19 10.16 
Socialization 44.00 11.06 
Self Control 35.15 9.74 
Tolerance 34.30 9.87 
Good Impression 36.33 7.96 
Communality 45.59 14.61 
Ach. via Conformity 35.07 10.99 
Ach. via Independence 36.85 7.70 
Intellectual Efficiency 37.07 11.27 
Psycho I ogtcal ~:i ndedness 41. 37 9. 81 
Flexibility 48.81 10.74 
Femininity 47.93 8.90 
*=,l!<.05 
FU (N=l8) 
Mean SD 
45.56 12.59 
35.72 12.94 
45.94 9.94 
50.89 I0.97 
50.78 11.71 
42.67 9.56 
43.78 12.91 
42.83 13.21 
36.00 14.84 
42.06 12.57 
40.89 12.52 
41.72 12.25 
42.22 11.15 
40.94 14.31 
40.56 11.0l 
50.72 9.06 
48.61 9.45 
t 
.72 
.25 
.48 
.01 
.56 
1.96 
1.82 
.06 
* 2.25 
.46 
1.12 
1.90 
1.91 
1.01 
.26 
.62 
.25 
------·-...,------------------~-----···-_,,,_... .... ~ ........ ,..,........,..., ..... 
l 
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the male underachievers. The male underachievers seem to be I 
more self-centered, uninhibited, and impulsive than the female I 
underachievers. i 
I Although not significant at the .05 level of confidence, ! 
the difference in means between the male underachievers and the 
female underachievers approached significance on the scales: 
sense of Well Being(!= 1.96, R<·IO), Responsibility(!= 1.82, 
~<·IO), Good Impression(!= 1.87, E<::'.. .10), Achievement via 
conformity(!= 1.90, E<(.10), and Achievement via Independence 
(!= 1.91, E <.10). The female underachievers have a marked ten-
dency to he more energetic, ambitious, productive, responsible, 
cooperative, and able to create a favorable impression than the 
male underachievers. The female underachievers also have a ten-
dency to be more persistent, industrious, and foresighted in 
achieving goals than the male underachievers. The male under-
achievers can be described as being somewhat coarse, stubborn, 
awk,•ard, and lacking in drive or mo ti vntion to perform and 
achieve. 
The ! test of significance of means was performed between 
the sexes by achievement group on the Personal Adjustment scale 
of the ACL in order to obtain a more general index of the dif-
ferences between the sexes in personality adjustment. Table 12 
shows that the female underachievers differed significnntly from 
the male underachievers(!= 2.26, £<.o5) indicating that the 
female underachievers are better adjusted psychologicnlly than 
the male underachievers in the sense of being better able to 
•....---.._.. _,... .... -- -"'' ... -·. ""' 
l 
Achievement 
Level 
MA 
FA 
MU 
FU 
• = l! <.o5 
Table 12 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values 
Between Sexes By Achievement Group On 
Personal Adjustment Scale of ACL 
N Means SD 
-
_g_f t 
23 48.78 6.99 
55 .67 
34 50.15 s.20 
27 44.11 9.44 
43 2.26 
18 50.00 7.94 
"I I 
I 
* 
-·---~-------------------------------···'"''«' 
'F•••·---·-·--------·---- r 1• ~;.tN!'EU:,i;,).i<•;..._;;ot4.-.:'~'"d'-"'-..rlfo--~·1'<JJ•-:<.."'.'>"JI~·-~•, -
"love and work" in society. 
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Adjective Check ~ 
-
In order to measure parent-child identification, Pearson 
product-moment correlation coeffecients were computed between: 
1) each student's rating of himself and his rating of each 
parent, 2) each parent's self-rating and his rating of his 
child, and 3) each student's self-rating aad the self-rating of 
each of his parents. These correlations were performed on all 
the scales of the ACL. Tables 13-15 report on the correlations 
and their significance on the 15 ACL Need Scales. Table 17-18 
report on the significance of the correlations between the 
achievement groups on the ACL Need Scales. Tables 19-20 report 
on the significance of the correlations between the sexes on the 
:1.CL ~eed Scales. 
Table 13, lVhich lists the correlations between the child's 
self-rating and his rating of his parents, actually is an indica-1 
I 
tion of the child's perception of his similarity with his 
parents. Because of the multitude of correlations that are re-
1ported, their significance becomes somewhat less meaningful. In 
l 
!order to simplify the magnitude of these correlations, F'igure 1 
I 
I 
! j 
:and Figure 2 are presented tndicating the student's self-rntings , 
l jwith his ratings of his father and mother respectively. Since 
f 
1many significant correlations were found, the findings related 
I 
! 
ito each ACL Need Scale are reported separately. 
1) Achievement: Female achievers (li= 34) perceived 
l the!Il~}!.!!!~!2.. ... ~.~~ 1 ike both their fathers ( r=~·".....ll+~·J2.-.. ..Jt~l-l\lld. .... 
l 
• 90 
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ACL NEED SCALES 
·Fig. 1. Correlations between child's self-rating and his 
rating of his father on ACL Need Scales •. : 
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'Fig. 2. Correlations between child's self-rating and his 
rating of his mother on ACL Need Scales. 
l 
mothers (£= .34, ~<.os). 
2) Dominance: Male achievers (B= 23) perceived them-
selves to be like their fathers (£= .63, £<.01) but not their 
•others. Male underachievers (li= 27) perceived themselves to be 
similar to their fathers (£= .40, E<•05) and to their mothers 
(r= .so, E<•Ol). On the same scale the female achievers (!= 34) 
-
perceived themselves to be like their fathers (£= .39, E<.02) 
and also like their mothers (£= .48, ~<.01). The female under-
achievers (!= 18) believed that they were like their fathers 
(r= .61, £<.Ol) but not their mothers in being dominant. 
-
3) Endurance: Male underachievers (li= 27) perce~ved 
themselves similar to their mothers {£= .49, ~<.01). Female 
achievers {N= 34) and underachievers (!= 18) also rated them-
selves similar to their mothers (£= .58, ~ <.001; £= .65, ~<:'.Ol 
respectively). 
4) Order: :Male achievers (N= 23) viewed themselves 
as similar to their fathers (£= .46, ~(.05). Female achievers 
(!= 34) rated themselves like they rated their mothers {£= .37, 
J?(.05). 
5) Intraception: Male underachievers (,!!= 27) rated 
themselves like they rated their fathers(£= .43, £(.05). The 
female achievers perceived themselves to be like their fathers 
<r= .47, E<.01). Female achievers {!= 34) also rated themselves 
like they rated their mothers(£= .61, ~<:.001). The female 
underachievers (,!!= 18) saw similarity between themselves and 
their fathers (r= .56 
6) Nurturance: Male underachievers (!!= 27) rated 
themselves similar to their fathers(!,= .70, £<.001) and to 
their mothers (!,= .58, £<.Ol). The female achievers (!= 34) 
perceived themselves like their fathers (!,= .ss, £<.001) and 
their mothers (!,= • 37, £ <. 05). The female underachieve rs (!f=l8 
rated themselves and their fathers alike (!,= .67, ~<.01). 
7) Affiliation: Male underachievers (,!= 27) rated 
th ems elves like th.eir fathers {!,= • 58, .!! (. 01). The female 
achievers perceived themselves like their fathers (!,= .71, 
R(.001). The female achievers(!= 34) also rated themselves 
and their mothers alike{!,= .51, £<.01). Underachieving female 
(li= 18) rated themselves like their fathers(!,= .67, E (".01) and 
their mothers (!,= • 56, E (.02). 
8) Heterosexuality: All achievement groups and sexe 
rated themselves like both parents at a significant level except 
the female underachievers with their mothers. It is interesting 
to note that there is cross-sex identification with all groups, 
and that the females perceived themselves in this manner more so 
than the males. 
9) Exhibition: The male achievers (!= 23) rated 
themselves like they rated their fathers (!,= .62, £<'.01). 
10) Autonomy: The male achievers perceived themselves 
like their fathers {!,= .49, £<•02). The male achievers (,!= 23) 
were the only group to show similarity to a parent group. 
11) Aggression: The male underachievers (!= 27) rate 
themselves like their fathers (!,= .56, E ('.01). The female 
l 
achievers (!= 34) and underachievers (!= l8) 
,1 
'1, 
perceived themse~ve 
I 
• 52, n <. 05 re spec-to be like their fathers (£= .41, n (.02; i£= 
I tiYely). , 
I 
11 12) Change: No group perceive~ themselves to be 
11 
significantly like any parent on this scale. 
' ! 
13) Succorance: Female achieve~s (!= 34) identified 
themselves with both their fathers(£= .64, £<.OOl) and their 
•others (£= .62, £<.001). The female underachievers (!= 18) 
perceived themselves like their fathers(£= .66, £<.01). 
14) Abasement: The male achievers (!= 23) perceived 
themselves like their fathers(£= .63, £(.01). This finding 
appears to be in sharp contrast to previous results. 
15) Deference: Male achievers (N= 23) rated themselve 
-
like their fathers(£= .so, £(.02). The female underachievers 
(N= 18) identified themselves with their fathers also (£= .62, 
E.<•Ol). 
Table l' shows parent-child identification in the per-
ceptions of the parents to themselves with their perceptions ot 
their children. Figure 3 and Fig~e 4 are presented showing the 
father and the mother's self-ratings respectively and their 
ratings of their children. The significant findings again are 
listed according to the ACL Need Scales. 
1) Achievement: The fathers of the female achievers 
<!= 18) perceived themselves to be like their daughters (£= .52, 
E. <.os). 
2) Dominance: A significant negative correlation 
Table 14 
Correlations Between Parents' liating of Themselves 
And Parents• Hating of Child On ACL Need Scales 
Father To Self: Mother To Self:: 
ACL Father To Child Mother To Child 
( F-P:: F-C) (M-M:: M-C) 
MA MU FA FU MA MU FA FU 
(!=ll)(N=ll)(N=l8)(!=13) (N=l3)(N=l4)(N=20)(N=l4) 
- - - -
.Achievement -.06 .31 * .52 -.29 .09 -.~3 .38 .01 
Dominance .19 .25 .02 -.73 ** -.oo -.15 .17 .45 
** ** Endurance .09 .40 .63 .34 -.46 .06 .66 -.22 
.22 ** ** Order .55 .61 .39 -.15 .09 .67 -.29 
Intraception -.19 .74 ** .11 .66 ** -.19 .20 -.05 -.07 
* Nurturance .20 .25 .37 .56 -.10 .13 -.08 .25 
Affiliation .21 .28 .17 .36 .19 .40 .18 .19 
* * Beterosex. .42 .62 .06 .34 .55 .58 -.13 -.16 
Exhibition .64 * ** .38 .63 -.49 -.19 -.04 .27 .66 * 
Autonomy .07 .36 .31 -.06 .05 .01 .15 .46 
* Aggression .24 -.15 .14 .14 -.51 -.19 .34 • f')7 
Change ** 
... 
.44 .so .37 .28 .10 -.06 .49 .27 
Succorance .01 .56 .31 -.05 .01 -.18 .34 • 51 
Abaseaent * .31 -.05 .15 -.64 .17 -.03 .28 .42 
Deference * .28 -.14 .31 -.09 .os -.17 .29 .64 
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Fig. 3. Correlations between father's self-rating and 
bis rating of child on ACL Need Scales. 
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Fig. 4. Correlations between mother's self-rating and 
her rating of child on ACL Need Scales. 
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r=-------- 65 ( I 
•as obtained between the self-perceptions of the fathers of the 
female underachievers (li= 13) and their perceptions of their 
daughters (~= -.73, £<.01). 
3) Endurance: The fathers of achieving females I 
! 
(N~ 18) rated themselves in common with their 
-
daughters (r= .63, I 
- ' 
£ < .01). The mothers of the female achievers (N= 20) also rated I 
i 
themselves in common with their daughters(~= .66, R<•Ol). l 
4) Order: The fathers of female achievers (!= 18) I 
:·;~::~~d :::m::::::.t:fb:h:i:::~et:c:::::r:a;::t::~ :::o·::;_ I 
ceived themselves to be similar to their daughters (~= .67, 
5) Intraception: The fathers of the underachieving 
aales (N= 11) perceived themselves to be like their sons (£= .74 
E (.01). The fathers of the underachieving females (~= 13) rate 
themselves in common with their daughters (~= .66, £(.02). 
6) Nurturance: The fathers of the underachieving 
females (!= 13) perceived themselves as being similar to their 
daughters (£.= .56, .:2<•05). 
7) Affiliation: No significant correlations were 
obtained between the parents• ratings of themselves with their 
ratings of their children. 
8) Heterosexual 1 ty: The fathers C:!i= 11) and the 
mothers (,li= 14) of the male underachievt~rs rated themselves in 
I 
I 
I 
common wi tti their sons (£= • 62, .:2 (. 05; ~= • 58, l! <. 05 res pee-l ! ti ve_J-=y:...);....;... ·--------------------~--·-·-- ·-···-··-.. ·-
rr=------------·---,-56 ! 
' 9) Exhibition: The fathers of the male achievers 
(N= II) rated themselves in common with their ratings of their 
-
sons <r= .64, .£<.os). The fathers of the achieving females 
f 
(~= 18) perceived themselves like they perceived their daughters ! 
' i 
. 
'. 
' 
(£= .63, ~ <.01). The mothers of the underachieving females 
j (!= 14) rated themselves like they rated their daughters (~= .66~ 
l? < .02). 
10) Autonomy: No significant correlations were ob-
tained between the parents• self-ratings and their ratings ot 
their children. 
11) Aggression: The mothers of the female under-
achievers (~· 14) rated themselves in common with their ratings 
of their daughters (~= .57, ~<.os}. 
12) Change: The fathers of the male underachievers 
(!= 11) perceived themselves like they perceived their sons 
(!=.so, £<.01). The mothers of the female achievers (N= 20) 
rated themselves in common with their ratings of their daughters 
13) Succorance: No significant correlations were 
obtained between the parents• self-ratings and their ratings of 
their children. 
14) Abasement: A significant negative correlation 
was obtained between the self-perceptions of the fathers of the 
female underachievers (li= 13) and their perceptions of their 
daughters (~= -.64, ~ <.02). 
15) Deference: The mothers of the female under-
-----
l 
-----------·-------------------' ~--~'~., ......... ~ 57 
acnievers (N= 14) rated themselves in common witn tneir ratings 
of their daughters (~= .64, ~<.02). 
. ! Table 15 shows a measure of parent-cnild identification in I 
the sel r-perceptions of each group - the student's self-percep- l 
[ 
tions correlated with the self-perceptions of each parent. 
the test procedure, it might be argued that this measure of 
! Froaj 
!den 
tification is the most objective, for both student and parent 
groups would have most likely not perceived the intent of the 
investigation in this measure. on the previous two measures of 
parent-child identification the students and parents were asked 
to rate themselves along with their parents or children respec-
tively. Thus the measures of identification as reported on 
Tables 13 and 14 are perceived indices of identification with 
l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
! 
the possibility of being open to errors of subjectivity. nut I in! 
measuring the self-perceptions of the student groups with the I 
self-perceptions of the parents, as shown on Table 15, the index 
of identification becomes more real than perceived - more ob-
jective than subjective. 
Figure 5 and Figure 6 are presented showing the magnitude 
of th~ correlations betw~en the students' self-ratings and the 
self-ratings of the parents. Since significant correlations wer~ 
! 
not obtained on all the ACL Need Scales, only those scales are 
listed where significance at the 5 per cent level of confidence 
was obtained. 
1) Intraception: The self-perceptions of the father~ 
~ 
(S: 11) were highly correlated with the self-perceptions of the 
~ 
' --------------------------------------------~------~-' 
Need 
ACL 
Table 16 
Correlations Between Child's Rating of Self And 
Parents• Ratings of Themselves ·on ACL Need Scales 
Child To Self:: Child To Self: : 
Father To Self Mother To Self 
Scales ( C-C: :F-F) ( C-C: :M-M) 
MA :MU FA FU MA MU FA FU 
(!=11)(!=11)(!=18)(!=13) (£!::13) (]!=14) <!!=20) (!=14) 
Achievement -.46 .29 -.02 .11 .52 -.49 -.15 .20 
Dominance -.24 .36 .01 .os .so -.38 .03 .18 
Endurance .05 -.03 .09 .10 .24 -.31 ') ') . ~-.. .23 
Order .07 -.09 .05 .03 .17 -.22 .06 .48 
*** Intraceptton .99 -.38 .45 -.08 .01 .17 .os .19 
Nurturance .39 -.56 * .52 -.17 -.48 .os -.18 .22 
Affiliation .54 -.51 .15 -.14 -.oo .02 .06 .18 
Heterosex. .21 -.25 -.02 .02 .15 .24 .35 -.12 
* * Exhibition .11 .17 .12 .23 .59 .04 .16 .56 
Autonomy .os 
- .. 58 .19 .21 .12 .28 .29 .27 
*•it Aggression .so -.20 .21 -.11 .07 .31 .24 .42 
Change .33 -.06 .18 .51 * .59 .25 .01 .26 
Succorance 
- .. 52 .02 .01 -.32 .32 .18 -.19 -.13 
* Abasement 
-.21 .44 -.07 -.06 .39 .12 .02 .57 
Deference ** .17 -.35 -.03 -.01 .34 .50 .11 .69 
* = l! < .05 
** = 12 < .01 
*** = l! < .001 
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Fig. 6. Correlations between mother's self-ratings and 
Child's self-ratings on ACL Need Scales. 
--
f. 
t 
_.,1e achievers(£= .99, ~(.001). 
2) Nurturance: The self-perceptions of the fathers 
(N= 18) were correlated with the self-perceptions of their 
-
achieving daughters {!,= .52, n<.os). 
3) Exhibition: The self-ratings of the mothers 
I 
I 
t 
' I 
! 
(N= 13) uere correlated 
-
with the self-ratings of their achieving j 
! The mothers' self-ratings (!= 14) were i sons (!,= • 59, £ <. os) • 
i 
I 
I 
I 
also correlated with the self-ratings of their underachieving 
daughters(£= .56, £<.os). 
4) Aggression: The self-perceptions of the fathers 
(!= 11) were correlated with the self-perceptions of their 
achieving sons (!,= .so, E <.01). 
5) Change: The self-perceptions of the mothers (N=13) 
were correlated with the self-perceptions of their achieving-son1 
{£= • 59 , E <. 05) • ! 
6) Abasement: The self-ratings of the mothers (!= 14)1 
were correlated with the self-ratings of their underachieving 
daughters{!,= .57, ~<.os). 
7) Deference: The self-ratings of the mothers (N= 
' -
were correlated with the self-ratings of their underach]eving 
daughters(£= .69, ~<.01). 
Because the m&nJ'. significant correlations obtained on the 
f; three measures of identification varied from one another, it was 
decided that if there was agreement for the groups on two or 
•ore of the three measures, a valid index of identification 
would be present. Thus if there was a significant corr~lation 
-
--------------------·--------""'-""~---·-"·,....·--·-~ 62; 
I 
between the child's self-perceptions and the child's perception I 
of the father on a certain ACL scale, and if, on the same scale, j 
the fa th er' s self-perceptions were significantly correlated with I 
I 
b1S perceptions of his son, then agreement would exist in the 
agreement in the perceptions of child to parent and parent to 
child over two measures of identification was found on the fol-
lowing Need Scales: 
1) Achievement: The female achievers (!=34) and 
their fathers (!=18) agreed significantly in their perceptions 
one another (~= .42, J:?.<(..05) indicating identity over the two 
measures. 
! 
I 
o~ 
2) Endurance: The female achievers (N=34) and their 
-
aothers (!=20) agreed significantly in their perceptions of one 
another (!:= .62, J:?.<.01). 
3) ~rder: The female achievers (!=34) again were 
found to identify with their mothers (!=20) in the agreement of 
their perceptions to one another.(~= .49, ~<.OS). 
1 4) Intraception: The male underachievers (N=27) and .. '.___·~~----....;...------...:...----------------------------'-'--------~· 
----------------·~ .. ~·'Jo' ___ ,_,, ___ '?' 
Table 16 
Agreement of Significant Correlations 
In ~easuring Parent-Child Identification 
On Various ACL Need Scales 
ACL l\eed Seale Group 
-Achievement FA 
Endurance FA 
Order FA 
Jntraception 
Intraception FU 
Nurturance FA 
Nurturance FU 
Heterosexuality MU 
Heterosexuality 
ixhibition 
Exhibition 
Deference 
* 
** 
*** 
= J?<.05 
= I!<. 01 
= J? < .001 
MA 
FU 
FU 
Comparisons 
C-C:: C-F 
F-F: : f'-C 
C-C: :C-M 
M-l.1: :M-C 
C-C: :C-M 
M.-M: :M-C 
C-C:: C-J? 
F-F: :F-C 
C-C: :C-F 
F-F: :F-C 
C-C: :C-F 
C-C: :F-F 
C-C: :C-F 
F-F: :F-C 
C-C: :C-F 
F'-F: :F-C 
C-C: :C-M 
M-M: :M-C 
C-C: :C-F 
F-F: :F-C 
M-M: :M-C 
C-C: : M-.M 
!.1-M: :M-C 
C-C: :M-M. 
N r 
- -
* 34 
.37* 
18 • 52 
*** 
.58** 34 
20 .66 
* 
.37** 
.67 
34 
20 
* 27 
.43** 
11 .74 
18 * 
.56* 
13 .,66 
*** 
.58* 
.52 
34 
18 
** 
.67* 
.56 
18 
13 
*** 
.66* 
.62 
27 
11 
** • so. 
.sa , 
27 
14 
** 6') 
• "* 
.64 
23 
11 
14 * 
.66* 
14 .56 
14 * 
.64** 
14 .69 
63 j 
I 
t 
I 
Estimate of l 
Com. Pop. r 
-i 
* 
.42 I . 
' I 
** 
.62 I 
I * 
.49 ' 
.52 * 
* 
.61 
.56 ** 
** • 6:1 
** • 6fi 
* 
.52 
** 
.63 
.61 * 
.67 ** 
_________________________________ j 
---------------------------------·-w 
I 
I 
' 
their fathers (N=ll)agreed significantly in their perceptions 
I 
I of one another (£= .52, l? <.05). The female underachievers (N=lS) and their fathers (!=13) also identified '.Vi th one another ; 
-
(r= .61, .I?. <.05). 
-
5) Nurturance: The female achievers (N=34) were 
-
round to be identified with their fathers (li=l8) over two 
aeasures of identification (£= .56, .I?.<.Ol). The female under-
achievers (!=18) and their fathers (!=13) also identified with 
one another (!:= .63• J?<.Ol). 
I 
! 
6) Heterosexuality: The male underachievers (!=27) t 
and their fathers (!=11) agreed significantly with one another 1 
I (£= .65, E<.01) as did the male underachievers (!=27) and their i 
aothers (,!=14) (£= •• 52, .I?.<.05). 
7) Exhibition: Significant agreement in the percep-
tions of one another was found between male achievers (~=23) and 
their fathers (!=11) (£= .63, R<.Ol). Agreement was also dis-
eovered between the female underachievers (!=14) and their 
aothers (,!=14) (,!:= .61• J?<.o5). 
8) Deference: Agreement of correlations on two 
aeasures of identification was also found between the female 
I 
i 
! 
f 
! 
underachievers (.!=14) and their mothers (N=14) (£= .67, ~ <.01). I 
. ' [ 
In attempting to determine the significance of differences I 
! 
in correlations between achieving and underachieving groups ot I 
. the same sex, the £ to ~ transformation technique was used. 
Since few significant differences were obtained between the nale 
I 
achievement groups and between the female achievement grouEs on ~ 
----·-------------------------~---··~- ,-.----1 65 
all three measures of identification, it was decided to report 
onlY the significant differences found on all three measures of 
identification thus avoiding numerous tables which would. show 
one or fewer differences to be significant. Table 17 reports on 
&he significance of differences as found between the male 
achievers and the male underachievers on the ACL Need Scales. 
As reported, the significance of differences is on one or anothe~ 
I 
aeasure of identification. It is noted, however, that except in I 
I 
iwo instances the differences between the male achievement group, 
f 
were found on the measure of identification which compared the I 
I 
self-perceptions of the students with the self-perceptions of th~ 
I 
I parents -- thought to be possibly the most objective index of 
tdentif ication. Significance of differences were found between I 
the male achievement groups on the following ACL Need Scales: j 
1) Achievement: The male achievers (li=l3) were foun~ 
i to be significantly more identified with their mothers (N=l3) 
-
I 
I 
' ! 
i 
than were the male underachievers <N=l4) with their mothers 
(!=14) as shown by ' the self-perceptions of the students correlat~ 
' 
ed with the self-perceptions of the mothers.(~= 2.55, R <.02). 
2) Dominance: In comparing the self-perceptions of 
~he students with the self-perceptions of the mothers, it was 
discovered that the identity of the male achievers (N=l3) with 
the mothers was significantly greater than was the case for the 
Ila.le underachievers (!=14) (A= 2.17, R <.05). 
! 
fl 3) Intraception: In comparing the fathers' percep-
·. ltions of themselves with their perceetions of tl1eir sons 1 it was-' 
------------------------------·-'- .. ""··- ·~ 
Table 17 
Significance of r,'s Between Rankings of Adjectives 
Within Groups on Individual ACL Need Scales 
And Significance of Difference or £'s Between 
Groups of Male Achievers and Underachievers 
ACL Need Scales Group Comparisons N 
Achievement MA C-C: :M-M 13 
MU C-C: :M-M 14 
Do12l1nance MA C-C: :M-M 13 
MU C-C: :M-M 14 
Intracept1on MA F-F::F-C 11 
MU F'-F: : F-C 11 
Jntraception MA C-C::F-F 11 
lIU C-C::F-F 11 
Nurturance MA C-C::F-F 11 
MU C-C: :F-F 11 
.Affiliation MA C-C::F-F 11 
MU C-C::F-F 11 · 
lxh1b1t1on MA C-C::C-F 23 
MU C-C: :.C-F 27 
.Aggre SS ion MA c-c: : F-F 11 
* 
** 
*** 
= l! <.os 
= l! < .01 
= l! < .001 
MU C-C::F-F 11 
.52 
-.49 
.50 
-.38 
-.19** 
.74 
*** .99 
-.38 
.39 
-.56 
.54 
-.51 
** 
.62 
-.os 
** .so 
-.20 
* 2.55 
* 2.rr 
*** 5.47 
* 2.09 
* 2.32 
.., * 
.... 55 
* 2.61 
66 
-----------------------------·----·~-.... -~ 
·-··~ 
found that the fathers (!•ll) of the underachieving 
tifY significantly more with their sons than do the 
males iden- I 
fathers 
(N:ll) of the achieving males (A= 2.2s, ~ (.05). However, in 
-
comparing the self-perceptions of the students with the self-
perceptions of the fathers, there was found a greater signifi-
cance in similarity of the male achievers (li=ll) with their 
fathers than the male underachievers (!=11) (A= 5.47, ~<.OOl). 
This apparent contradiction alone seems to suggest that the 
utilization of only one measure of identification does not give 
a valid index of identity. 
4) Nurturance: Male achievers {~==11) were found to 
be significantly more similar to their fathers than were the mal 
underachievers (!=11) as measured by the self-perceptions of the 
students with the self-perceptions of the fathers (A= 2.09, I 
I 
5) Affiliation: Male achievers (!=11) were also wer~ found to be significantly more similar to their fathers than 
the male underachievers (N=ll) as measured by the self-percep-
-
t1ons of the students with the self-perceptions of the fathers 
(~= 2.32, £ <.o5). 
6) Exhibition: In comparing the students• self-
percept1ons with their perceptions of their fathers, it was 
found that the achieving males (!=23) viewed themselves more 
Similar to their fathers than did the underachievers (li=27) 
R <.02). 
I 
------....:7..:.)_;A,::g;Jg~r;;..e;.s;:;..;;;.s.:;.1.;:;o;;;n;.;:_..:;M;;;a,;.;;l;;.,;e;...,;a;;;;.c;.h;..;;,.:;.1.;.e..;.v..;;.e.;.r..;;;s;.....:(,.N._=...;l;.;l;;..):....w;.;...;..e;;..r..;.e_f..;o_u..;.n;;....d~,..!!.... -~.\ 
,---;;1 
be 9 1gnif icantly more similar to their fathers than were the mal~ 
underachievers (N=ll) as measured by the self-perceptions of the l 
students with the self-perceptions of the fathers (A= 2.61, 
l <.02). 
In general, it is seen that on all scales except one, end 
that one is contradicted, where significant differences have bee 
found the male achievers were more similar to one or the other 
parent than were the male underRchievers. 
Table 18 reports on the significance of differences as 
! found between the female achievers and the female underachievers j 
I 
on the ACL Need Scales. Again to facilitate matters only those I 
differences are reported which were found to be significant I 
across all three measures of identification. However, in the 
case of the female groups all the differences which were found 
to be significant were discovered on the measure of identifica-
tion comparing the self-perceptions of the parents with their, 
the parents•, perceptions of their daughters. The£ to A trans-
formation was performed to determine the significance of dif-
ference between the female achievement groups. Significant dif-
ferences were found on the following AGL Need Scales; 
1) Achievement: The fathers (!=18) of the female 
achievers perceived themselves to he significantly more similar 
to their daughters than did the fathers of the female under-
&chievers (~= 2.13, .gc:(.05). 
2) Dominance: A significant negative correlation 
(r= -.73 .E. <.Ol) was found between the self-perceptions of .. the 
---------~--~------------------------------------------------------.i 69 I 
Table 18 
Significance of £'S Detween Rankings of Adjectives 
Within Groups on Individual ACL Need Scales 
And Significance of Difference of £'& Between 
Groups of Female Achievers and Underachievers ! 
--~--~--~~--~---! 
I ACL ~eed Scales Group Comparisons N Achievement FA F-F::F-C 18 
FU F'-F: : l''-C 13 
Dominance FA F-F: :f'-C 18 
FU F-F: :F-C 13 
Endurance FA M-M::M-C 20 
FU M-M: :M-C 14 
order FA M-M: :M-C 20 
Exhibition 
Abasement 
• = l? <.05 
•• = l! < .01 
FU M-M: :M-C 14 
FA 
FU 
FA 
FU 
F-F: :F-C 
F-F: :F-C 
F-F: : 1"-C 
F-F: :F-C 
18 
13 
18 
13 
* 
.52 
-.29 
** 
.66 
-.22 
** 
.67 
-.29 
** 
.63 
-.49 
* 2.13 
* 2.33 
* 2.56 
** 2.88 
3.12 ** 
2.23 * 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
----·----~·--~~~~----~----------~--------~--~~--~~-----· 
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fathers (!=13) of female underachievers and their perceptions I or I 
their daughters. While no significance is reported between the 
self-perceptions of the fathers (~=18) of female achievers and 
their perceptions or their daughters, a significant difference 
was found between the ratings ot the two groups of fathers 
(!= 2.33, ~ <.05). This finding suggests that the fathers of 
the underachieving females perceived a significant absence of 
similarity between themselves and their daughters as opposed to 
the fathers of the achieving females. 
3) Endurance: The mothers <N=20) of the female 
achievers perceived themselves to be significantly more similar 
$0 their daughters than did the mothers (!=14) of the female 
underachievers (~= 2.56, R<.02). 
I 
I 
4') Order: The mothers (li=20) of the female t achteversf 
perceived themselves to be significantly more similar to their 
daughters than did the mothers (!=14) of the female under-
achievers (~= 2.ss, ~ <.01). 
5) Exhibition: The fathers (!=18) of the female 
achievers perceived themselves to be significantly ~ore similar 
to their daughters than did the fathers (~=13) of the female 
underachievers.(~= 3.12, £(.01). 
6) Abasement: A significant negative correlation 
I 
~ 
(~= -.64, R<'.02) was found between the self-perceptions of the 
fathers (!=13) of female underachievers and their perceptions of 
their daughters. While no significance is reported between 'the 
&elf.:_p!~eptions of the fathers (!=18) of female achievers and-·~·-' 
·-----------------------··-~~W-"M---·1 
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,heir perceptions of their daughters, a significant difference 
•as found between the ratings of the two groups of fathers 
(!~ 2.23, ~ .05). This finding suggests that the fathers of 
the underachieving females perceived a significant absence of 
similarity between themselves and their daughters as opposed to 
the father of the achieving females. 
In order to determine if there were any significant dif-
ferences between the correlations of the sexes on any one index 
of identification, the £ to A transformation was performed. 
Again only those differences are reported which were found to be 
significant. The differences are given over all three measures 
ot identification in order to simplify matters. 
Table 19 reports on the significance of differences as 
tound between the correlations of the male achievers and the 
female achievers. Significant differences were found on the 
following ACL Need Scales: 
1) Endurance: The mothers (li=20) of the female 
achievers perceived themselves to be significantly more similar 
to their daughters than did the mothers (!!=13) of the male 
acrievers (A= 3.25, ~<(.01) perceive themselves similar to their 
sons. 
2) Order: The mothers (!=20) of the female achievers 
perceived themselves to be significantly more similar to their 
daughters than did the mothers <N=13) of the male achievers 
(!= 2.42, ~ (.05) perceive themselves similar to their sons. 
; 3) Intraception: The female achievers (N=34) rated ._____~ ___ ..;..,. ____ ,;_ ______________ ,_.;,,i ___ ....... ___ _ 
I 
I 
----------------------------·---·-·- --····~'\ 
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Table 19 
Significance of !:. • s Between llanlcings of Adjectives 
Within Achieving Male and Female Groups on Individual 
ACL Need Scales and Significance of Difference of the !.'s 
.ACL Need Scales Group Comparisons N r z 
-
1ndurance MA 14-M: :M-C 13 
-.46** 3.25 ** FA M-M: :M-C 20 .66 
order MA l{-.M: : M-C 13 
-.15** * FA 11-M: :M-C 20 .67 2.42 
Intraception MA C-C: :C-F 23 
-.10** * FA C-C: :C-F 34 .47 2.13 
Jntraception .MA C-C: :C-M 23 
.01*** * FA C-C: :C-M 34 .61 2.23 
*** Intracept1on MA C-C: :F-F 11 .99 
* FA C-C: :F-F 18 .45 2.66 
Aggression MA M-M: :M-C 13 -.~n * 
FA M-M: :M-C 20 .34 2.31 
Succorance MA C-C: :C-F 23 
.17*** * FA C-C: :C-F 34 .64 ?..05 
** Abasement MA C-C: :C-F 23 .63 * FA C-C: :C-F 34 .os 2.42 
* = .l! <.05 
** = .E. <. 01 
*** ;::; .l! < .001 
------------------------------,---·~"·-;-;1 
themselves and their mothers as being significantly more similar I 
i 
than the male achievers (!=23) rated themselves as being similar I 
i 
to their mothers (~= 2.23, 2<.os). On the same scale the femal~ 
achievers also perceived themselves and their fathers to be sig- l 
; 
j 
nificantly more similar than the male achievers rated themselves I 
I 
as being similar to their fathers (A= 2.13, 2<:.os). However, ! 
I 
the male achievers (N=ll) were found to be significantly more i 
1 tmilar to their fathers than the female achievers 0:!=18) to I 
i 
their fathers as measured by the self-perceptions of the student1 
with the self-perceptions of the fathers (~= 2.66, ~<.02). Thi 
scale was found to yield contradictory results between the male I 
achievers and the male underachievers as shown previously on 
Table 17. 
4) Aggression: The mothers (~=20) of the female 
achievers perceived themselves to be significantly more similar 
to their daughters than did the mothers {!=13) of the male 
achievers (A= 2.31, R<•05) perceive themselves similar to their 
sons. 
~ 
5) Succorance: The female achievers (N=34) perceive~ 
' 
t 
themselves to he significantly more similar to their fathers thi 
did the male achievers {!=23) (~= 2.05, E<.o5). I 
6) Abasement: The male achievers (li=23) perceived 
i 
themselves to be significantly more similar to their fathers tha, 
did the female achievers {N=34) perceive similarity to their • 
fat~ers (~s 2.42, ~<.02). 
___ ....;.,s.;;;.1;.:g~n;.;.1_f..;.i_c_a..;.n-.t_d_1-.r_r_e_r_e_n_c_e_s_w_e_r_e_a_1_s_o_f_o_u_n_d_b_e_t_,_,e_en _ t_h_e_" ___ ~-
----··ui 
correlations of the male and female underachieving groups of I 
I 
I atudents. Table 20 presents the only significant differences 
•hiCh were obtained over the three measures of identification on I 
the ACL Need Scales. The following ACL Need Scales yielded I 
81gnif1cant differences: 
1) Dominance: A significant negative correlation 
! 
I 
I 
(r= -.73, ~<.OI) was found between the 
-
j 
self-perceptions of the l 
I 
fathers (li•l3) of female underachievers and their perceptions of I 
their daughters. While no significance is reported between the 
self-perceptions of the fathers (li=ll) of male underachievers 
and their perceptions of their sons, a significant difference 
was round between the correlations of the two groups of fathers 
(~= 2.50, R<•05). This finding suggests that the fathers of 
the underachieving females perceived a significant absence of 
•1milar1ty between themselves and their daughters as opposed to 
ihe fathers of the underachieving males. 
I 
2) Deference: The mothers (N=l4) of the female under~ 
achievers perceived themselves to be significantly more similar I 
I 
to their daughters than did the mothers (li=l4) of the male underi 
achievers (,!= 2.18, l! (.05) perceive themselves similar to their 
sons. 
A final measure of parent-child identification was at-
tempted in order to ascertain a more global or general view of 
identification. The Chi Square test of frequency comparisons 
was used to determine the significance of differences between 
; 
achievement groups by sex with respect to the number of l ______ _.;; ____________________________ ,_. __ \ 
~----------------------~...,.. .... ~,_,,, .. _..--.., .. -,.,,-~~~ 75; 
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Table 20 
Significance of !:.'s Between Rankings of Adjectives 
Within Underachieving Male and Female Groups on Individual 
ACL Need Scales And Significance of Difference of the r's 
Need Scales Group Comparisons !! !:. z 
Dominance MU F-F::F-C 11 
.25** * 2.00 FU F-F: :F-C 13 -.73 
Deference MU M-M: :M.-C 14: 
-.17* * FU M-M: :M-C 14 .64 2.18 
* = 2 <:.os 
** = .2< .01 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!.--_____________________________ _... ... ,_, __ 
,. u ~¥,..._,,__.,,_,.~7"·.---..... .,. ----·---------------\'l·a-•~>i•_.,.._...,.._,,_-.,.-~ . .., ..,,,.. ·""· 
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adjectives attributed by the students exclusively to themselves 
and in conmon with each of their parents. Since there are 300 
adjectives on the AGL, agreement by 50 per cent of the students 
' r 
i 
i 
on each adjective was considered the criterion. 
Chi square test was thus composed of the number 
I 
Each cell in th, 
of adjectives, 
out of a possible 300, upon which 50 per cent of the particular 
sample subjects were in agreement. 
Table 21 presents an index of student identification with 
t 
i 
their fathers as seen by the differences between the achievement ! 
! 
groups 'tiy sex on the number of adjectives attributed by the stu- I 
i 
dents exclusively to themselves and in common with their fathers, 
Because of the small expected frequencies in some of the cells, I 
fisher's Exact Test of Probabilities had to be used to measure 
significance betlfeen tJie male achievement groups while Yates• 
Correction for Continuity had to he used to measure significance 
bet"een the female achievement groups. Accordingly it is shomi 
that a significant difference was obtained between the male 
achievement groups but not between the female achievement groups.1 
! 
I }.~ale achievers perceived significantly more similarity of them- 1 
selves (,!!=23) to their fathers than did the male underac'11evers 
!(£!=27) as judged by their attributing more adjectives in common 
!with their fathers and fewer adjectives exclusive to themselves 
I 
! I <1=<· 003 >. 
Table 22 presents an index of student identification with 
itheir mothers as seen hy the differences between achievement 
~ 
1 ~i:: ?1:11'~_1!¥ _ s ~~r.i_t he number of adjectives !.1 ~ t]:' ij>_µ_t e.2._J!I._!:.!2~.-· . . w~ 
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Table 21 
Comparison Between Achiever and Underachiever 
Groups of the Number of Alljecti ves ..t\ttributed 
Exclusively to Self With the Number of Adjectives 
Attributed in Common to Father and Self 
Exclusive Common to Self 
x2 Groups To Self and F'ather 
-
Male Achiever 1 46 
Male Underachiever 7 17 
Female Achiever 5 61 
.001 
Female Underachiever 5 50 
Pi sher 
l?. 
.003 
... ---------------------------------..-..----{ 
--------------·------------------,.--··--, 
Table 22 
Comparison Between Achiever and Underachiever 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
Exclusively to Self With the Number of Adjectives 
Attributed in Common to Mother and Self 
Exclusive 
Groups To Self 
Common to Self 
and Mother x2 
Male Achiever 6 48 
16 
60 
61 
i!ale Underachiever 
Female Achiever 
Female Underachiever 
• = l! <.05 
9 
2 
3 
* 5.37 
78; 
Pi sher 
~ 
i 
I 
I 
! 
-------------------------------1!11.---..--~~-····-- ..... , ...... --4 
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i 
students exclusively to themselves and in common with their I 
i 
90 thers. Results show that the male achievers (~=23) described 
themselves as significantly more similar to their mothers 
(X2= 5.37, £<•05) than the male underachievers (~=27). 
-
No 
8 1gn1f1cnnt difference was found between the female achievers 
i 
! 
! 
I 
I 
I 
! 
and the female underachievers in their description of similarity I ' 
to their mothers. I 
The Chi Square test was also used to determine significant ! 
differences between the fathers and the mothers of each of the 
tour achievement groups with respect to the number of adjectives 1 
attributed exc~usively to themselves and the number attributed 
to child and self in common. Table 23 presents an index of the 
fathers• identification with the students. Alth~ugh s1gnit1canc1 
at the 5 per cent level of confidence was not obtained between I 
any or the achievement groups, there was a tendency tor the 1 
fathers (!,=11) of the male achievers to see themselves as being 
more similar to their sons than the fathers (~=11) of the male 
underachievers (Fisher I?.<: .07). No significant difference was 
found between the fathers of the female achievement groups in 
their descriptions of themselves in common with their daughters 
and exclusive of themselves. 
Table 24 presents an index of the mothers• identification 
With the students. No significant difference was found between 
the male achievement groups or between the female achievement 
groups when considering the similarity of the mothers to the 
students judged by the mothers' descriptions in common w!th 
) 
! 
____ .__ _____________________________ ,, _____ i 
Table 23 
Comparison Detween Achiever and Underachiever 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
By Fathers Exclusively to Themselves And In 
Common With Their Children and 'l'hemselves 
Exclusive Common To Self ., 
Groups To Self and Child X"' 
-
Male Achiever 2 30 
Male Underachiever 5 11 
Female Achiever 10 35 
.060 
Female Underachiever 10 27 
80 1 l 
' 
Fisher 
.I?. 
.066 
l--- -- --·------""~ .... , 
I 
I 
Table 24 
Comparison Between Achiever and Underachiever 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
Dy Mothers Exclusively to Themselves And In 
Common With Their Children and Themselves 
Exclusive Common To Self 
x2 Groups To Self and Child 
-
Male Achiever 7 30 
.024 
Male Underachiever 9 36 
Female Achiever 0 36 
Female Underachiever 1 40 
Fisher 
.E. 
1.064 
~~--'\'.>.------~·--------------------------· 
_____________________________ .... ____ . ..,,.-·-.··'~ 
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tbe 11selves and exclusive to themselves .• I 
The Chi Square test of frequency comparisons was also 
i 
! 
used! 
to determine the significance of cliff erencE!s between the sexes 
by achievement group. Table 25 presents an index of student 
identification with their fathers by the differences between the 
sale and the female achievement groups on the number of adjec-
tives attributed by the students exclusively to themselves and 
in common with their fathers. A significant difference was ob-
tained between the male underachievers and the female under-
achievers (!2= 5.21, ~<.o5). The female -:Underachievers (~=18) 
perceived significantly more similarity of themselves to their 
fathers than did the male underachievers <!!=27) ,judged by their 
attributing more adjectives in common with their fathers and 
fewer adjectives exclusive to themselves. No significant dif-
ference was obtained between the male and the female achieving 
groups. 
Table 26 presents an index of student identification with 
their mothers by the differences between the male and the female 
achievement groups on the number of adjectives attributed by the 
students exclusively to themselves and in common with their 
mothers. A significant difference was found between the male 
I 
i 
\ 
and the female underachievers with the use of Fisher's 
•r 
I Exact Tes~ 
ot Probabil 1 ties (Jl < .001). The fem8le underachievers (!:!=18) 
perceived significantly more similarity of themselves to their 
mothers than did the male underachievers (l;I.=27) judged by their 
i at-::.r::;. but in;: more a<lj ect1 ves in common wi 11h their mothers and 
~ .... "·- ·- ___..,__,,,_ ..... 
-----~-------------------------------------__..-~........., 
Table 25 
Comparison Between Male and Female Achievement 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
Exclusively to Self With the Number of Adjectives 
Attributed in Common to Father and Self 
Exclusive Common to Self 
x2 Groups To Self and Father 
-
Male Achiever 1 46 
Female Achiever 5 61 
Male Underachiever 7 17 
* 5.21 
Female Underachiever 5 50 
• = Jl <.05 
831 
I ! 
l 
l 
I 
I 
Fisher 
Jl 
.•o• 
L·-------·-·--
Male 
Table 26 
Comparison Between Male and Female Achievement 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
Exclusively to Self With the Number of Adjectives 
Attributed in Common to Mother and Self 
Exclusive Common to Self 
x2 Groups To Self and Mother 
-
Achiever 6 48 
female Achiever 2 60 
Ma.le Underachiever 9 16 
Femnle Underachiever 3 61 
; 
84 t j 
Fisher 
~ 
.191 
.001 
! 
I 
I 
-... ~--------------------------------·........_,..~ .. , 
---------------------,--~,·-:-:i 
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! 
fewer adjectives exclusive to themselves. No significant dif- I 
I 
l I 
terence was obtained between the male and the female achieving 
groups. 
The Chi Square test was also used to determine significant I 
i 
I differences between the fathers and between the mothers of the 
aale and female achievement groups with respect to the number of I 
i 
adjectives attributed exclusively to themselves and the number 
attributed to child and self in common. Table 27 presents an 
index of the fathers• identification with the students. No 
significant difference was obtained between the fathers (!=11) 
of the male achievers and the fathers (N=18) of the female 
achievers in their descriptions of themselves in common with 
their children and exclusive of themselves. Also no significant 
difference was found between the fathers (~=11) of the male 
underachievers and the fathers (!=13) of. the female under-
achievers. 
i 
I 
'!'able 28 presents an index of ~he ,mothers' 
with the students. A significant difference was 
the mothers (~=13) of the male achievers and the 
identification 
obtained betwee~ 
mothers (!=20) 
of the female achievers with the use of Fisher's Exact Test of 
Probabilities <~<.013). The mothers of' the female achievers 
perceived significantly more similarity of themselves to their 
daughters than did the mothers of the male achievers perceive 
themselves similar to their sons. A significant difference was 
also obtained between the mothers (~=14) of the male under-
ac~ievers and the ~others N=14 of the fem&le un 
-----------~---------------------------------------~._, 
Male 
Table 27 
Comparison Between Male and Female Achievement 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
By f<'a.thers Exclusively to Themselves And In 
Common With Their Children and Themselves 
Exclusive Common to Self 
x2 Groups To Self and Child 
-
Achiever 2 30 
2.51 
Female Achiever 10 35 
Male Underachiever 5 11 
.0004 
Female Underachiever 10 27 
86 ! 
! 
Fisher 
.E. 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
~ 
l 
! 
I j 
I 
-----------------------------·---_,,,.-,.-" 
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Table 28 
Comparison Between Male and Female Achievement 
Groups of the Number of Adjectives Attributed 
By Mothers Exclusively to Themselves And In 
Common With Their Children and Themselves 
Exclusive Common to Self 
x2 Groups To Self and Child 
-
Male Achiever 7 30 
Female Achiever 0 36 
Male Underachiever 9 36 
* 4.84 
Female Underachiever 1 40 
*=£<.os 
I 
! 
Fisher 
.:£ 
.013 
·-----------------------·---,,,__ .. .__....,...io._....._ .. ~ .... l 
(~2= 4.84, ~<·05). The mothers of th~ female underachievers 
perceived significantly more similarity of themselves to their 
dnu~htP,rs than did the mothers of the male undernchievers per-
ceive themselves similar to their sons. With respect to the 
mothers, it is thus seen that they perceive more similarity to 
their daughters than to their sons whether the children are 
achievers or underachievers. 
parent Attitude Survey 
In measuring similarities in the child-rearing attitudes 
88 
of the parents, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients 
were computed between the fathers' and the mothers' child-
reRring attitudes, and also how they perceived one another's 
attitudes to be. The~ to~ transformation was then used to 
determine the significance of differences in correlations be-
tween the achievement groups by sex and between the sexes by 
achievement group. 
Table 29 presents the correlations of the parents' atti-
tudes on the three scales or variables of the PAS and the dif-
ferences in correlations between the attitudes of the parents of 
the male achievers and the male underachievers. Significant 
lcorrelationA between parental ratings were obtained on the fol-
llowing PAS scales: 
j 1) Possessive: The fathers (!=9) of the male 
lacbievers perceived themselves similar to their wives (£= .68, 
j j.E.<_.05). The fathers of the male underachievers (N=lO) also 
! l •per.c.e_i.~~d the'!'selves similar to their wive~_._'.!h~,_\l5J .... 
~~~·-,..,V'w,,......,.-~~ .... ·-•---= 
Table 29 891 
Significance of !. ts De tween Parental Rankings On I 
PAS Variables And Significance of Difference I of !. 's Between Groups of Male Students 
Male Male 
variable Comparisons Achievers Underachievers 
N !. N !. ~ 
-
* * Possess1 ve F-F::F-M 9 .es 10 .73 .19 
F-F: :M-l.i 10 .29 11 .12 .34 
F-P: :M-F' 9 .59 10 .28 .70 
M-M: :l!-F 12 .82 ** 12 .66 * .81 
l!-M: :F-M 9 -.13 10 -.19 .10 
F-M: :11-F 8 .13 9 .18 .oa 
Dominant F-F: :F-M 9 .51 10 .27 .51 
' 
F'-F: :M-M 10 -.05 11 .24 .58 
I F-F: :M-F 9 .34 10 .32 .03 
' *** '*** ! M-M: :M-F 12 .86 12 .87 .06 r 
I M-M: :F-1'1 9 
-.44 10 -.16 .56 I 
f F-M.: :M-F 8 -.14 9 -.39 .45 !· 
Ignoring 1'"'-F: : Ii'-M 9 .17 10 .33 .30 
f'-F: :M-M 10 .38 11 .57 .49 
.F-F: :M-F' 9 .41 10 .31 .22 
M-M: :lf-F 12 .95 *** 12 * * .58 ~.52 
M-M: :F-M 9 .18 10 -.10 .49 
F-M: :1'1-F 8 .34 9 -.08 .71 
* = .£ <.05 
** = .£<.01 
*** = .I!< .001 
.... ----·,-~w '"·~I 
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No stgnificnnt difference was found to exist between the two 
groups of fathers. The mothers (!=12) of the mnle achievers 
rated their husbands significantly the same ns they rated them-
selves(!.= .82, .P.<.Ol). The mothers (N=l2) of the male under-
achievers did the same <!.= .66, .P.< .05). No significant differ-
ence wns found between the two groups of mothers. 
! 
achievers perceived themselves similar to their husbands (£= .86,I 
! 
2) Dominant: The mothers (!=12) of the male 
l?<' .001). The mothers (li=l2) of the male underachievers also I I 
perceived themselves similar to their husbands (!.= l • s 1 , .e < . oo 1 > • I 
No significant difference was obtained between the groups of 
mothers. 
l 
! 
~ 
I ; 
i 
3) Ignoring: The mothers (!=12) of the male j 
l 
achievers perceived themselves similar to their husbands Cr.= .95,j 
i 
~<(.001). Likewise the mothers (li=l2) of the male underachievers\ 
~ 
viewed themselves as similar to their husbands (!.= .58, E_<:'.05). ' 
A significant difference was obtained between the correlations 
of the two groups of mothers(,!.= 2.52, .E.:(".02) indicating a 
greater degree of similarity in the ratings of the mothers of 
jthe male achievers. 
In general, the mothers rated themselves similar to their 
ratings of their husbands on all three scales of the PAS. The 
fathers perceived themselves to be similar to their wives only 
j 
ion the Possessive scale. No other parental ratings were found 
l 
1to be significant as to their child-rearing attitudes in relation, l~() !h!Ll:.!_~ons whether they were achievers or J!!!..9~~.9...!l.UYJ!X§, • .. w _, 
--------------·--------------,--~-"--.~~ ... I!: 1 91 I 
Table 30 presents the correlations of the parents• atti- l I tudes on the three scales of the PAS and the differences in cor- lj 
reiatd.ons between the attitudes of the parents of the female 
1 
! 
achievers and the parents of the female underachievers. Signifi-j 
cant correlations between the parental ratings were obtained on 
the following PAS scales: 
1) Possessive: The fathers {!=14) of the female 
achievers perceived themselves similar to their wives in their 
l 
I 
\ 
I 
self-ratings with their ratings of their wives (!,= .99• I?.< .001>.1 
l. The fathers (!!=12) of the female underachievers also rated them- , 
selves like they rated their wives (!,s .77, ~<.OI). A signiti-
eant difference existed between the two correlations (~~ 3.65, 
I <.Ol} indicating that the fathers of the female achievers had 
a greater d~gree of similarity in their ratings of themselves 
and their wives than did the fathers of the female under-
achievers. ~· 
The mothers (!=17) of the female achievers rated themselve 
like they rated their husbands (£= .81, ~<.OOl) in being pos-
sessive of their daughters. The mothers (li=l3) of the female 
underachievers did likewise (!,= .87, R<.OOl). No significant 
difference was obtained between the two groups of mothers. 
2) Dominant: The fathers (!=14) of the female 
achievers rated themselves like they rated their wives (~= .78, 
R (.001). The fathers (!=12) of the female underachievers also 
did the same (!,= .99, £<•001). A significant difference exist-
! 
t!,d between the two correlations(~= 3.55, R<.Ol) indicating 
~------------------------------·~~..,...x,........,__'f 92 ~ 
Table 30 
Significance of .r.'s Between Pnrental Rankings on 
PAS variables And Significance of Difference 
of £ 1 8 Between Groups of Female Students 
Female Female 
variable Comparisons Achievers Underachievers 
li !. li !. 
*** ** rossessive F-1<':: F-M 14 .99 12 .77 
F-F: :M-M 17 .22 13 .20 
F-F: :M.-F 16 .43 12 .14 
*** *** M-M: :M-F 17 .s1 13 .87 
M-M: :F-M 14 .31 12 .49 
F-M: :M-F 14 .s2 12 .45 
F-F: :F-M 14 *** *** Do111nant .78 12 .99 
* F-F: :M-M 17 .34 13 .65 
F-F: :M-F 16 .13 12 .s9* 
M-M: :M-F 17 .1 &*** 13 .99 *** 
** M-M: :F-M 14 .52 12 .so 
** F-M: :M-F 14 .25 12 .66 
'Ignoring *** 
*** 
F-F: :F-M 14 .95 12 .ss 
F-F::M-M 17 .32 13 .01 
F-F: :M-F 16 .19 12 -.07 
*** *** M-J.1: :M-F 17 .90 13 .93 
.M-M: :F-M 14 .04 12 .29 
F-M: :M-F 14 -.07 12 .10 
• = J! (.05 
... 
.... 
= .E.< .01 
= R.<·001 
,., 
.! 
* 3.65 
.05 
.75 
.52 
.48 
.19 
3.55 ** 
l.OO I 
1.26 I 
3.12*** ! 
1.15 I 
1.21 
.97 
.s2 
.59 
.40 
.58 
.39 
·-
' 
-----------------'~--::1 
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that the fathers of the female underachievers perceived a 
,reater degree or similarity with their wives in being dominant 
of their daughters than did the fathers of the female achievers. 
The self-ratings of both the fathers and the mothers of 
the female underachievers (!=13) were found to be significantly 
tntercorrelated (£= .65, n<.05). However, no significant dif-
ference was found between the ratings of these parents and the 
parents• self-ratings of the female achieving group. 
A significant correlation (~= .59, n<.05) also was found 
between the self-ratings of the fathers (!=12) or the female 
anderachievers and their spouses• ratings of them, but no sig-
nificant difference of correlations existed between these paren-
tal ratings and those parental ratings of the female achievers. 
The mothers (N=l7) of the female achievers rated themselve 
-
like they rated their husbands (£= .76, R<•OOl). The mothers 
(!=13) of the female underachievers also did the same (£= .99, 
1<·001). A significant difference existed between the two cor-
relations (,!= 3.72, J! <.OOl) indicating that the mothers of the 
female underachievers perceived a greater degree of similarity 
•1th their husbands in being dominant of their daughters than 
did the mothers of the female achievers. 
A significant correlation (£= .so, R<'.Ol) was found to 
exist between the self-ratings of the mothers (li=l2) ot the 
female underachievers and their spouses' ratings of them, but no 
Significant difference existed between these ratings and those l ratin s of the mothers of the female achiever.!..<-...--------·-~ 
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A significant correlation (.!,= .es, E.<:.Ol) also was found 
between the ratings of each parent (!=12) ot the female under-
acnievers with one another. No significant difference existed 
between the parental groups on this comparison. I ~ 
l 
' 3) Ignoring: The parents of both achieveaent groups j 
t 
of female• rated themselves in common with their spouses at sig- I 
r 
nificant levels: the fathers (!=14) of the achievers in their ! 
• I self-ratings with their ratings of their wives(.!,= .95, n-<:,.001),! 
i 
the fathers of the underachievers (li=l2) in their self-ratings ! 
with their ratings ot their wives (!,= .as, l? <.001), the mothers 
(N=l7) of the female achievers in their self-ratings with their 
-
ratings of their husbands (.!,= .90, E. <.001), and the mothers 
(!=13) of the underachievers in their self-ratings with their 
ratings of their husbands (.£= • 93, l? <·001). No significant 
differences between the parental groups were recorded however. 
In general, the most remarkable aspect of the correlations 
and ot the significance of correlations between the parental 
groups on the PAS was the fact that the majority of them existed 
in the comparisons of each parent's self-ratings with his or her 
ratings of the respective spouse. 
In order to measure the differences between correlations 
or the parental child-rearing attitudes in relation to the sex 
' ot the child, the L te ~ transformation was used between the i 
parental ratings with respect to the sexes of the student groups.I 
! 
I Table 31 presents the correlations between the parental rankings I l on the PAS sc•les in relation to the male and the female _J 
--------------------------·--~·951 
Table 31 
Significance of £'s Between Parental Rankings On 
PAS Variables In llelation To Male and Female Achievers 
And Significance of Difference of the £'s 
variable 
--possessive 
· Do•inant 
Ignoring 
• = .2 < .05 
•• = .P.< .01 
.. * = .P. < . 001 
Comparisons 
F-F: :F-M 
F-F: :M-M 
F-F: :M-F 
M-M: :M-F 
M-M: :F-M 
F-M: :M-F 
F-F: :F-M 
F-F: :M-M 
F-F: :M-F 
M-J.I: :M-F 
M.-.M: : F-M 
F-M: :M-F 
F-F: :F-M 
f'-F: :M-M 
F-F: :M-F 
M-M: :M-F 
M-M: :F-M 
F-M: :J.i-F 
Male 
Achievers 
Pemale 
Achievers 
li £ N r 
9 
10 
9 
12 
9 
s 
9 
10 
9 
12 
I 
8 
9 
10 
9 
12 
9 
8 
* 
.68 
.29 
.59 
** 
.82 
-.13 
.13 
.51 
14 
17 
16 
17 
14 
14 
14 
-.os 17 
.34 16 
*** 
.86 .. 17 
-.44 14 
-.14 14 
.17 14. 
.38 17 
.41 16 
*** 
.95 17 
.18 14 
.34 14 
*** 
.99 
.22 
.43 
*** 
.81 
.31 
8*** .7 
.34 
.13 
*** 
.76 
*** 
.95 
.32 
.19 
*** 
.90 
.16 
.44 
.89 
.83 
.95 
.88 
.70 
.74 
** 3.27 
.15 
.so 
.85 
.28 
.79 
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l 
•cbievers and the significance of difference between the correla~ 
!tions. Since the significant correlations as found between the I 
f&r1ous comparisons of parental ratings have •een related in 
presenting Tables 29 and 30• only the significant differences 
bet~een the parental ratings with respect to the male and the 
teas.le achievers are reported on the follo'lving PAS scales: 
1) Possessive: The fathers (li=l4) of the female 
achievers perceived a greater degree of similarity with their 
wives, as seen in their self-ratings with their ratings of their 
•tves, in being possessive of their daughters than did the 
fathers (!=9) of the male achievers in being possessive of their 
eons(~= 3.59, ll<•Ol). 
2) Dominant: Although not significant at the 5 per 
cent level of confidence, there was a marked tendency for the 
11e>thers (!=14) of the female achievers to have perceived them-
1elves in accordance with their husbands' perceptions of them in 
being dominant of their daughters than for. the mothers (!!=9) of 
the male achievers in being dominant of their sons (~= 2.07, 
1<.10). 
3) Ignoring: The fathers (!=14) of the female 
achievers perceived a greater degree of .. similarity with their 
•1ves, as seen in their self-ratings with their ratings of their 
1t'1ves, in being ignoring of their daught~rs than did the fathers 
<!=9) of the male achievers in being ignoring of their sons 
C_z== 3.2"',, n / 01) 
... "'-..! • 
The r to z transformation wns also used between the 
I 
I 
I 
~~· ~~~~~~,~-~-----~~ 
· correlations ot the parental ratings of the PAS scales in rela.-
tion to the male and the female underachievers. Table 32 pre-
sents the significant differences which were obtained on the 
following PAS scales: 
1) Dominant: The fathers (li=l2) of the female under-i 
achievers perceived a greater degree of similarity with their 
wives in being dominant of their daughters than did the fathers 
{!=10) of the male underachievers in being dominant of their 
sons . (,!.= 4. 7 4, J! <. 001). 
The mothers (!=13) of the female underachievers perceived 
themselves and their husbands to be significantly more similar 
in being do•1nant of their daughters than did the mothers (N=l2) 
of the male underachievers in their relationship to t~eir sons 
(,!.= 2.87, J?<.01). The mothers (N=l2) of the females also per-
-
ceived themselves in accordance with their husbands' perceptions 
of them to a significantly areater degree than did the mothers 
(~=10) of the males {,!.= 2.52, R<•05). In comparing both the 
fathers• and the mothers• ratings of each other, the parents of 
the female underachievers were in agreement significantly more 
so than the parents of the male underachievers in being dominant 
of their children (A= 2.32, ~ <•05). 
2) Ignoring: In comparing the fathers' self-ratings 
With their ratings of their wives, the fathers (!=12) of the 
female underachievers perceived a greater degree of similarity 
With their wives in being ignoring of their daughters than did 
·i 
l 
l 
' 
the fathers (N=lO) of the male underacnievers (z= ,2,07 1 R <.10) 1 j 
"' •'"' ,, ........ ") 
Significance of r,'s netween Parental Ilonkings On PAS 
Variables In Helation To Male and Female Underachievers 
And Significance of Difference of the r.'s 
Male Female 
variable Comparisons Underachievers Underachievers 
!! !: N !: !. 
-
* possessive F-F: :F-M 10 .73 ** 12 .77 .18 
F-F: :M-M 11 .12 13 .20 .17 
F-F: :M-F 10 .28 12 .14 .29 
* *** M-M: :M-F 12 .66 13 .87 I.IS 
A:-M: : I•'-M 10 -.19 12 .49 1.46 
F-11: : .M-F' 9 .18 12 .45 .59 
*** Dominant F-F: :F-M 10 .27 12 .99 4.74 
F-F: :ll-M 11 .24 13 * .65 1.12 
F-F: :11-F 10 .32 12 * .59 .69 
*** *** M-M: :M-F 12 .87 13 .99 2.87 
M-M: :F-M 10 -.16 12 ** .so 2.52 
** F'-M: :l-1-F 9 -.39 12 .66 2.32 
Ignoring F-F::F-M 10 .33 12 .88 *** 2.07 
F-F: :M-M 11 .57 13 .01 1.35 
F-F: :M-F 10 .31 12 -.07 .78 
* *** M-M: :M-F 12 .58 13 .93 2.17 
~!-M: :F-M 10 -.10 12 .29 .so 
F'-:U: :M-F 9 -.08 12 .10 .35 
j* 
= l? < .os !** = !?< .01 1*** = !?< .001 
98 ! 
I 
*** 
** 
* 
* 
* 
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The reporteu significance wns very close to the 5 per cent level 
of confidence indicating a marked difference between thP. two 
groups of fathers. 
The mothers (N=l3) of the female underachievers p~rceived 
themselves and their husbands to be significantly more in agree-
went to be ignoring of their daughters than did the mothers 
(!!=12) of the male underachievers(!,= 2.17, Q('.05). 
In general, it was found that in all instances where a sig-1 
nificant difference existed the parents of the females were sig-
nif tcantly more in agreement with one another on their child-
rearing attitudes than were the parents of the male students re-
gardless of the achievement levels of their daughters or their 
sons. In addition, when considering the differences in the 
parents' ratings with regard to the sex of t~e students, it was ~ 
found that the majority of the significant differences existed in\ 
the comparisons of each parent's self-ratings with his or her l 
i 
ratin!!'.s of the respective spouse. This same finding was observed! 
~ 
when considering the differences in the parents' ratings with 
regard to the nchievement levels of the students. The pnttern ofi 
pnrents rating themselves similar to their ratings of their 
!spouses was seen to be consistent on all thP PAS scales and with 
!respect to the achievement level and to the sex of the students. 
' I In order to determine the actual differences in the child-
i . !rearing attitudes of the parents, the 1 test of significance was 
1co'.l'Jputed between the ratings of tbe }Xtrents on the PAS scnles 
I 
; w_i_ ~-~:_..:es Ee ct to the achievement 1 eve ls of the __ st.:id~-!!-~.~ .. ,:'.1.~~.,,!2 __ ""' 
r·- . ---- .. --- ----........ ···--- ..... ··1 ~~ ·1 
jthf'ir sex. Trthle 33 nresents the means, stnndnrd devintions, 
i 
and ! values of the parental child-rearing attitudes towards the 
male students by achievement level. A significant difference 
was found between the self-ratings of the fathers (N=lO} of the 
male achievers and the self-ratings of the fathers (N=ll) of the 
m::; le underachievers on the Possessive seal e (!= 2. 46, J? <:: • 05). 
The fathers of the underachievers rated themselves as being more 
possessive of their sons than did the fathers of the male 
achievers. The fathers (!=10) of the male underachievers also 
perceived their wives to be more possessive in their attitudes 
towards their eons than did the fathers (li=9) of the mnle 
achievers in their ratings of their wives (l= 2.11, J?< .05). No ! 
other ratings of the parents were found to be significant between 
the achieving and underachieving male students. 
Table 34 presents,the means, standard deviations, and! 
values of the parental child-rearing attitudes towards the female 
students. A significant difference was obtained between the 
self-ratings of the fathers (!=18) of the female achievers and 
the self-r;Jtings of u~e fathPrs (!=13) of the female under-
achievers on the Dominant scale (!= 2.25, £<.05). The fathers 
of the female achievers saw themselves as being morP dominant 
tow~rd their daughters than did the fathers of the female under-
lachie vers. 
I Although not significant at the 5 per cent level of con-
lfidence, there was a marked tendency for the fathers (N=l4) of 
I~~~ .. ~!'~~ achievers to rate their wives as bei"L!!'..2!..~ J?.2.~"-~,!..~ .. s.i ~e' 
__ ... _ .. ____ _.. ....... --, .... ,____..,. 
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Table 33 
Means, Standard Deviations, and ! Values 
of natings ot Selves and of Each Other 
By Fathers and Mothers of Male Students 
on Parent Attitude Survey (PAS) 
MA MU 
variable Ha tings 
N Means fil! li Means SD t 
-
- *I possessive F-F' 10 78.60 5.93 11 84.91 5.81 2.f.6 l 
• 
F'-M 9 77.89 6.85 10 * 86.80 10.90 2.11 
M-M 13 80.54 7.07 14 81.79 5.4:7 .52 
M-F 12 so.so 5.70 12 83.83 7.99 I.17 
Dominant F-F 10 167.50 14.58 11 171.91 9.51 .82 
! 
F-M 9 164.00 10.15 10 173. 70 \ 20. 53 .39 I 1.1-M 13 165.46 14.44 14 167.21 11.78 .35 ~ 
U-F 12 171.33 18.13 12 169.92 15.91 .20 I 
Ignoring F-F 10 56.50 4.51 11 57.00 3.35 .29 
F-M 9 52.67 3.38 10 ss • ..ao G.24 1.06 
M-M 13 56.69 5.25 14 55.50 4.44 .64 
M-F 12 57.92 5.89 12 56.33 5.16 .70 
* = .E < .os 
--~------------------------· -----,.-~,,.;, 
~---· --·-··"---------·------·---.. -~*~~···-~~-.~····" '' .. i·0·3··· 
"' of their daughters than for the fathers (li=l2) of the femnle 
I 
underachievers in their ratings of their wives (t= 2.03, E<·IO)~ 
! 
~o other significant differences were found between th~ parental 
ratings of the female achievers and the parental ratings of the 
female underachievers. 
Table 35 presents the means, standard deviations, and t ~ 
l 
values between the ratings of the parents on the PAS scales lv1th I 
respect to the achieving male and female students. 
I 
A significan~ 
difference was obtained between the self-ratings of the fathers 
(~=18) of the female achievers and the self-ratings of the 
fathers (li=lO) of the male achievers on the Possessive scale 
Cl= 2.33, J!<.05). The fathers of the females saw themselves as 
being significantly more possessive of their achieving daughters 
than did the fathers of the males perceive themselves as being 
possessive of their sons. The fathers (N=l4) of the females 
also perceived their wives to be more possessive of their 
achieving daughters than did the fathers (N=9) of the males in 
the perceptions of their wives as being possessive of their sons 
<!= 2.73, .l! <·05). 
I 
The fathers (!=14) of the female achievers also perceived 
their wives to be more dominant of their daughters than did the 
fathers (!=9) of the male achievers in their perceptions of the1~ 
w1 ves being dominant of their sons (!.= 2. 39, .I?.<. 05). No other 
significant differences were found between the parental ratings 
~--------------------· ... -·---~------~ 
Table 35 
Means, Standard Deviations, and .1 Values 
of H.atings Between Parents of the 
Achieving Males and the Achieving Females 
On Parent Attitude Survey {PAS) 
-
-- MA FA' 
variable Ratings 
! Means ~ N Means §Q .1 
-
85.11 * possessive F-F 10 78.60 5.93 18 8.77 2. 33 * t 
F-M 9 77.89 6.85 14 87.57 10.13 2. 73 i 
M-M 13 80.54 7.07 20 82.10 5.67 .66 i 
t.1-F 12 80.50 5.70 17 82.59 5.86 .96 
Dominant F-F 10 167.50 14.58 18 176.00 11.52 1.58 
F-M 9 164.00 10.15 14 175.57 13.02 2 .39 * I 
M-M 13 165.46 14.44 20 167.65 16.02 • 41 I 
I 
M-F 12 171.33 18.13 17 171.94 14.38 .10 I 
Ignoring F-F 10 56.50 4.51 18 56.22 4.9• .15 
F-1! 9 52.67 3.88 14 55.50 4.87 1.55 
:M-M 13 56.69 5.25 20 ;'56 .oo 4.24 .22 
M-F 12 57.92 5.89 17 56.41 4.15 .39 
* = 2. <.os 
-------..-.~~~--------------------------~----~~~----------' 
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I jcteterrnine significant differences in the child-rearing attitudes 
I 
· 0 r the parents of the male underachievers with the parents of 
I 
the female underachiev~rs. Table 36 presents the means, standar~ 
!deviations, and t values of the parental ratings on the PAS in I 
!respect to the sex of the underachieving students. As indicated 
on Tahle 36, no significent differences wer~ obtained between 
the parents of the male underachiP.vers and the parents of the 
female underachievers on the PAS scales. 
Child's Ileport of Parent Behavior Inventory 
The ! test of significance of difference between means was 
used to determine significant differences between the students 
with respect to their perceptions of their parents• child-rearin~ 
practices as measured by the CRPDI. Table 37 presents the means,1 
standard deviations, and! values between the male achievers and 
the male underachievers in their ratings of their fathers on the 
various scales of the CRPBI. A significant difference between 
the male achievement groups was obtained on the following CRPBI 
scales: 
1) Non-Enforcement: The male underachievers (N=27) 
thought that their fathers did not enforce regulations signifi-
lcantly more than the male achievers (N=22) thought this to be so 
I -
i 
lfor their fathers (t= 3.89, E-<.001). 
I 2) Lax Discipline: The male underachievers (N=27) 
~also believed that their fathers were more lax in their disci-
1 
!Pline towards them than did the male achievers (N=22) believe 
' ; 
Table 36 
Means, Standard Deviations, and ! Values 
of Ratings Between Parents of the 
Underachieving Males and Underachieving Females 
On Parent Attitude Survey (PAS) 
MU FU 
variable Ratings 
N Means ~ !i Means §.Q 1 
-
f possessive F-.F 11 84.91 5.81 13 81.31 4.17 1.71 I F-M 10 86.SO 10.90 12 80.75 6.23 1.56 M-M 14 61.17 5.47 14 80.71 7.36 .18 ~ ,.~ 
" M-F 12 83.83 7.99 13 82.0S 7.60 .56 
Dominant F-F 11 171.91 9.51 13 166.39 12.~n 1.24 
F-M 10 1T3.70 20.53 12 176.00 15.92 .29 
M-M 14 16'7.21 11.78 14 168.21 13.65 .21 
li-F' 12 169.92 15.91 13 170.69 13.37 .13 
Ignoring F'-F 11 57.00 3.35 13 54.85 4.85 1.28 
F'-M 10 55.20 6.24 12 55.00 4.29 .09 
M-M 14 55.50 4.44 14 55.43 5.13 .04 
M-F ,12 56.33 5.16 13 57.77 4.56 .7, 
~----------------------_......,..·,·--·-··_... ....... -~ 
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Table 37 I 
Means, Standard Deviations, and ! Values I 
of l~o.le Student• s Rating of Father On I 
---Ch-11-d-' s_R_e_p_o_r_t_o_f_P_a_r_e_n_t_B_e_h_a_v_1_o_r_1_n_v_e_n_t_o_r_y_(_c_' R_P_B_. I_) ___ , 
MA (,li=22) :MU (N=27) I 
variable I 
-------------------~---M_e_a_n~~-s_n ______ ~_f e_a_n~ __ s_n __ ~~-t~~ 1. 
jcceptance 38.14 7.34 37.04 7.11 .78 
Cbild centeredness 16.00 3.98 16.22 3.74 
~ssessiveness 13.59 3.19 13.52 3.40 
~jection 23.77 6.57 24.15 6.43 
control 18.00 2.98 17.41 
1nrorcement 16.27 3.65 15.04 
positive Involvement 34.55 7.36 33.26 
Jntrus i vene s s 
Control Thru Guilt 
Hostile Control 
Inconsistent Discipline 
lon-Enf orcement 
14.50 3.85 13.07 
12.59 3.76 13.19 
28.41 5.86 28.59 
11.09 3.15 11.93 
9.82 1.53 10.96 
Accept. Individualization 36.23 7.79 35.70 
2.15 12.07 
2.89 13.04 
Lax Discipline 
Instill Persistent Anx. 
Hostile Detachment 
Withdrawal of Relations 
lhtreme Autonomy 
t =- .E. <. 02 
*** = R. <.001 
10.41 
11.68 
22.41 
11.77 
10.45 
4:.16 
1.90 
23.26 
11.11 
11.33 
2.91 
3.30 
6.66 
3.51 
3.93 
4.80 
3.09 
2.71 
6.61 
2.56 
3.29 
7.00 
3.31 
3.36 
.29 
.12 
.30 
1.76 
.91 
1.93 
.82 
.16 
I. 38 ,. 
*** 
3:::*** I 
4.o3 I 
2 .45. I 
.66 I 
.s3 * I 
2.41 
------------------------·---~----""'·-~ 
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3) Extreme Autonomy: The male underachievers (!=27) I 
,,11eved that their fathers allow them to have more autonomy 
lban the male achievers (!•22) believed this to be so of their 
fatners (!= 2.41, R.<·02). 
I 
I 
The significant differences between the ma.le achievers and 
tbe male underachievers in their perceptions of their fathers as 
reported so far are consistent with each other in stating that l 
the male underachievers perceived their fathers as being signifi 
cantly more permissive in their child-rearing practices than are 
the fathers of the male achievers as viewed by their sons. 
4) Enforcement: Although not significant at the 5 
per cent level of confidence, the male achievers (N=22) had a 
1arked tendency to believe that their fathers showed signifi-
1 
eantly more enforcement of regulations than did the male under- 1 
I 
achievers (li=27) believe this to be s.o for their fathers (!= 1. 7~ 
) II 1<.IO • This finding, although not as significant as the 
previous findings, tends to substantiate the conclusion thnt in I 
the perceptions of the students the fathers of the male under- I 
I achievers are more permissive towards their sons than are the 1 
' 
' fathers or the male achievers. 1 
5) Instilling Persistent Anxiety: The male under-
achievers (N=27) rated their fathers as being able to instill 
-
them with anxiety by their actions significantly more so than 
the male achievers (N=22) rated their fathers• actions in this 
I -
aanner (!= 2.45, J?.<.02). 
i 
.~ . 
6) Intrusiveness: ! Although not significant at t_h_e~J 
----------------------------,-~-·--, 
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5 per cent level of confidence, the male achievers (!=22) showed 
8 tendency to believe that their fathers are intrusive more so 
than the male underachievers (N=27) believed this of their 
fathers (!= 1.93, £<'..10). This finding appears to be related 
to the tested significance between the male achievement groups 
10 their ratings of their fathers• child-rearing practices on 
the degree of felt autonomy that they, the students, are per-
aitted. Possibly the fathers of the male achievers keep a 
tighter reign on their sons by being intrusive into their af-
fairs. 
Table 38 presents the means, standard deviations, and 1 
values between the male achievers and the male underachievers in 
their perceptions of their mothers' child-rearing practices. 
The only significant finding at the 5 per cent level of confi-
dence or greater was obtained between the means of the male 
achievers (!=23) and the male underachievers (li=27) in their 
ratings of their mothers• practice of using hostility as a means 
of control (!= 2.09, £<•05). The male underachievers believed 
this to be so of their mothers significantly more than the male 
acl'ievers. 
Although not significant at the 5 per cent level of con-
fidence, the male underachievers had a tendency to view their 
mothers as producing anxiety in them, the underachievers (li=27), 
more than the male achievers (N=23) viewed their mothers in like 
-
aanner (!= 1.96, ~<.10). The underachieving males tended to 
View both their fathers and mothers as being significantlv more 
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anXiety producing in their relationship with them than did the 
-.1e achievers. 
'l'able 39 presents the means, standard deviations, and .1 
I 
•alues between female achievers and the female underachievers in ! 
I 
iheir perceptions of their fathers• child-rearing practices. A I I 
significant difference was obtained between the two female group~ 
l 
in their ratings of their fathers• use of Inconsistent Disci- t 
The female underachievers l pline towards them(!= 2.61• ~<·02). 
I 
II 
sistent in their discipline than did the female achievers (N=33) 
l 
(N=lS) perceived their fathers to be significantly more incon-
-
believe this to be so of their fat.hers. I 
Although not significant at the 5 per cent level ot con-
tidence there were a number of obtained differences which were 
found to be significant beyond the 10 per cent level of confi-
dence. Of these, the female achievers (~=33) were found to be 
aore inclined to view their fathers as being accepting of them 
than were the female underachievers (li=l8) in their views of 
their fathers on the scale ot Acceptance(!= 1.93, R<:.IO). In 
the same light, the underachieving females (li=l8) tended to view l 
their fathers as heing rejecting of them more than the female 
achievers (li=33) perceived their fathers in such a manner 
<!= 1.84, R <.10). 
There was also a tendency on the part of the female 
acliievers {1;!=33) to have been more inclined to view their 
fathers as accepting of their, the students', individuality than 
l was the case for tbe female underachievers Oi.=18) in,. !-heir like 
I 
! 
-·-·1 112 Table 39 
Means, Standard Deviations, and 1 Values 
I of Female Student's Rating of Father On 
Child's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) I 
I FA (~=33) FU (li=l8) variable 
Mean ~ Mean SD t I -
j.cceptance 41.36 5.36 37.33 9.64. I.93 i l 
Cbild centeredness 18.88 3.47 17.11 4.27 1.60 l 
possess! veness 14.39 3.05 14.06 2.21 .41 I 
aeJection 20.30 4.47 23.72 8.86 1.84 
control 16.61 3.34 17.Gl 2.93 1.07 
1ntorcement 14.61 2.59 16.06 3.57 1.67 
Positive Involvement 38.18 5.43 311.33 6.25 1.70 
Intrus 1 v ene s s 13.52 2.97 13.89 3.85 .39 
Control Thru Guilt 11.88 3.85 13.39 4.13 1.31 
Hostile Control 24.18 4.50 26.61 8.19 1.37 
* Inconsistent Discipline 9.76 2.17 12.06 4.15 2.61 
· Non-Enforcement 10.48 2.24 9.56 .98 1.67 
Accept. Individualization 39.27 5.59 35.78 7.65 I.87 
Lax Discipline 10.94 1.95 10.56 2.12 .65 
Insti 11 Persistent Anx. 10.94 3.04 12.28 3.80 1.38 
Hos ti le Detachment 20.06 5.09 23.83 9.51 1.85 
Withdrawal of Relations 10.30 3.29 11.72 3.80 1.39 
Extreme Autonomy 12.73 3.51 11.22 2.51 1.61 
* = ~<.02 
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perceptions of their fathers (!= 1.87, ~<.10). The :female 
underachievers (_ti=l8) also tended to perceive their fathers as I 
using hostile detach~ent in their relations with them more than 
ihe female achievers (!=33) perceived their fathers in like man- I 
l 
I aer (!= 1.85, J!<.lo). 
In general, 1 t appears that the female achievers perceived I 
their fathers as having a closer emotional attachment to them ii 
than did the female underachievers. 
Table 40 presents the means, standard deviations, and t I 
values between the female achievers and the female underachiever, 
in their perceptions of their mothers' chi Id-rearing practices. ' 
As indicated on the table, no significant differences were ob-
tained between the means of either female group in respect to 
bow they perceived their mothers• child-rearing practices to be 
as measured by the CRPBI scales. 
The 1 test of significance of means was performed between 
the students• ratings of their parents on the CUPDI scales when 
considering the sexes of the students. Table 41 presents the 
means, standard deviations, and 1 values between the achieving 
aales' ratings of their fathers and the achieving females' 
ratings of their fathers on the CRPBI scales. Significant dif-
terences between the achieving groups of students were found on 
the following scales: 
1) Child Genteredness: The female achievers (!=33) 
' 
perceived their fathers as being more child-centered than did th~ 
male achievers (N=22) perceive their fathers as such ( t= 2 ,84 •. J 
,. 
,.......,.--.-~ ....... ,_.._...._........ 
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Table 40 I 
Yeans, Standard Deviations, and ! Values ! I of Female Student's Rating of Mother On 
Child's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) I 
-1 
_,
FA {!{=34) FU (Ji=18) I 
Variable I Mean SD Mean SI) t 
- - - I 
.Acceptance 41.97 5.40 41.44 5.14 .34 
' 
Child Centeredness 19.35 3.29 19.22 2.86 .14 I Possessiveness 15.44 3.30 15.44 2.57 .oo I 
I 
Rejection 20.79 s.12 20.39 4.64 .28 I 
Control 17.79 3.17 17.89 2.35 .11 I 
I Enforcement 14.59 2.95 14.83 2.38 .30 
I 
Positive Involvement 39.18 4~85 39.33 5.04 .11 
Intrusiveness 15 .41 3.39 15.17 2.36 .27 
Control Thru Guilt 13.21 4.01 . 14.06 4.36 .71 
Hostile Control 26:t5 5.85 26.11 4.60 .02 
Inconsistent Discipline 10.56 2.51 11.56 3.05 1.26 
Non-En:torcement 10.35 2.13 10.33 2.28 .03 
Accept. Individualization 39.76 5.32 39 .·,50 5.11 .17 
Lax Discipline 11.59 2.22 12.61 3.33 1.33 
Instill Persistent AnX. 11.15 2.90 12.50 2.98 1.56 
Hostile Detachment 20.00 4.70 20.94 5.04 .67 
Withdrawal of Relations 11.44 3.58 10.28 2.97 1.18 
Extreme Autonomy 11.91 2.96 10.94 2.13 1.23 
' 
-----·-----------------------.......... --,,.....J. 
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2) Rejection: The male achievers (J!.=22) believed 
,bat their fathers were rejecting of them more than the female 
,cbievers {!=33) believed that their fathers were rejecting of 
, 11e11 (.!_= 2. 34, R. <· 05). 
3) Positive Involvement: The female achievers {N=33~ 
- ' 
perceived their fathers as being positively involved with them 
10
re than the male achievers {li=22) perceived their fathers to 
be positively involved with them{!= 2.11, 1!005). 
4) Hostile Control: The male achievers (N=22) per-
ceived their fathers as using hostile control in their relations ! I 
~ 
•ith them more so than the female achievers (li=33) perceived 
this to be true of their fathers {.!:.= 3.02, .2 <.01). 
5) Extreme Autonomy: The female achievers Q!=33) 
perceived their fathers as allowing thea more autonomy than did 
the male achievers {N=22) perceive their fathers as such 
(,!.= 2.77, R.<.Ol}. 
A number of differences were obtained which were not sig-
nif icant at the 5 per cent level of confidence but which ap-
proached significance at that level. 
6) .Acceptance: The female achievers (li=33) tended 
to perceive their fathers as being more accepting than the male 
achievers (!=22) perceived their fathers to be accepting of them 
1(1= 1.89, R <.10). l 7) Enforcement: The male achievers (N=22) tended to 
I 
' L!.!.~.:V their fathers as enforcing regulations more than the .!~C!:}!0,, 
~,---------------T-a-bl_e __ 4_1 ________________ ~·--~l'l 
Means, Standard Deviations, and !. Values Between 
Achieving Male and Female Student Ratings of Father On 
Child's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) 
Variable 
jcceptance 
Child Centeredness 
possessiveness 
&ejection 
control 
1ntorcement 
Positive Involvement 
Intrusiveness 
Control Thru Guilt 
Hostile Control 
Inconsistent Discipline 
lon-Enf orcement 
MA (N=22) 
-
Mean 
38.14 7.34 
16.00 3.98 
13.59 3.19 
23.77 6.57 
18.00 2.98 
16.27 3.65 
34.55 7.36 
14.50 3.85 
12.59 3.76 
28.41' 5.86 
11.09 3.15 
9.82 1.53 
Accept. Individualization 36.23 7.79 
2.15 
2.89 
6.67 
Lax Discipline 
Instill Persistent Anx. 
Hostile Detachment 
Withdrawal of Relations 
lxtreme Autonomy 
I = 
** = 
E < .os 
l? < .01 
10.41 
11.68 
22.41 
11.77 
1.90 
FA (N::33) 
' -
'Mean 
41.36 
18.88 
14.39 
20.30 
16.61 
14.61 
38.18 
13.52 
11.88 
24.18 
.9.76 
10 .• 48 
39.27 
10.94 
10.94 
20.06 
10.30 
12.73 
SD 
-
5.36 
3.05 
3.85 
4.50 
2.17 
2.24 
5.59 
1.95 
t 
-
1.89 
** 2.84: 
.94 
* 2.34 
1.58 
1.98 
* 2.11 
1.07 
.68 
** 3.02 
1.86 
1.22 
1.69 
.95 
.91 
1.46 
** 2.77 
--------------------------------·--"~"' 
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(~=33) viewed their tathers as enforcing regulations 
u.- l • 98 f l?. <. l 0 ) • 
8) Inconsistent Discipline: The aale achievers 
(!•22) perceived their fathers as being inconsistent tn their 
, 1scipline towards them more than the female achievers (!=33) 
perceived their fathers as being inconsistent in their disci-
pline {!• 1.86, .2 <.10). 
The general pattern which was obtained between the ratings 
of the male achievers towards their fathers and the female 
,chtevers towards their fathers was that the female achievers 
1aw their fathers in more positive ways than the male achievers 
1aw their fathers. A somewhat contradictory result was seen in 
the male achievers perceiving their fathers as enforcing regula-
tions but yet being inconsistent in their discipline. 
Table 42 presents the means, standard deviations, and! 
~Yalues between the underachieving males' ratings of their father 
and the underachieving females• ratings of their fathers. As 
lhown on the table, the male underachievers (N=27) perceived 
their fathers aa not enforcing regulations more than the female 
underachievers (li=l8) perceived this to be so of their fathers 
<!= 2.46• E (.05). In the same manner, the male underachievers 
<!=27) believed that their fathers "'ere lax in their discipline 
llOre than the female 1Ul4erachievers (!=18) believed this to be 
•o for their fathers (,!.= 2.16, I?.<•05). · Thus it is seen that 
the fathers of the male underachievers are viewed by their sons 
to be permissive more so than the fathers of the female 
., 
' I 
i 
I 
! 
I 
Table 42 118 ! 
Means, Standard Deviations, and! Values Between 
Underachieving Male and Female Student Ratings of Father 
on Child's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) 
variable 
icceptance 
Cbild Centeredness 
rossessi veness 
Jejection 
centrol 
Inf orcement 
Positive Involvement 
Intrusiveness 
Control Thru Guilt 
Hostile Control 
~consistent Discipline 
Non-Enforcement 
MU (Ns27) 
-
Mean 
37.04 
16.22 
24.15 
17.41 
15.04 
33.26 
13.19 
28.59 
11.93 
SD 
-
7.11 
6.43 
2.91 
6.66 
4.80 
kcept. Individualization 35.70 
Lax Discipline 
Instill Persistent Anx. 
Hostile Detachment 
lithdrawal of Relations 
Extreme Autonomy 
13.04 
23.26 
11.11 
11.33 
2.56 
3.29 
1.00 
3.31 
3.36 
FU (,li=l8) 
Mean 
37.33 
17.11 
14.06 
23.72 
17.61 
16.06 
35.33 
13.89 
13.39 
26.61 
12.06 
35.78 
10.56 
12.28 
23.83 
11.72 
11.22 
SD 
-
2.21 
8.86 
2.93 
6.25 
3.85 
4.13 
8.19 
4.15 
.98 
7.65 
2.12 
3.80 
3.80 
t 
-
.11 
.72 
.65 
.27 
.os 
.97 
1.06 
.72 
.16 
.93 
.11 
* 2.16 
.£>9 
.22 
.56 
.13 
I 
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onderach1evers are viewed by their daughters to be permissive. ! 
Table 43 presents the means, standard deviations, and ! 
faiues between the achieving males' ratings of their mothers and j 
,be achieving females' ratings of their mothers on the CRPBI 
,caies. The female achievers (!=34) perceived their mothers to 
be child-centered in their child-rearing practices more than the 
,ale achievers (~=23) believed this to be so for their mothers 
(!= 2.43, R<"•02). While not significant at the 5 per cent leve 
of confidence, there was a marked tendency on the part of the 
.,,1e achievers (!=23) to view their mothers as using hostile 
controlling measures more than the fe11ale achievers (!-84) viewe 
iheir mothers as such (!• 1. 90, E <•IO). 
Table 44 presents the means, standard deviations, and 1 
yalues between the underachieving males' ratings of their mother 
and the underachieving females• ratings of their mothers on the 
CRPBI scales. Significant differences between the underachtevin 
groups of students in their ratings of their mothers were found 
n the following scales: 
1) Rejection: The male underachievers (N=27) more 
-
than the female underachievers (Nal8) rated their mothers as 
-
being rejecting of them (!= 2.41, .:e.<•05). 
2) Positive Involvement: The female underachievers 
<!=18) more than the male underachievers <E=27) perceived their 
•others as being more positively involved with them (!= 2.10, 
I 
:1<.05). 
3) Hostile Control: The male underachievers (!=27) 
--·~ 
Table 43 
120; 
l 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t,., Values Between 
-Achieving Male and Female Student Ratings of Mother on 
Child's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) 
MA (!!=23) FA (,!!=34) 
Variable 
Mean §Q Mean SD t 
-
Acceptance 39.70 7.19 41.97 5.40 1.36 
Child Centeredness 17.09 3.68 19.35 3.29 2.43 * 
Possessiveness 15.57 3.07 15.44 3.30 .14 
Rejection 22.17 5.10 20.79 5.12 i .oo 
Control 17.87 2.ss 17.79 3.17 .09 
Enforcement 14.78 3.38 14.59 2.95 .23 
Positive Involvement 37.22 7.10 39.18 4.85 1.24 
Intrusiveness 15.83 3.03 15.41 3.39 .47 
Control Thru Guilt 13.48 3.70 13.21 4.01 .26 
Hostile Control 28.96 4.86 26.15 5.85 1.90 
Inconsistent Discipline 11.39 2.81 10.56 2.51 1.17 
Non-Enforcement 10.74 1.84 10.35 2.13 .71 
Accept. Individualization 37.96 6.52 39.76 5.32 I.If> 
Lax Discipline 12.52 3.20 .11. 59 ::? • 22 1.30 
Instill Persistent AnX. 12.09 3.18 11.15 2.90 1.16 
Hostile Detachment 21.57 5.91 20.00 4.70 1.11 
Withdrawal of Relations 12.00 3.56 11.44 3.58 .58 
Extreme Autonomy 10.78 2 .. 37 11.91 2.96 1.53 
• = l? < .02 
r __________________________ ... -~---
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Table 44 
Means, Standard Deviations, and t Values Between 
Underachieving Male and Female Student Ratings of Mother 
On Child's Report of Parent Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) 
MU (]!=27) 
Variable 
FU (,li=l8) 
Mean SD Mean fill ! 
-
.Acceptance 37.37 7.69 41.44 5.14 1.97 
Child Centeredness 17.15 3.94 19.22 2.86 1.92 
possessiveness 16.15 3.97 15.44 2.57 .66 
&ejection 25.11 7.40 20.39 4.64 2.41 
control 18.56 2.94 17.89 2.35 .81 
Enforcement 16.44 4.19 14.83 2.38 1.48 
Positive Involvement 35.07 7.54 39.33 5.04 2.10 
Jntrusi veness 15.19 4.66 15.17 2.36 .02 
Control Thru Guilt 15.11 ,, 4.79 14.06 4.36 .75 
Hostile Control 32.52 .. 6.82 26.11 4.60 3.49 
Inconsistent Discipline 11.44 2.34 11.56 3.05 .14 
lion-Entorcement 10.41 2.39.; 10.33 2.28 .10 
Accept. Individualization 34.96 s~·o9 39.50 5.11 2.11 
Lax Discipline 12.37 2.so ··.12.61 3.33 .26 
Instill Persistent Anx. 14.30 4 .,54 12.50 2.98 1.48 
Hos ti 1 e Detachment 23.63 7.q5 20.94 5.04 1.31 
Withdrawal of Relations 11.85 4.05 ' 10. 28 2.97 1.42 
'.' 
\.{, 
Extreme Autonomy 11.11 3.46 10.94 2.13 .18 
•,,. 
* = .I?. <.os 
** = .I?. < . 01 
* 
* 
** 
* 
I 
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~re than the female underachievers (!=18) viewed their mothers 
as using hostile controlling measures in their relationships wit 
ibe• (!= 3.49, ,£ < .01). 
4) Acceptance of Individualization: The females 
(!:::18) more than the males (!=27) who were underachievers viewed 
'beir mothers as accepting of their individuality (!= 2.11, 
1 <.os). 
Although not significant at the 5 per cent level or con-
ttdence, there was a marked tendency for the female under-
achievers (!=18) more than the male underachievers (!=27) to 
perceive their mothers as accepting of them(!= 1.97, J?<.10) 
and as being o•tld-centered in their child-rearing attitudes and 
practices (!= 1.92, J?<.lO). I 
As indicated on Tables 41-44, there was a general pattern I 
which evolT•d when comparing the ratings of the male students I 
with the ratings of the feaale students towards the child-rearin4 
attitudes and practices of their fathers and mothers. The fe- I 
ales cona1stently perceived both parents to be more post ti,vely 
oriented towards them than did the males regardless ot the 
achievement levels of the students. This may be related to the 
stereotyped learning patterns of masculintt.y and femininity a:s 
evidenced in the Western culture. 
I 
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Discussion 
The results found in this study tended to support the 
hypothesis that there is a significant difference in the psycho-
logical adjustment between junior high school achievers.and 
underachievers. Based on the significant difference between the 
aale achievers and the male underachievers on the Personal Ad-
justment scale of the ACL, it can be stated with a fairly high 
degree of certainty that the male achievers are better adjusted 
psychologically than are the male underachievers. This conclu-
sion was reached by a number ot other investigators (Berger & 
Sutker, 1956; Cash, 1954; Corlis, 1963; Desena, 1964; Frankel, 
1960; Roberts, 1962; Tibbetts, 1955). Of these, Berger and 
Sutker (1956) and Roberts (1962) studied the psychological ad-
justment of females in addition to males. They were able to 
find significant differences existing between the female achieve-
aent groups in relation to general psychological adjustment. In 
the present investigation no significant difference was obtained 
between the female achievement groups on the Personal Adjustment 
scale of the ACL -- a measure of general psychological adjust-
ment. 
All of the studies referred to above used high school or 
college students in their sample groups. The present results 
indicated that for the males a significant difference in 
r .. , ... , .,,_ ... --.---·~·~·---~-- o~- l 124 
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!personality adjustment exists between achievement groups on the 
junior high school level of education. So that, in addition.to 
fin<ling an underachievement syndrome in children at th~ elemen-
u1ry school level as did Barrett (1957) and Shaw and Mccuen 
1 (1960), it is concluded from this study that the significant 
difference in the personality adjustment of elementary or junior 
high school students exists between the male achievers and the 
male underachievers. 
In considering the differences between the males and the 
females in their general personality adjustment as measured by 
the Personal .Adjustment scale of the .ACL, it was found that the 
female underachievers were better adjusted than were the male 
1underachievers. No significant difference was obtained between 
the male achievers and the female achievers. It appears that 
for the female students in the sample group their achievement 
level had no bearing on their psychological adjustment. When 
1
comparing the female achievers to the female undernchievers no 
significant difference was found; when comparing the female 
richievers with the male achievers no significant difference was 
I 
!obtained; and when comparing the female underachievers with the 
1 
male underachievers the females were found to be better adjusted 
i 
\psychologically. Although other investigations compared the 
.I 
I 
!achievers with the underachievers by sex group (Barwick & 
Arbuckle, 1962; Bruck & Bodwin, 1962; Heilbrun, 1960b; Heilbrun, 
1965c; Powell & Jourard, 1963; Shaw & Alves, 1963; Shaw & Grubb, 
l_~_·?~.L Sha~V.!!i te .J. 1965; Smykal, 1962 j Taylo,E .. ~~rYEJ!P:r...t,. J,~"§15..i...v' 
__________ _.. _____________________________________________ ,_ ., 
i2s I 
I 
Teahan, 1963; Winkelman, 1963), there is a relative absence of 
research in comparing the males with the females by achievement 
1evel. 
In relation to the individual indices of personality ad-
justment as measured by the CPI, it was found that male 
achievers were more dominant, aggressive, and assertive than 
were the male underachievers. This finding is consistent with 
results as seen between male achievers and underachievers 1n 
college {Gebhart & Hoyt, 1958; Merrill & Murphy, 1959; Morgan, 
1952). 
The male achievers in the present study were also found to 
be more self-confident, and more self-assured than the male 
underachievers. The achievers• self-concept appeared to be 
better than the self-concept of the male underachievers. This 
is the most consistent finding in the literature in different!-
ating between achievement groups on personality variables. The 
results ot previous studies show it to be existant at the ehmen-
tary school level (Bruck & Bodwin, 1962; Calhoun, 1956; Combs, 
1964; Ilaggard, 1957; McGuire, 1961; Peppin, 1963; Taylor & 
Farquhar, 1965) at the high school level (Fink, 1962; Kurtz & 
Swenson, 1951; Shaw & Alves, 1963; Shaw, Edison, & Dell, 1960) 
and at the college level of education {Borislow, 1962; Desena, 
1964; Morgan, 1952; Powell & Jourard, 1963; Todd, Terrell, & 
fTank, 1962). Though some of these studies found significant 
!differences between female achievement groups on their self-
1 
I 
l 
I 1concepts, the present investigation did not. Whether the male 
-.J 
rr---------
1 I 
lunderachievers' lower self-concept was a function of his lowered 
!achievement or whether it existed prior to his lack of adequate 
achievement is not assessed in this investigation. Further 
jstudy of this relationship would be desirable. 
I The results of the present investigation also revealed 
that the male achievers scored significantly higher than did the l 
male underachievers on a scale measuring achievement through I 
conformity. I This finding ts consistent al•o with past research ' \ 
data (Frankel, 1960; Haggard, 1957; Kerns, i957; Kurtz 
\ 
! 
& Swenson,! 
\ 
1951; Roberts, 1962; Taylor & Farquhar, 1965>. Although the 
\ 
male underachievers scored significantly lowe1 on this scale of 
the CPI than did the male achievers, it appear~ difficult to 
conclude that male underachievers are less confo~ming in their 
personality make-up than are achievers. 
to achieve one must conform to a certain degree, 
ity and achievement are highly related, then all scale 
is measuring is achievement versus underachievement se-
lected sample. What is needed is to study conformity as a 
separate entity and then to see if it is related to ac,teving or 
underachieving students. 
A tendency was shown for the male achievers to be t lgnifi-
cantly more responsible than the male underachievers. 
results were not obtained with the female achievement 
The same basic findings were reported by Crandall, Katkovsk~, 
and Crandall (196~) and by Crandall, Katkovsky, and Preston 
(}~!}.~They also found differences between th~l~!_~~.£~, ... !. •.!. 
l 
! 
~ 
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not the female groups in relating responsibility to achievement 
tn an elementary school sample of students. Roberts (1962) was 
able to !ind significant differences between achievement groups 
tor both sexes in her sample of high school students. Desena 
(1964) and Morgan (1952) studied only college males and found 
significant differences between achievement groups on the vari-
able of responsibility which is in agreement with the present 
results. 
Findings are reported in the present study which indicate 
that male achievers have a tendency to score higher on a scale 
measuring one's attributes which lea.d to status, such as being 
ambitious, reseurceful, and ascendant, than do the male under-
achievers. This differences between the male achievers and the 
male underachievers has been found in previous studies (Desena, 
1964; Frankel, 1960; Heilbrun, 1963a; Kerns, 1957; Kurtz & 
Swenson, 1951; McKenzie, 1964; Morgan, 1952; Roberts, 1962; 
Taylor & Farquhar, 1965). !Ieilbrun (1963a) remarked,that the 
personality variables which seemed most important for the 
achieving males were those which seem to be directly,, related to 
the task of academic learning, representing as they do needs to 
gain status by outperforming others by achievement. He believed 
that the person.0.ity characteristics which most often differ-
entiate male achievers from male underachievers are those which 
correlate the highest with achievement itself. If this be so, 
then the descriptive personality studies between achievers and 
underachievers are producing indices of validity for achieveMent 
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and underachievement. His selected samples of achievers and 
underachievers would in fact be merely judged as achievers and 
underachievers based on the personality variables. What is 
needed would be fewer investigations on descriptive personality 
variables and more emphasis placed on causal factors leading to 
underachievement. 
The only significant results found in this study between 
the female achievement groups on the CPI were seen on the scale 
communality which attempts to measure an individual's responses 
tn relation to a "common" pattern. This scale appears to 
measure one's view of self in relation to his perceived idea of 
the norm. Previous studies have found that female achievers 
tend to he more concerned with what is expected of them in their 
role as a part of a group (Duff & Siegel, 1960; Heilbrun, 1965c; 
T;:.).ylor & Farquhar, 1965). Achieving females seem to confon to 
j 
the societnl requirements, whereas underachieving females tend tol 
do more of the unusual or unexpected in relation to their femi-
nine role. Heilbrun (1965c) concluded in his study that the 
1 h1gh-ability underachieving female experiences adjustive diffi-
! jculties not only because she may be frustrated by her coursework 
i jbut also because of additional problems associated with deviancy 
I jfrom expected feminine social role behaviors. It is quite pos-
~ 
( 
lsihle that the present results indicate that this is so even for 
i 
! ti·e junior high school female underachiever. However, it cannot 
I 1he concluded th.:it this is so because of the lack of corrobora-
' ! 
I . 
·t1ve results 
I 
! 
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conclusion may be present in the tested difference, though not 
significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence, between the 
female achievers and the underachieyers on the scale Fe~ininity 
showing the achievers to be more feminine than their counter-
parts. 
In considering the obtained differences between the male 
and the female achievers on the CPI scales, it was found that 
the males were significantly more dominant, aggressive, self-
confident, and self-assured than were the females. Although 
previous studies have not directly compared the males with the 
females, with the exception of the study by Goodstein and 
Heilbrun (1962) who found no pattern to exist between the sexes, 
there is evidence in the literature supporting the contention 
that the female achievers are less aggressive and dominant than 
are the female underachievers.{Heilbrun, 1963a; Heilbrun, 1965c). 
However, Heilbrun (1963b) and Heilbrun and Fromme (1965) have 
stated that females who can combine satisf aotorily a double sex-
ro le in college -- being somewhat assertive and aggressive while 
yet being feminine - do achieve significan~ly better than those 
females who are merely aggressive and assertive or who are more 
masculine in their sex-role orientation. In relating these past 
findings to the present male and female differences of the 
achieving students, it may well be that the younger females in 
the present study have not yet fully developed the somewhat 
assertive and aggressive roles which may be necessary for 
scholastic achievement at the colle e level. The fact that the 
females are achievers now may be related more to their own 
personal need for achievement or to social pressures. 
In considering the obtained differences between the ma.le 
and tI1e female underachievers on the CPI scales, it was found 
that the females were better able to control their impulses than 
the males and that they had a tendency to be more energetic, 
ambitious, productive, responsible, cooperative and able to 
create a more favorable impression than the male underachievers. 
Since these personality characteristics were not evidenced be-
tween the female achievers and the female underachievers, it 
appears that these differences between the female underachievers 
and the male underachievers are more a function of the negative 
personality characteristics of the male underachievers. In 
addition, since one would expect that females showing these 
characteristics to be achievers, it becom~s more evident that 
the achievement or underachievement of the females in the present 
sample group was not related to their personality adjustment. 
From the three measures of parent-child identification 
based on the perceptions of child to parent,'parent to child, 
and the self-perceptions of each group against the self-percep-
tions of the other group, it was discovered that many more sig-
nificant findings of similarity existed in the students' ratings 
of the parents in relation to themselves. The next highest num-
ber of significant findings was obtained on the parents• ratings 
of the students in relation to themselves. Finally, few sig-
nificant correlations, in relation to the other measures of 
r 
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I I child-parent identification, were found between the sclf-percep- ! 
j 
tions of the students and the self-perceptions of the parents. 
1he possibility exists that these differences in the nunber of 
correlations among the three measures of parent-child identifi-
ca.tion are related 
I 
'knew that they were 
to the fact that the students and the parents 
rating themselves along with one another 
aware that their self-perceptions woulG be 1while they were not 
correlated with one another. I Therefore, as previously suggested4 
the measure of idcntif ication existing in the correlations be-
tween the self-perceptions of the students nnd the self-percep-
tions of the parents might well be the most objective measure 
1 ns found in this study. 
Bronf enbrenner in his theories of parental identification 
(1960) and the problems in its measurement (1958) mentioned 
response sets as being of prime concern when perceived ~easures 
1 of identification are employed since test scores are obtained 
from ttie same person. It seems apparent that response sets r:1ay 
well l1ave been in existence in the present study as seen in the 
lstu<lents• perceptions of their parents in relation to their own 
!self-perceptions. A response set may also have existed in the 
! 
!correlations between the parents• perceptions of their children 
land their own self-perceptions. on the basis of this assumption t: 
I : j1t was proposed that the most valid index of identification be-
i 
; tween child and parent may lie in the correlations between tl1e 
self-perceptions of the children and the self-perceptions of the 
parents. This assumption was supported by the fact that many of 
~ .,,, ........... _"''_"_.,...__ --·~"""- .. ----..~--·~ ...... ,,, .. ___ ... ,,, .. 
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:,! th• correlations on the other two measures of parent-child I 
'identification were contradictory or did not have much meaning. ! 
Since identification measures are usually based upon the 
418ens1on of parent-child behavioral similarity, which follows \ 
tro• a modeling analogue of learning, Bronfenbrenner made the 
4isttnct1on between assumed and real similarity. Assumed simi- II 
iaritY is the result of the identification study in which the 
obild engages in self- and parent description. Real similarity 
refers to the overlap between the subject's self-description and 
ihe self-description of some other person or group as well as to 
ihe correspondence between the child's and parent's own self-
descriptions on a common measure. The present study is thus 
seen to have measured both assumed similarity and real similarit 
in its three indices of child-parent identification. 
Sopchak (1952) contended.that perceptual or assumed meas-
ures of parent-child similarity are the .only reasonable ones. 
Bronfenbrenner (1958) on the other hand found positive results 
for both types of measures in identification measures. He cited 
four studies showing post ti ve ·results' tor assumed·. similarity 
aeasures (Cass,· 1952; Cava & Rausch, ,1952;,. Gray, 1959; Sears, 
1961), tour with positive results<'.tor:;real, similarity measures 
(Cass, 1952; nelper, 1955; Gray & ~laus, 1956; Maccoby, 1959), 
,(,. ; ' 
and one study reporting a subst~ntial.correlation between the 
~ . -~~ 
two types (Gray & Klaus, 1956). H~ilb~iP:~·· (1965b) in attempting 
l 
to refute Drontenbrenner' s cri ticisma .on ,,the assumed measures of 
1' l\11" 
., 
Parent-child identification, presented' many studies showing 
-~ 
., 
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!positive results for the perceptual or assumed method of asses-
sing parent-child identification. He concluded that the weight 
of these studies establishes the construct validity of the 
assumed method of studying parental identification. While this 
1
may be so, it appears that the brunt of his research revolves 
i 1around his own personal studies of parental identification. It 
I 
'1s quite possible that what is needed to settle the question is 
more research utilizing both methods and not just one method in 
obtaining validity. Reliability tests, on a test-retest basis, 
I 
should be undertaken to determine which measure I of identification! 
stands the test of time. The present study did not attempt to ! 
i 
determine the reliability of the three measures of identifica-
tion, but on the basis of the number of inconsistencies found 
among the correlations in this study greater support is given to 
the proposed need for such tests. 
Because of the number of inconsistencies found among the 
three measures of parent-child identification when considered 
separately, it was necessary to combine results on two or more 
!measures to ascertain some degree of agreement in parent-child 
!identification. Thus, for example, if there was a significant 
I 1correlation between the child's self-perceptions and the child's 
I 
!perception of the father on a certain ACL Need Scale, and if, on 
l 
! 
;the same scale, the father's self-perceptions were significantly 
! 
;correlated with his perceptions of his son, then agreement would 
exist in the perception of father to son and son to father yi~ld-
· 1.~.!t cross-validation of identification measures..t ... ~_}!EW.!!~.!.a.-!.!!... -~ .. 
I 
I 
rr-------------------------·-rn~1 
! l 
doing so, no real pattern was found to exist in the similarity 
of the students and the parents. But more agreement was shown 
to exist between the correlations of the two perceived or as-
su~ed measures of identification taken together than was true 
between the correlations of the real measure and one or the 
other assUllled measures. This, however, does not necessarily 
indicate that the assumed measures are more{valid or reliable as 
indices of parent-child identification. 
With respect to the male achievement groups, the results 
showed that the achievers were similar to their fathers on the 
ACL scale of Exhibition as measured by the agreement on the two 
perceived indices of parent-child 1dent1f ication. The male 
underachievers were found to be similar to their fathers on the 
scales of Intraception and Heterosexuality as measured again by 
the agreement round on the two perceived measures of identifica-
tion. Cross-sex identification between the males and their 
mothers was found between the male underachievers and their 
mothers on the scale of Heterosexuality -- the agreement obtaine 
;, 
on the two perceived measures of identification. vn the :f'inal 
measure of identification when comparing the nwnber of adjective 
attributed exclusively by the students to themselves with the 
number of adjectives attributed in common to themselves and each 
f parent, it was discovered that the male achievers tended to per-
ceive themselves similar to both parents while the male under-
achievers did not perceive themselves as similar to either 
I parent. Cross-sex identification of the male achievers was not .J 
~------------------------~- ·· 1 
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found in the study by Shaw and White (1965) in their utilization I 
of the same method. They did, however, find a consistent patter1 
•ith respect to male achievers perceiving themselves similar to I 
their fathers while the male underachievers did not. j 
In the present study, the female achievers were found to I 
be similar to their fathers on the scales of Achievement and 
Nurturance as measured by the agreement of two separate indices 
of identification. They were found to be similar to their 
aothers on the scales of Endurance and Order as measured by the 
agreement of the two perceived measures of identification. The 
female underachievers were similar to their fathers on the scale 
of Intraception and were similar to their mothers on the scales 
of Exhibition and Deference. There appeared to be a cross-sex 
identification of both female achievement groups. This was 
verified on the measure of identification comparing the number 
of adjectives attributed by the female students exclusively to 
themselves with the number of adjectives they attributed to 
themselves in common with each parent. It was found that both 
the female achievers and the female underachievers described 
themselves similar to the way they described both of their 
parents. Shaw and White (1965) reported that the female 
achievers in their study saw themselves as being closer to their 
mothers than to their fathers, but that no distinction could be 
made with the female underachievers. 
Present results of the analysis of the number of common 
adjectives attributed by the fathers to themselves and to their_,; 
•""'"' _ ......... ---....-................. ___________________ .. _ ....... ~-..-~-----... ~---.... - ~··~ 
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!children revealed a strong 
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tendency towards significance between 
the fathers' perceptions of themselves in relation to achieving 
or underachieving sons. The fathers of the achieving males per-
ceived a closer similarity to their sons than did the fathers of 
l 
! 
!the underachieving males towards their sons. No significance 
i 
was found between the fathers of the female achievement groups 
in their descriptions of similarity towards their daughters or 
between the mothers of any of the groups in their descriptions 
of themselves in relation to their sons and daughters. Shaw and 
White (1965) found a significant difference between the percep-
tions of the mothers of the achieving females and those of the 
mothers of the underachieving females, but they were unable to 
j 
find any significance in the fathers' perceptions. The differentl 
results as found between the present study and the study by Shaw I 
and White could possibly be attributed to the percentage of the I 
! 
participating parents. This difference was found to be greatest l 
in the number of participating female achieving mothers. Both \ 
studies agree, however, in that achieving groups of students are 
_more highly identified with their parents 
!achieving groups of students. 
than are the under-
! 
; 
' i 
In comparing the male achievers with the female achievers 
and the male underachievers with the female underachievers on 
the number of adjectives attributed by them exclusively to them-
selves and on the number of adjectives which they attributed in 
I common with their parents, it was found that there were no sig-
\nificant differences between the male achievers and the female 
, . .._. .........-.. ..... --~---·---·--------------, ... -.........--,..'"--'*·--·T;.~.,.--.. --""".-Jn,.w .. 
.. 
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of either parent. But in com-
paring the differences between the descriptions of the male 
underachievers and the female underachievers, it was found that 
the female underachievers rated themselves significantly more 
similar to both their fathers and their mothers than did the 
male underachievers. No significant differences were found when 
comparing the descriptions of the fathers towards the students 
differentiated by the sex of the students. However, the mothers 
of the female students, both achievers and underachievers, per-
ceived themselves more similar to their daughters than did the 
~others of the male achievers or underachievers perceive them-
selves similar to their sons. These findings seem to suggest 
that sex differences are not as significant for the achieving 
groups of students as they are for the underachieving groups of 
students. In addition, it appears that parent-child identifica- 1 
I 
tion may not be a significant factor in the achievement or under-I 
achievement of the female students. 
In order to investigate the second hypothesis that male 
!achievers identify with an instrumental type of father more than 
lmal• underachievers, the ~ to~ transformation technique was 
~ 
lcomputed between the correlations of each group on the various 
j 
!ACL Need Scales. According to Parsons (1958) and Parsons and 
l 
l jBales (1955) the instrumental (masculine) role is defined as a 
! 
1behavioral orientation towards goals which transcend the imme-
jdiate interactional situation. Since the interaction is vi~wed 
":PE!_.marJ}.l_as a means to an end, the instrumental:r~~r!!_._"'·· 
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nnot be primarily oriented to the immediate emotional re-,a 
,ponses ot others to him. The expressive or feminine role is 
418 t111guished by an orientation of giving rewarding responses in 
,rder to receive rewarding responses. In explaining this furthe 
Johnson (1955) stated that the expressive role-player is oriente 
~0.,ard the relationships among the actors \'Vi thin a system. He is 
prt5 arilty oriented to the attitudes and feelings of those 
actors toward himself and toward each other. In relating the 
expressive role to women Johnson said that by being solicitous, 
appealing, an~ understanding, a woman seeks to get a pleasurable 
response by giving pleasure. 
In light of the above explanations, the instrUJ1ental role 
ts associated with the ACL Need Scales of: Achievement, Domi-
nance, Endurance, Order, Autonomy, and Aggress~on; the expressiv 
role is associated with the ACL Need Scales of: Nurturance, Af-
filiation, Succorance and Deference based on the results of 
Heilbrun (1965a). 
The results of this study showing significamt differences 
between the male achievers and the male underachi~vers, based on 
\ 
one or another measure of identitication; did not ~upport the 
hypothesis that male achievers would identify with 'an instru-
hntal father more than the male underachievers. O \ the 
Achievement and Dominance scales, the male ;'achievers were found 
to be significantly different from the male underachievers only 
\ 
in relation to similarity with their mothers and not their 
fathers. On the Nurturance and Affiliation scales t.!!e male 
-.J 
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jachievers were found to be significantly different from tbe male I 
I underachievers in relation to similarity with their fathers and 
lnot their mothers. On the scale of Aggression, the male 1 
1
achievers were found to be significantly different from· the male l 
I underachievers in relation to similarity with their fathers. 
The results tended to show that the male achievers, as opposed 
to the male undernchievers, were more similar in an instrumental 
role with their mothers while being similar to their fathers in 
I both instrumental and expressive roles. i 
The present results in relation to differences in parental l:I·· 
identification between the male achievers and the male under-
achievers seem to be contradictory to Parsons' theory of parenta~ 
identification for better adjusted males. It also appears that 
these results are contrary to the findings of others in relating 
parental identification to psychological adjustment (Altus, 1948; 
Cooper, 1962; Crandall, Dewey, Katkovsky, & Preston, 1964; 
Gebhart & Boyt, 1958; Goodstein & Heilbrun, 1962; Heilbrun, 1962, 
1963, 1965a; Heilbrun & Fromme, 1965; Hollenbeck, 1965; Kimball, 
1952). However, it has already been shown that the present 
sample of male achievers have been found to be better adjusted 
psychologically than were the male underachievers. The present 
findings in relation to differences in parental identification 
between male achievers and male underachievers do not appear to 
be in contradiction to consistent results with college males on 
;the Masculinity-Femininity scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic 
f 
' 
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ina.1 es to score high indicating cross-sex orientations. l3a.rger 
and Hall (1964) also found achieving males to have significantly l 
I 
males at the ! 1110re cross-sex characteristics than underachieving 
college level. It is quite possible that in order for males to 
attain scholastic achievement at any level of education, they 
must orient themselves to functioning with both instrUJ11ental 
(masculine) and expressive (feminine) behaviors. And in doing 
so, they identify with instrumental mothers and with fathers who 
are hoth instrumental and expressive in their own orientations. 
Parsons (1958), Johnson (1955), and Heilbrun (1965a) all propose 
that the father is capable of engaging in both instrumental and 
\ 
I 
expressive roles, and that boys retain the capacity to respond . 
l 
in either an expressive or an instrumental manner. Yet they the, 
hypothesize and conclude that better adjusted males identify wit' 
an instrumental father. This seems to be a contradiction in I 
their own thinking. 
Based on the same proposals of Parsons (1958), Johnson 
(1955), Heilbrun (1965a), and Heilbrun and Fromme (1965), the 
ifemale achievers in the present study were hypothesized to iden-
ltify with an instrumental mother and female underachievers to 
t 
;identify with an excessively expressive mother or a rejecting 
hostile mother. lt has already been shown that the female 
1achievement groups did not differ significantly from one another 
I ias to psychological adjustment. The results on the identifica-
; 
l ition measures showed that the female achievers are significantly 
~different from the female underachievers in their similarity to 
,.,,.,, .,. . .,, .. .,._. _______ • __ u ______ ~-----------------·---- "* • ..,._._...__-.,.--h-• 
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Cneir fathers on the scale Achievement. 
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Here exists similarity 
of the female achievers with their fathers on a scale which re-
flects an instrumental orientation. The female achievers were 
also found to be significantly different from the female under-
achievers in relation to their similarity with their mothers on 
ithe scales of Endurance and Order indicating a degree of simi-
iarity with their mothers in instrumental orientations. This 
tends to support the hypothesis for female achievers. The 
female achievers also differed significantly from the female 
underachievers in their expressed similarity with their fathers 
on the scale Dominance. However, this significant difference is 
more a result of the underachievers' high negative correlation 
with the fathers than it is a result of the achievers' positive 
correlation with the fathers. It can be said, however, that the 
female underachievers were not similar to their fathers on the 
scale of Dominance as viewed by the fathers. Although partial 
support for the hypothesis that female achievers are similar to 
! 
!instrumental mothers was indicated by the results, it must be 
j 
;remembered that it was found on only one measure of identifica-
tion indicating once again the need for reliability studies on 
various identification methods. 
In comparing the differences in the correlations on the 
ACL Need Scales between the sexes of the achievers and the under-
1
achievers, a number of significant differences were obtained. 
iWith respect to the achieving students, the males were found to 
be more similar to their fathers than were the females on the 
·---------------------------·.~-----"'"'•-~-·. 
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ecale of Abasement while the females were more similar to their 
1~thers on the scale of Succorance -- both significant differ-
ences being obtained in the perceptions of the students towards 
t~eir fathers and themselves. The father's expressiveness seems 
to be an important factor in the achievement of the females more 
/,0 than in the achievement of the males. However, more corrobor1 
/•t1ve evidence is necessary before a definite conclusion could I 
be made. It does appear that a cross-sex identification with 
the fathers is important to the female achievers as has been 
suggested previously. 
The male achievers were found to be significantly more 
similar to their mothers on the scale of Aggression than were 
the female achievers while the females were significantly more 
similar to their mothers on the scales of Endurance and Order. 
These significant differences were all obtained in the mothers' 
perceptions of themselves with their perceptions of their sons 
and daughters. Therefore, according to the mothers of the 
achievers there is similarity to their daughters on more subtle 
aspects of instrumentality but with their sons, their similarity 
is expressed in more outward or forward ways. 
With respect to the underachieving students, the females 
' were found to be quite dissimilar to their fathers on the scale 
! of Dominance in difference to the males as viewed by the fathers., 
. i 
!This difference was previously observed when comparing the 
I 
' be! !female achievers with the female underachievers. Thus, it can 
l 
of the female underachievers believed . .!,!!.!'_trj lsaid that the fathers 
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pugbters to be passive and not like themselves whereas the 
ptbers of the female achievers 
onderachievers did n9t perceive their children in such a fashion 
fbiS aspect of the fathers' perceived dissimilarity towards 
ibeir underachieving daughters may be a factor in the under-
~htevement of the females, especially since it was found that 
re~ale achievers perceived similarity to their fathers in ex-
pressive and instrumental orientations. 
The female underachievers were also found to be more 
11a11ar to their mothers than the male underachievers on the 
1cale of Deference as perceived by the mothers. The mothers 
perceived their daughters more than their sons who were under-
achiev.ers to be like them in a subjugated role which in a sense 
ts in agreement with the fathers• perceptions of their under-
achieving daughters as being passive. These results with re-
1pect to the underachieving females ,teem to substantiate the 
" 
research findings of Heilbrun (1965a) and Heilbrun and Ji'romme 
(1965) in reference to underachieving females identifying with 
an excessively expressive mother. 
With respect to the fourth hypothesis of the present study ,j 
it was proposed that the achievers, both male and female, \Vould 
have parents who would be in general agreement.as to their childJ 
' t 
rearing attitudes, whereas the un~erachievers, both male and 
female, weuld have parents who were not in general agreement as 
to their child-rearing attitudes. The significant difference 
; 
• I 
\ 
I 
i 
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respective correlations of the parents• ratings of their child-
rearing attitudes on the PAS. A significant difference was 
found between the mothers of the male achieving student.s and the 
aothers ot tke male underachieving students in their ratings of 
selves compared to their ratings of their husbands on the scale 
related to Ignoring attitudes. More agreement existed in the 
mothers of the male achievers than the mothers of the male under11 
achievers in their ratings of selves with their husbands on this 
one scale. A significant difference was found between the 
fathers of the female achievers and the fathers of the female 
underachievers in their ratings of selves compared to their 
ratings of their wives on the scale related to Possessive at-
titudes. No significant difference was found with the mothers' 
ratings on this scale. 
The only scale which showed both the mothers and the 
fathers to be in full agreement in. their ratings of selves with 
one another and to show significant differences between the 
achievement groups was on the scale related to Dominant atti-
tudes. The fathers and the mothers of the female underachievers 
showed significantly more agreement in their ratings of selves 
with one another than did the parents of the female achievers. 
This finding appears to negate the hypothesis as presented. 
A definite pattern existed in the significant correlations 
between the various parental ratings. Although significant dif-
ferences between the correlations were not obtained in every 
case in respect to the parents of the differin achievement 
I 
I 
I 
,.-,.""~·--··-
1 groups, it was evident that almost unanimous agreement between 
the fathers and the mothers' ratings of themselves with one 
another did appear. This indicates that response sets were 
1 present when each parent rated himself with his rating of his 
I 
•spouse. Further documentation is seen in the relative absence 
of significant correlations in the self-ratings of each parent 
with one another's self-ratings. Because of the possible exis-
tence of response sets in the ratings of the parents, the 
hypothesis cannot be accepted or rejected as the results stand. 
A definite pattern also existed in the significant dif-
ferences between correlations of the parental ratings with re-
spect to the sex of the student. It was found that in all in-
stances where a significant difference was obtained the parents 
of the females were more in agreement with one another on their 
child-rearing attitudes than were the parents of the males re-
gardless of the achievement levels of the students. Ilowever, it 
was also found that the majority of the significant differences 
!existed in the comparisons of each parent's self-ratings with 
his or her ratings of the respective spouse. Therefore, it is 
possible that the significant differences in the ratings between 
!the parents of the females and the parents of the males can be 
I iattrihutahle to response sets. 
I In relation to the actual differences between the parents 
I jof the achievement groups in their child-rearing attitudes, it 
l 
lwas found that the fathers of the male underachjevers rated 
l 
' ~themselves and their spouses as being more possessive of their 
·--~ '"'··"'·--- --~--"'"'"·--.........---,..,,..,,_ . 
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sons than did the fathers of the male achievers. This finding 
seems to be consistent with previous research indicating that 
parents of male underachievers are more possessive of their sons 
•hiCh inhibits the development of independence necessary for 
scholastic success (Shaw, 1964; Teahan, 1963). Significant dif-
ferences in both the fathers and the mothers' attitudes were 
found between the achievement groups in the previous research. 
The mothers of the underachieving males were also found to be 
aore possessive of their sons than were the mothers of the 
achieving males in the investigations of Crandall, Preston, and 
Rabson (1960) and Hall (1964). The present results only found 
significance in the fathers• ratings of themselves and in their 
ratings or their spouses and not in the ratings of the mothers. 
The fathers of the female achievers rated themselves as 
being significantly more dominant in their attitudes towards 
their daughters than did the fathers of the female under-
achievers. This finding would indicate that the fathers of the 
female achievers are less permissive with their daughters than 
are the fathers of the female underachievers. The present re-
sults are consistent with those of Shaw (1960t 1964). Teahan 
(1963) found, however, that the fathers of both the female 
achievers and the female underachievers were dominant in their 
attitudes towards their daughters. 
In relation to the differences in the child-rearing atti-
tudes between_ the parents of the male students and the parents 
of the female students it was discovered that the fathers of 
.._ _________ ..;;;.;_..r.....;.;...;..... ________ .-..,;....,;,,;;, __ .-... ..... _. ...... _... .................. ------·*' 
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ibe female achievers rated themselves and their wives as being 
possessive of their daughters more than the fathers of the male 
achievers rated thea~elves and their wives as being possessive 
of their sons. It appears that paternal possessiveness may be 
conducive to achievement in females but that it is a possible 
detrimental factor in the achievement of males. No significant 
differences were found in the parental child-rearing attitudes 
between the parents of the male underachievers and the parents 
of the female underachievers. 
While Teahan (1963) found no differences between the 
achieving and the underachieving students in their perceptions 
of the child-rearing attitudes of the parents as measured by 
the students• responding to the PAS as if they were the parents, 
the present results show that there were significant differences 
between the achievement groups of students in their perceptions 
of their parents• child-rearing practices as measured by the 
CRPBI. Teahan believed that his inability to find significant 
differences was related to the intellectualized standards of his 
college sample. While this may have been true, it is also felt 
by the present author that the CRPBI is better equipped to 
measure the perceptions of the students than is the PAS. In re-
sponding to the PAS students have to judge parental attitudes 
from an adult plane since the PAS is geared to measuring the 
attitudes of parents from their viewpoints. The CRPBI, however, 
is geared to measuring the parents' child-rearing practices as 
perceived by the students directly and from their own frame of 
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reference. 
Results in the present investigation were found to be con-
81stent in that the male underachievers perceived their fathers 
to be significantly more permissive or lax in their discipline 
than did the male achievers. This finding supports the state-
aent made by Shaw (1960) that the lack of parental supervision 
contributes to the underachievement syndrome. The male under-
achievers were also found to be signiticantly different from the 
male achievers in that they perceived their mothers to be con-
trolling in a hostile manner. Hall (1964) also discovered that 
the mothers of male underachievers at the grade school level 
were significantly higher on a scale of punishment-aggression 
than were the mothers of achieving male students. In their per-
ceptions of both fathers and mothers the male underachievers 
were significantly different from the male achievers in that the 
telt that both parents instilled a persistent amount of anxiety 
in them by their actions. It is possible that the anxtety is 
aroused by the male underachievers not having controls placed 
upon them by their fathers and by having to relate to a hostile 
mother. This may also have relevance to the fact that a cross-
sex identification was not found for the malP- underachievers. 
They possibly revert from identifying in positive ways with 
their mothers and turn to identification with stereotyp~d mnscu-
line images which then is related to underachievement in school. 
The female underachievers were found to be significantly I 
different from the female achievers in that the ere e 1 ved their J 
·-,--.,·- ,, __ .,. __ - ,, " ,, ""-'-"~! 
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fathers to be more inconsistent in their discipline. Whereas ~ i 
the lack of paternal controls seems to be a variable in respect I 
to male underachievement, it is the inconsistency of the paternal! 
I 
,controls which seems 
i 
to be related to female underachievement. I 
!The female achievers consistently perceived their fathers to be 
! 
lroore accepting of them than did the female underachievers. The 
underachieving females felt that their fathers rejected them and 
I 
I 
were detached from them in a hostile manner. I Acceptance by the i 
fathers of female achievers has been found by a number of inves- I 
tigators (Barwick & Arbuckle, 1962; Crandall et al., 1964; 
!Koenigsberg, 1962; Peppin, 1963). There were no significant 
differences found between the female achievement groups in their 
perceptions of their mothers' child-rearing practices. Although 
female achievers possibly identify with an instrumental mother 
as suggested by this investigation and others, they may do so 
when they have a father who can be expressive towards them as 
indicated by the results on the CRPBI and at the same time be 
instrumental towards them as indicated on the PAS. Thus cross-
sex identification with parents who are both instrumental and 
!expressive in their behaviors towards their children appears to 
i 
l 
:be conducive to achievement in both males and females. 
A general pattern evolved when comparing the ratings of 
!the males with the ratings of the females towards the child-
;rearing practices of their parents. The females consistently 
'.perceived both parents to be positively oriented towards them 
more than did the males regardless of the achievement level of 
' ··--------------~ r r 150 
the students. This finding could be indicative of females havin 
a keener perception of the emotionality of interpersonal rela-
tionships. 
In concluding, the results have pointed to an acceptance 
of the first hypothesis tor the male students -- there was found 
a significant difference in the psychological adjustment between 
aale achievers and male underachievers the achievers were 
tound to be better adjusted in general as well as over a number 
of individual scales. Significant differences were not found 
between the female achievement groups. 
Partial support was presented in relation to the second 
hypothesis -- the male achievers were found to be similar to 
their fathers in not only an instrumental manner but also in an 
expressive orientation. Cross-sex identification was present 
tor the male achievers but not for the male underachievers. 
Evidence was shown that female achievers tended to be like 
their mothers in an instrumental manner. The differences be-
tween the female achievement groups were based on the percep-
tions of the mothers. 
The fourth hypothesis stating that parents of achieving 
students would be in greater agreement in their attitudes about 
child-rearing than would the parents of underachieving students, 
is neither accepted nor rejected based on the suspected response 
sets which were thought to have been involved in both parents' 
!ratings of themselves with one another. _ Support was given to the fifth hypothesis in that the male 
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achievers perceived their parents' child-rearing practices to be 
81gnif icantly different from the perceptions of the male under-
achievers. The female achievers, however, were found to differ 
from the female underachievers in their perceptions of their 
fathers• child-rearing practices. No significant differences 
•ere found between the female achievement groups With respect to 
their perceptions of their mothers• child-rearing practices. 
~--------------------------------------------------~i52 I 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to examine academic achieve-
•ent against underachievement on the junior high school level. 
fhe psychological adjustment of the students, their identifica-
tion with their parents, and parental attitudes concerning the 
rearing of children were investigated as to their contributing 
influence upon the achievement or underachievement of the stu-
dents. 
102 male and female subjects were selected from the 
seventh and eighth grades of a Catholic elementary school. They 
were divided into four groups, by sex and by achievement level, 
based on their IQ and GPA scores. The students were administere 
the California Psychological Inventory, the Adjective Check List 
and the Children's Report of Parental Behavior Inventory. Their 
participating parents were administered the Adjective Check List 
and the Parent Attitude Survey. 
The aale achievers were found to be psychologically better 
adjusted than the male underachievers. Male achievers identifie 
with an instruaental, expressive father. Female achievers tende 
to identity with an instruaental mother. Male achievers per-
ceived their fathers to be less permissive than did the male 
underachievers, while the underachievers perceived their mothers 
to be more hostile. Female achievers perceived their fathers to 
be more accepting and more consistent in their discipline than 
did the female underachievers. Sex differences were found. 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX 
l} Parent Attitude Survey 
2) Children's Report of Parental llehavior Inventory 
3) California Psychological Inventory 
4) Adjective Check List 
lTZ ' 
PARENT ATTITUDE SURVEY 
Read each of the statements below. Rate each statement as to 
whether you Strongly Agree (SA), Mildly Agree {MA), Mildly Q!!-
asree (MD), of Strongly Disagree (SD). There are no right or 
wrong answers, so answer according to your own convictions. Work 
as rapidly as you can. Draw a circle around the corresponding 
letter abbreviations thatbest expresses your feeling. Choose 
only one answer. Then underline the ans\ver which you believe 
your spouse would indicate as his (her) conviction. Therefore, 
circle your own conviction and underline that of your spouse's. 
1. A child should be seen and not heard •• • • 2. Parents should sacrifice everything for 
their children • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3. Children should be nllowed to do as they • • 
please • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4. A child •hould not plan to enter any occupa-
tion his parents don't approve of ••••• 
5. Children need some of the meann.eas taken out 
of them • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
11. 
6. A child should have strict discipline in 
order to develop a fine, strong character. 
7. The mother rather than the father should be 
responsible for discipline •••••••• 
s. Children should be "babied" until they are 
several years old. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
9. Children have the right to play with whom-
ever they like • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Independent and mature children are less 
lovable than those children who openly and 
obviously want and need their parents ••• 
Children should be forbidden to play with 
youngsters whom their parents do not 
approve of. • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
10. 
1.'3. 
14:. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
A good way to discipline a child is to tell 
him his parents won't love him any more 
if he is bad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Severe discipline is essential in the train-
ing of children. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Varents cannot help it if their children are 
naughty •••••••••••••••••• 
Jealousy among brothers and sisters is a 
very unhealthy thing ••••••••••• 
Children should be allowed to go to any 
school their friend• go to • • • • • ••• 
No child should ever set his will against 
that of his parents •••••••••••• 
SA 
SA MA 
MD 
UD 
SA MA MD 
SA lfA HD 
SA MA l-ID 
SA MA MD 
SA MA MD 
SA ~;'..A MD 
SA MA MD 
SA MA MD 
SA MA MD 
SA MA MD 
SA MA MD 
S.A MA MD 
SA MA !.ID 
S.A MA ~ID 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SU 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
SlJ 
SD 
SlJ 
! 
r ----------------------------------------------------------------~~----i 
18. The Biblic~l command that children must obey 
their parents should be completely 
1'13 
adhered to • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA Al-~ MD SD 
19. It is wicked for children to disobey their 
parents. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
20. A child should feel a deep sense of obliga-
tion always to act in accord with the 
wishes of his parents. • • • • • • • • • • Sa MA MD SD 
21. Children should not be punished for dis-
obedience •• • • •• • ••• • • • ••• • SA MA MD SD 
22. Children who are gentlemanly or ladylike are 
preferable to those who are tomboys or 
"regular guys." • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA IID Sil 
23. Strict discipline \Vea.kens a child's person-
ality. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
24. Children should always be loyal to their 
parents above anyone else. • • • • • • • • SA 1!A MD SD 
25. Children should be steered a.way from the 
temptations of religious beliefs other 
thn.n those accepted by the family. • • • • S~\ MA. ).ID SD 
26. The weaning of a child from the emotional 
ties to its parents begins at birth. • • • SA MA !ID SD 
·27. }'.g,rents are not enti tlecl to the love of 
their children unless they earn 1 t • • • • SA 1:.A r .. m SD 
28. Parents should never try to break a 
child's will • • ••• • • • ••• • • • • SA MA lID SD 
29. Children should not be required to take 
orders from parents. • • • • • • • • • • '• SA MA ;,!I) SD 
30. Children should be allowed to choose their 
own religious beliefs. • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
31. Children should not interrupt adult conver-
sation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
32. The most important consideration in plan-
ning the activities of the home should 
be the needs and int@rests of children • • 
33. Quiet children ~re much nicer than little 
chatter-boxes ••••••••••••••• 
34. It is sometimes necessary for the parent to 
break the child's will •••••••••• 
35. Children usually know ahead of time whether 
or not parents will punish them for their 
actions •••••••••••••••••• 
36. Children resent discipline •••••.•••• 
37. Children should not be permitted to play 
'vi th youngsters from the "wrong side of 
the tracks" •••••••••••••••• 
38. ';Yhen the. parent speaks, the child should 
obey • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
39. Mild discipline is best ••••••••••• 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
S.A 
SA 
SA 
SA 
SA 
MA }.ID 
MD 
'""' foj.) 
!\ID 
UD 
SD 
SD 
SD 
1T4 
40. The best child is one who shows lots of 
affection for his mother 
• • • • • • • • • SA MA :UD SD 41. A child should be taught that his parents 
always know what is best 
• • • • • • • • • SA MA lID SD 42. It is better for children to play at home 
than to visit other children • • • • • • • SA MA .t.W SU 43. Most children should have more discipline 
than they get. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 44. A child should do what he is told to do, 
without stopping to argue about it 
• • • • SA llA AID SD 45. Children should fear their parents to some 
degree 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 46. .li. child should always love his parents 
aboTe everyone else. • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 47. Children who indulge in sex play become 
adult sex criminals. • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
' 
48. Children should be allowed to make only 
minor decisions for themselves • • • • • • SA MA YD SD 49. A child should always accept the decision 
of his parents 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SA MA MD SD 
t 
so. Children who readily accept authority are 
much nicer than those who try to be 
dominant themselves. 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
SA MA lID SD 
51. Parents should always have complete control 
' 
over the actions of their children 
• • • • 
S.A ~ MD SD 
52. When they can't have their own way, children 
usually try to bargain or reason with 
I parents. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~A A!A AW SD 53. The shy child is worse off than the one who masturbates. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA },1A MD SD 
I 54. Children should accept the religion of their parents without question • • • • • • • • • S.A MA MD SD 5r. The child should not question the commands 
'-'• 
I of his parents • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 56. Children who fight with their brothers and sisters are generally a source of r~reat 
1 
irritntion and annoyance to their parents. S.A Mi\. MD SD 
57. Children should not be punished for doing 
anythine; they have seen their parents 
doing. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SA lVa. :MD SD 
58. Jealousy is just a sign of selfishness • • • SA ?.~\. AW SD 
59. Children should be taught the value of 
money early. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Sil ~~ MD SD 
60 • .A child should be punished for contradicting 
his parents. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
SA ~:.A MD SD 
61. Children should have lots of parental 
supervision. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 62. . parent should see to it that his child h 
plays only with the right kind of children SA !'" MD SD .;..>. 
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63. Babies are more fun for parents than older 
chtldren are • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • SA 1.L\. J.:D SD 
64. Parents should supervise a child's selection 
of playmates very carefully. • • • • .. • • SA l!A J..!D SD 
60. No one should expect a child to respect 
parents who nag and scold. • • • • • • • • SA UA MD SD 
66., A child should always believe what his 
parents tell him • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
67. Children should usually be allowed to have 
their own way •••••••••• • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
68. A good way to discipline a child is to cut 
down his allowance • • • • • • • • • • • • SA AL\ MD SD 
€9. Children should not be coaxed or petter into 
obedience ••••••••••••••••• SA JJL~1 !ID Sil 
70., A child Rhould be shamed into obedience if 
he won't listen to reason. • • • • • • • • S.A !IA MD SD 
71. In the long run it is better, after all, for 
a child to be kept fairly close to his 
mother's apron strings • • • • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
72. A good whipping now and then never hurt any 
child. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA Mt\. lill SD 
73., Masturbation is the ''orst bad habit that a 
child can form • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA IU lID SD 
74. A child should never keep a secret from his 
parents •••••• ., • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA !ID SD 
75. Parents are generally too busy to answer all 
a child's questions. • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA lfD SD 
76., The children who make the best adults are 
those rrho obey all the time. • • • • • • • SA l!A ~-ID SD 
77. It is important for children to have some 
kind of religious upbringing • • • • • • • SA MA MD SD 
78. Children should be allowed to manage their 
affairs with little supervision from 
adults. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • SA MA :LID SD 
79. Parents should never enter a child's room 
~ithout permission •••••••••••• 
so. It is best to give children the impression 
that parents have no faults •••••••• 
81. Children should not ~nnoy their pcrents with 
their unimportant problems •••••••• 
82. Children should give their parents un-
questioning obedience ••••••••••• 
83. Sex is one of t~e greatest problems to be 
contended with in children •••••••• 
84. Children should have as r:mch freedom as 
their parents nllow themselves •••.••• 
85., Children should do nothing without the 
consent of their par~nts •••••••• ·• 
SA MA ADJ 
SA A!A !.ID 
S.A MA l.liJ 
SA AI.A MD 
SA MA !ID 
SA MA MD 
SD 
SD 
Sil 
SDI 
I 
SDI 
SD 
I 
I i. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PARSNT BEHAVIOR INVENTORY 
INSTRUCTIONS 
We are interested in learning more about the different experiences 
people have had in their families. ':le are, therefore, asking a 
number of people to report their experiences during childhood. 
First answer the questions about yourself and your family listed 
on the next page. Then read each item on the following pages 
and circle the answer that most closely describes the way each 
of your parents acts toward you. BE SUR:C TO MARK EACH ITEM FOR 
EACH PARENT. 
If you think the item is~ your parent, circle ~· 
If you think the item is SOM:·-;'JHAT hl1ill, your parent, circle ~· 
If you think the item is !Q! 14lill. your parent, circle ,!i1. 
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FATimR 
Some 
~/hat Not 
Like Like Like 
Makes me feel better after 
talking over my worries with 
him or her ••••••••••••••••••••••• L 
Likes to talk to me and be 
~·1i th me rauch of the time. • • • • • • • • L 
Isn't very patient with me ••••••• L 
Seos to it that I know exactly 
what I may or may not do ••••••••• L 
Says I'm very good natured ••••••• L 
·:1ants to know exactly where 
I am and what I am doing ••••••••• L 
Decides what friendn I can 
go around with ••••••••••••••••••• L 
Soon forgets a rule he or she 
has made. • • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • L 
Doesn't mind if I kid him or 
her about things ••••••••••••••••• L 
Is easy with me •••••••••••••••••• L 
Doesn't talk ·with me very 
ouch. • . . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • • L 
~/ill not talk to me when I 
displeane him or her ••••••••••••• L 
Seems to sec my good points 
more than my faults •••••••••••••• L 
Doesn't let me go places 
because somethine might 
happen to me •••••.••••••••••••••• L 
Thinks my ideas are silly •••••••• L 
Is very strict with me ••••••••••• L 
Tells me I'm good lookinG•••••••• L 
Feels hurt ·.1hen I don't 
follow advice ••• ~ •••••••••••••••• L 
Is always telling me how I 
should behave •••••••••••••••••••• L 
Usually doesn't find out 
about my misbehavior ••••••••••••• L 
~njoys it when I bring 
friends to my home ••••••••••••••• L 
·.:orries about ho·:1 I •.rill turn 
out, because he or sh"' takes 
anythin: bad I do seriously •••••• L 
3pendo very little time vith 
me. • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • L 
allo~s me to go out as often 
as I please •••••••••••••••••••••• L 
Almost always npe~ks to me with 
a uc>.rr.1 and friendly voice........ L 
Is al·.mys thinl~ing of things 
that will please me •••••••••••••• L 
Says I'm a big problem ••••••••••• L 
Believes in havin~ a lot of 
rules and sticking to them ••••••• L 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
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NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
ITL 
NL 
lTL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
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Some 
What Not 
Like Like Like 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
1 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
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SL 
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SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
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SL 
SL 
SL 
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SL 
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SL 
SL 
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NL 
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NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
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NL 
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NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
UL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
NL 
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FATHER 
Some 
Tells me how much he or she 
'./hat Not 
Like Like Like 
loves me •••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Is always checking on what 
I've been doing at school 
or at play •••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Keeps reminding me about things 
I an not allowed to do •••••••• L SL NL 
Punishes me for doing some-
thing one day, bu~. ignores 
it the next •••••.••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Allows me to tell him if I 
think my ideas are better 
than his or hers •••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Lets me off easy wh(m I do 
30mething wrong ••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Almost never brings me a 
surprise or present ••••••••••• L SL NL 
Soraetimes when he or she 
disapproves, doesn't say 
anything but is cold and 
distant for a while ••••••••••• L SL NL 
Understands my problems 
and my worries ••.••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Seems to regret that I am 
growing up and am spending 
more time away from home •••••• L SL NL 
Forgets to help me when I 
need it ••••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Sticks to a rule instead 
of alloving a lot of 
exceptions ••.....••••••.•••..• L 
Likes to talk about what 
he or she has read about 
me. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L 
Thinks I'm not grateful 
when I don't obey ••••••••••••• L 
Tells me exactly ho~ to do 
my v10 rk. • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • • • • L 
Doesn't pay much attention 
to my misbehavior ••••••••••••• L 
Likes me to choose my own 
~ay to do things •••••••••••••• L 
If I break a promise, doesn't 
trust me again for a long 
time • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • L 
Doesn't seem to think of 
me very often ••••.•••••••••••• L 
Doesn't tell m0 what time 
to be home when I go out •••••• L 
Enjoys talking things over 
vli th me. • . . • • . . . . • • • . • • • . • . . . • L 
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Like Like Like 
<rives me a lot of care and 
attention ••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Sometimes wishes he or she 
didn't have any children •••••• L SL NL 
Believes that all my bad 
behavior should be 
punished in some way •••••••••• L SL NL 
Hugs and kisses me often •••••••• L SL NL 
Asks me to tell everything 
that happens when I'm 
ar1ay from home. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L SL NL 
Doesn't forget very quickly 
the things I do wrong ••••••••• L SL NL 
Sometimes allows me to do 
things that he or she 
says arc wrong •••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
':fants me to tell him or her 
about it if I don't like 
the way he or she treats 
me. • • . . . • . • . • . • . • . . • • . • • • • . . • • L SL NL 
Can't say no to anything I 
want.... • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L SL NL 
Thinks I am just someone to 
"put up with."•••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
s,eaks to me in a cold, matter-
of-fact voice when I offend 
him or her •••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Lnjoys going on drives, trips 
or visits ~ith me ••••••••••••• L SL NL 
',forries about me when I'm 
a'7ay. • • • . . . . . • . • . • . • • . • • . • • • • • L 
Forgets to get me things 
I need........................ L 
Gives me hard punishments ••••••• L 
Believes in showing his or 
her love for me ••••••••••••••• L 
Feels hurt b;, the things 
I do •••••••••••••••••• ,........ L 
Tells me how to spend my free 
time. . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • L 
Doesn't insist that I do 
my homework ••••••••••••••••••• L 
Lets me help to decide how 
to do things we're ~orking 
on. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L 
Says some day I'll be 
punished for my bad 
behavior. • . . . • . • . • . . . • • • • . . . • • L 
Doesn't seem to enjoy 
doing things with me •.•••••••• L 
Gives me as much freedom 
as I want~··•·•••••••••••••••• L 
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FATH.":;R 
Some 
','That 
Like Like 
Smiles at me very often-:::-.-.-~-.-.-.-· .... t.....,.- SL 
Often gives up something 
to get something for me ••••••• L SL 
Is abmys getting after·me...... L SL 
Sees to it that I'm on time 
coming home from school or 
Not 
Like ML 
NL 
NL 
for meals ••..•..•..••...•....• L SL NL 
Tries to treat me as an 
equal. . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • L f3L NL 
Keeps a careful check on me 
to make sure I have the 
right kind of friends ••••••••• L SL NL 
Keeps after me about 
finishing my work ••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Depends upon his or her 
oocd whether a rule is 
enforced or not ••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
ilakes r.:i.e feel free ,,.,hen 
I'm with him or her ••••••••••• L SL NL 
Excuses my bad conduct •••••••••• L SL NL 
Doesn't show thut he or she 
loves me •••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Ia leas friendly with me if I 
don't see things his or her 
way ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Is able to make me feel 
better when I am upset •••••••• L SL NL 
Becomes very involved in 
m.y life. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L SL NL 
Almost always complains 
about what I do ••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
.Punishes me when I don't 
obey •••••••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Always listens to my ideas 
and opinions •••••••••••••.•••• L SL NL 
Tells me how much he or she 
has suffered for me ••••••••••• L SL NL 
Would like to be able to tell 
r.ii:: what to do all the time •••• L SL NL 
Doesn't check up to see 
Hhether I have done what 
he or shetold me •••••••••••••• L SL NL 
J.sks me what I thiru: about 
ho~ we should do things ••••••• L SL NL 
Thinkn and talks about my 
misbehavior long after 
it's over ••••.••.••••••••••••• L ~L NL 
Doesn't share many activities 
with me ••••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Lets me go any place I 
please '.>'i thout asking......... L · SL NL 
~njoys doing things with me ••••• L SL NL 
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FATHER 
Some 
What Not 
Like Like Like 
'IBltes me feel like tne most 
important person in his or 
her life •••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL 
Gets cross and angry about 
little things I do •••••••••••• L SL 
Believes in punishing me to 
NL 
correct and inprove my 
manners... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • L ·sL NL 
Often hai::; long talks ·.ri th me 
about the causes and reasons 
for things •••••• ~····••••••••• L 
'Jants to know vri th •,rhom I •ve 
been when I've been out ••••••• L 
Is unhappy that I'm not 
better in school than 
I am. • . • . • • . • • . • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • L 
Only keeps rules • rhen it 
suits him or her • • . • • • • • • . • • • . L 
Really wants me to tell him or 
her just how I feel about 
things • ...•••...••• , . . • . . . . • . . • L 
Lets me stb.~c up late if I 
keep asking •..••••••••••••••.• L 
Almost never goes on Sunday 
drives or picnics with me ••••• L 
Will avoid lookinc at me when 
I've disappointed hi~ or her •• L 
T.:nj oys worl{ing •Ji th me in the 
house or yard ••••••••••••••••• L 
Uauall~· makes me the center 
of his or her attention at 
home. • . . . • • . • • . . • • . • . . • . • • • • . • L 
Often bloi.rn his or her top Hhen 
I bother him or her ••••••••••• L 
Algost alw~ys punishes me in 
some VTay uhen I am bad.. • • • • • • L 
Often praises me •••••••••••••••• L 
Says if I loved him or her, 
I'd do '.7hat he or she wants 
me to do. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . L 
Gets cross and nervous when 
I'm noisy around the house •••• L 
Seldom insists that I do 
anything. • . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .. • • L 
Tries to understand ho~ I 
see things •••••••••••••••••••• L 
Says that some day I'll be 
sorry that I uaun't better 
as a child •••••••••••••••••••• L 
Complcins that I Get on his 
or her nerves ••••••••••••••••• L 
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\ 
Lets me dress in any way I 
please ..................•...•• 
Comforts me when I'm afraid ••••• 
Enjoys staying at home with 
me more than going out 
with friends ••••••••••••• , •••• 
Doesn't work with me •••••••••••• 
Insists that I must do exactly 
as I'm told ..............••..• 
Bncourages me to read ••••••••••• 
Asks other people what I do 
av1ay from home ••••• , ••••• , • , •• 
Loses his or her temper with 
me when I don't help around 
the house ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Frequently changes the rules 
I a~ supposed to follow ••••••• 
Allcws me to have friends 
Like 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
at my home often •• ,., •••• ,,.,, L 
1oes not insist I obey if 
I complain or protest ••••••••• L 
Hardly notices when I am 
good at home or in school ••••• L 
If I take someone else's side 
in an areument, is cold and 
distant to me •••.••••••••••••• L 
Cheers me up when I am sad •••••• L 
Does not approve of my 
spending a lot of time 
away from b.ome •• , •••••• , , • • • • • L 
Doesn'~ get me things unless 
I ask over and over again ••••• L 
Sees to it that I obey when 
he or she tells me something •• L 
Tells me where to find out 
~ore about things I want to 
Ar1cw. • • • . . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • . • . • L 
~ells me of all the things he 
or she has done for me •••••••• L 
Wants to con~rol whatever 
I do. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L 
Does not bother to enforce 
rules. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • L 
Makes me feel at ease when I'm 
with him or her ••••••••••••••• L 
Thinks that any misbehavior is 
very serious and will have 
future consequences ••••••••••• L 
Is always finding fault with 
me. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • . • • • L 
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Allows me to spend my money in 
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I FATHER Some What Not Like Like Like 
Often speaks of the good thinrs 
I do. • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • L SL NL 
Makes his or her whole life 
center about his or her 
ch.;l '1.ren...................... L 
Doesn't seem to know what I 
need or want •••••..•.••••••••• L 
Sees to it that I keep my 
clothes neat, clean, and 
in order . ........... o • • • • • • • • • L 
Is happy to 3ee me when I 
cone home from ~chool or 
play. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L 
~uestions me in detail about 
what my friends and I discuss. L 
Doesn't give me any peace until 
I do what he or she says •••••• L 
Insists I follow a rule on.e 
day and then forgets about 
it the next . ..........•. fj • • • • • L 
;ives me the choice of what 
t0 do whenever possible ••••••• L 
I can talk him or her out of 
an order, if I complain ••••••• L 
Often makes fun of me ••••••••••. L 
If I've hurt his or her feelings, 
stops talking to me until I 
please him or her again ••••••• L 
nas a good time at home with 
me. . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • • L 
Worries that I can't take care 
of myself unless he or she 
is around. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • L 
Acts as though I'm in the way ••• L 
If I do the least little 
thing that I shouldn't, 
~ur1ishes me................... L 
Hugged or kissed me goodnight 
when I was small ••••.••••.•••• L 
Says if I really cared for him 
or her, I would not do things 
that caucc hia_ or her to wo!ry. 1 
Is always trying to change me ••• L 
1..ets me get away without 
doing work I had been 
given to do •..•••••••••••.•••• 1 
Is ea~y to talk to •••.•••••••••• L 
Says that sooner or later we 
always pay for bad behavior ••• L 
\/ishes I were a different kind 
of person •.. "'···············"• L 
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FATHER MOTHER 
-s"Oiiie" Some. 
What Not What Not 
Lil<:e LiJ~e Lil:c Like Like Like tefs-me -io- ·0u-f-arty--e'Vei1in~1· · - - - --- · ·-- · · · -- - · · · · - · - - · - -· -- - · · - - - --· 
I nant............. • • • • • • • • • • • L SL UL L SL JIL 
Seerne proud of the things 
I do ••.••••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL L GL NL 
SpendD alNost all of his or her .: 
~""!ree time : td. th. hie or her 
chikdren •••••••••••••••••••••• L 
Telle me to q_uit "hanging 
arounc tl1e house" and go 
Some~ 1here. • . . • . • . . • . • . • • • • . • • • L 
I 11<.;.ve c eY t':in jobs to do and 
n::i not allo"ec1 to do anythin~ 
elee until thcJ urn r1one. • • • • • L 
Is V"lr'j intcre0tecl in rrhut I 
au le<.:rnin:'; at school. • • • • • • • • L 
AlnoAt al·-raya · :<..nts to l:now who 
;ihoncr~ ... 1e or ·.rrotc to rae and 
· ·h:::;. t they said. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L 
Doe3n 1 t like the · ra~r I act 
at ho:L.Je. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L 
Changeo his or her mind to 
make t.t1in,zo ea:;ier for 
himself or herself •••••••••••• L 
Lets me do things that other 
children r.1,/ a,'?,e do. • • • • • • • • • • • L 
Can be tall::ed into things 
easily........................ L 
Often secMs ~lnd to get ~ray 
from me for a while ••••••••••• L 
When I upset him or her, won't 
,, .. have, anythin&cito do with me 
until I find a way to make up. L 
Isn't interested in changin~ 
me, but likes me as I am •••••• L 
Wishes I would stay at home 
where he or she could take 
care a f me. . . . • • • . • . . . . • . . . • . • L 
Makes me feel I'm not loved ••••• L 
Has more rules than I can 
remember, ~o is often 
puniehini,; rne. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L 
Says I make hiu or her happy •••• L 
When I don't rto ao he or she 
·.1anta, says I'm not c;rateful 
for all he or she has done 
for me • • . . . • • . . . • . . . . • • • • • . • • • L 
Doesn't let me decide things fot 
myself.. • • . • . . • • . • . • . • • . • . • • • • L 
Lets me get a·.w.y r;i th a lot 
of thincE..................... L 
Tries to ~e a friend rather 
than a boas ••••••••••••••••••• L 
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What Not What Not 
Like Like Like Like Like·Like 
wr11-t-ar1t To--me--a·r;afii ·an-ragaiii -----·-· -·--·- · · -- -- --- -· ···-----
about anything bad I do....... L SL NL L SL NL 
Is never interested in meeting 
or talking ',·i th my friends.... L SL NL L SL NL 
Lets me do anything I like 
to do••••••••••••••••••••••••• L SL NL L SL NL 
f 
DIRECTIONS: 
This booklet contains a series of statements. Read each one, decide 
how you feel about it, and then mark your answer on the special 
answer sheet. MAKE NO MARKS ON THE TEST BOOKLET. 
If you agree with a statement, or feel that it is true about you, 
answer TRUE. If you disagree with a statement, or feel that it is 
not true about you, answer FALSE. 
If you find a few questions which you cannot or pref er not to 
answer, they may be omitted. However, in marking your answers 
on the answer sheet, make sure that the number of the statement 
is the same as the number on the answer sheet. 
social gatherings just to be with 22. When a person "pads" his income I sometimes. pretend to know more than I 63. It is always a good thing to be frank. . 1. I enjoy 
port so as to get out o~ some of his: really do. people. 64. A windstorm terrifies me. 
The only interesting part of the newspaper 
it is just as bad as stealing money f It's no use worrying my head about public 
65. I think I would like the work of a clerk in 2. government. affairs; I can't do anything atJout them any-
is the "funnies." 
In most ways the poor man is better how. 
a large department store. 
I looked up to my father as an ideal man. 
23. 
66. Sometimes I feel like swearing. 3. the rich .man. Sometimes I feel like smashing things. 
4. A person needs to "show off" a little now 24. I always like to keep my things As a child I used to be able to go to my 67. I feel sure that there is only one true re-
and then. tidy and in good <n'.Qer . parents with my problems. ligion. 
.. 
?· Our thinking would be a lot better off if we 25. Clever, sarcastic people make me f I think I would like the work of a school 68. I am embarrassed by dirty stories. 
would just forget about words like "prob- uncomfortable. teacher. 69. I would disapprove of anyone's drinking to 
ably," "approximately," and "perhaps.'' 
26. It's a good thing to know people in Women shoulq npt be allowed to drink in the point of intoxication at a party. 
6. I have a very strong desire to be a success in places so you can get traffic tags, a cocktail bars. ) 70. Sometimes I cross the street just to avoid 
the world. things, taken care of. Most people would tell a lie if they could meeting someone. 
7. When in a group of people I usually do 27. It makes me feel like a failure when:'. gain by it. 71. I get excited very easily. 
what the othei;,s want rather than make sug- of the success of someone I know w When someone does me a wrong I feel I gestions. 72. I used to keep a diary. 
I liked "Alice in Wonderland" by Lewis 
28. I think I would like the work of should pay him back if I can, just for the Maybe some minority groups do get rough 8. designer. principle of the thing. 73. 
Carroll. treatment, but it's no business of mine. 
29. I am often said to be hotheaded. I seem to be about as capable and smart as It is very hard for me to tell anyone about 9. I usually go to the movies more than once most others around me. 74. 
a week. 30. I gossip a little at times. myself. 
Some people exaggerate their troubles in or- 31. I doubt whether I would 
Every family owes it to the city to keep their 
75. We ought to worry about our own country 10. sidewalks cleared in the winter and their 
der to get sympathy. leader. lawn mowed in the summer. and let the rest of the world take ca.re of 
People can pretty easily change me even 32. I tend to be on my guard with peop itself. 11. I usually take an active part in the enter-
though I thought that my mind was already are somewhat more friendly than I tainment at parties. 76. I often feel as if the world was just passing 
made up on a subject. pected. me by. 
I often feel that I made a wrong choice in 33. Usually I would prefer to work with 
I think I would enjoy having authority over 
77. When I get bored I like to stir up some ex-12. other people. 
my occupation. 34. There are a few people who just can citement. 54. I find it hard to keep my mind on a task 
13. I am very slow in making up my mind. trusted. or job. 78. I like to boast about my achievements every 
I always follow the rule: business before 35. I become quite irritated when I see now and then. 14. 
. 55. Some of my family have quick tempers . 
pleasure. spit on the sidewalk. 79. I am afraid of deep water. 
Several times a week I feel as if something 36. When I was going to school I played 
56. I hate to be interrupted when I am working 
There have been times when I have been -15. on something. 80. 
dreadful is about to happen. quite often. 
I have sometimes stayed away from another 
very angry. 
57. 
16. There's no use in doing things for people; 37. I have very few fears person because I feared doing or saying 81. I must admit I often try to get my own way 
you only find that you get it in the neck in friends. something that I might regret afterwards. regardless of what others may want. 
the long run. 38. 58. I get very tense and anxious when I think 82. I think I would like the work of a garage 
17. I would like to be a journalist. strangers. other people are disapproving of me. mechanic. 
18. A person who doesn't vote is not a good 39. I must admit that I enjoy playing 59. The trouble with many people is that they 83. I usually feel nervous and ill at ease at a 
citizen. jokes on people. don't take things seriously enough. formal dance or party. 
19. I think I would like the work of a building 40. I get very nervous if I think that 60. I have often met people who were supposed 84. I have at one time or another in my life tried 
contractor. is watching me. to be experts who were no better than I. my hand at writing poetry. 
20. I have had very peculiar and strange experi- I liked school. 85. I don't like to undertake any project unless 
ences. 41. For most questions there is just o 62. I think Lincoln was greater than Washing- I have a pretty good idea as to how it will 
21. My daily life is full of things that keep me answer, once a person is able tog ton. turn out. 
interested. facts. 
-
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86. Most of the arguments or quarrels I get into 
are over matters of principle. 
87. I like adventure stories better than roman-
tic stories. 
88. I do not like to see people carelessly 
dressed. 
89. Once a week or oftener I feel suddenly hot 
all over, without apparent cause. 
90. As long as a person votes every four years, 
he has done his duty as a citizen. 
91 • Sometime~ I think of things too bad to talk 
about. 
92. ~~ople often expect too much of me. 
93. I would do al~ost anything on a dare. 
94. With things going as they are, it's pretty 
hard to keep up hope of amounting to 
something. 
95. The idea of doing research appeals to me. 
96. I take a rather serious attitude toward ethi-
cal and moral issues. 
97. I would like the job of a foreign corre-
spondent for a newspaper. 
98. People today have forgotten how to feel 
properly ashamed of themselves. 
99. I cannot keep my mind on one thing. 
100. I prefer a shower to a bathtub. 
101. I must admit that I often do as little work 
as I can get by with. 
102. I like to be the center of attention. 
103. I like to listen to symphony orchestra con-
certs on the radio. 
104. I would like to see a bullfight in Spain. 
105. I am fascinated by fire. 
106. The average person is not a,ble to appreci-
ate art and music very well. 
107. I can be friendly with people who do 
things which I consider wrong. 
108. I have no dread of going into a room by 
myself where other people have already 
gathered and are talking. 
109. I get pretty discouraged sometimes. 
110. The tho~ght of being in an au 
accident is very frightening to 
111. When in a group of people I have: 
thinking of the right things to · ' 
112. I set a high stan<lard for myself a 
others should do the same. 
113. School teachers complain a lot a 
pay, but it seems to me that they.• 
much as they deserve. · 
114. 
someone. 
115. Sometimes I have the same dream,/ 
over. 
116. It is annoying to listen to a le 
cannot seem to make up his 
what he really believes. 
117. I don't blame anyone for trying to . 
he can get in this world. ·'1 
118. I believe we are made better by 
and hardships of life. 
119. Planning one's activities in advan~" 
likely to take most of the fun out of'. 
120. I do not always tell the truth. 
1 21 • I was a slow learner in school. 
122. I like poetry. 
123. I think I am stricter about right and 
than most people. 
124. I am likely not to speak to peo 
they speak to me. ;t ,, 
125. There is something wrong with &>; 
who can't take orders without g 
gry or resentful. 
126. I do not dread seeing a doctor a 
ness or injury. 
127. I always try to consider the othet 
feelings before I do something. 
128. It takes a lot of argument to conv' 
people of the truth. 
129. I think I would like to drive a 
130. Sometimes without any reason 
when things are going wrong I £ •. 
edly happy, "on top of the world!;: 
151. One of my aims in life is to accomplish 
something that would make my mother 
proud of me. 
132. I fall in and out of love rather easily. 
133. I feel as good now as I ever have. 
134. It makes me uncomfortable to put on a 
stunt at a party even when others are doing 
the same sort of thing. 
135. I wake up fresh and rested most mornings. 
Most people make friends because friends 
are likely to be useful to them. 
137. I wish I were not bothered by thoughts 
about sex. 
138. I seldom or never have dizzy spells. 
139. It is all right to get around the law if you 
don't actually break it. 
140. I enjoy hearing lectures on world affairs. 
141. Parents are much too easy on their children 
nowadays. 
142. Most people will use somewhat unfair 
means to gain profit or an advantage rather 
than to lose it. 
143. I like to be with a crowd who play jokes 
on one another. 
144. I am somewhat afraid of the dark. 
145. I have a tendency to give up easily when I 
meet difficult problems. 
146. I would like to wear expensive clothes. 
147. I certainly feel useless at times. 
148. I believe women should have as much sex-
ual freedom as men. 
149. I consider a matter from every standpoint 
before I make a decision. 
150. Criticism or scolding makes me very un-
comfortable. 
1 51 • I have strange and peculiar thoughts. 
152. I read at least ten books a year. 
153. If I am not feeling well I am somewhat 
cross and grouchy. 
154. I like tall women. 
155. A person should adapt his ideas and his " 
behavior to the group that happens to be 
with him at the time. 
156. I hardly ever get excited or thrilled. 
157. I have the wanderlust and am never happy 
unless I am roaming or traveling about. 
158. I frequently notice my hand shakes when I 
try to do something. 
159. I feel nervous if I have to meet a lot of 
people. 
160. I would like to hear a great singer in an 
opera. 
161. I am sometimes cross and grouchy without 
any good reason. 
162. Every citizen should take the time to find 
out about national affairs, even if it means 
giving up some personal pleasures. 
163. I like parties and socials. 
164. My parents have often disapproved of my 
friends. 
165. I do not mind taking orders and being told 
what to do. 
166. In school I always looked far ahead in 
planning what courses to take. 
167. I should like to belong to several clubs or 
lodges. 
168. My home life was always happy. 
169. Teachers often expect too much work from 
the students. 
170. I often act on the spur of the moment with-
out stopping to think. 
171. I think I could do better than most of the 
present politicians if I were in office. 
172. I do not have a great fear of snakes. 
173. My way of doing things is apt to be mis-
understood by others. 
174. I never make judgments about people until 
I am sure of the facts. 
175. I have had blank spells in which my activi-
ties were interrupted and I did not know 
what was going on around me. 
-
-
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
. ,
I commonly wonder what hidden reason 
another person may have for doing some-
thing nice for me. 
I am certainly lacking in self-confidence. 
Most people are secretly pleased when 
someont; else gets into trouble. 
When I work on a committee I like to take 
charge of things . 
180. My parents have generally let me make my 
own decisions. 
1 81 • I always tried to make the best school 
grades that I could. 
182. I would rather go without something than 
ask for a favor. , 
183. Sometimes I feel as if I must injure either 
myself or someone else. 
184. I have had more than my share of things 
to worry about. 
185. I often do whatever makes me feel cheerful 
here and now, even at the cost of some 
distant goal. 
186. I usually don't like to talk much unless I 
am with people I know very well. 
187. I am inclined to take things hard. 
188. I am quite often not in on the gossip and 
talk of the group I belong to. 
189. In school my marks in deportment were 
quite regularly bad. 
190. Only a fool would ever vote to increase his 
own taxes. 
191. I can remember "playing sick" to get out 
of something. 
192. When I meet a stranger I often think that 
he is better than I am. 
193. I would be ashamed not to use my privilege 
of voting. 
194. I like to keep people guessing what I'm 
going to do next. 
195. The most important things to me are my 
duties to my job and to my fellowman. 
1 96. I think I would like to fight in a boxing 
match sometime. 
197. Once in a while I laugh at a dirty joke 
198. Before I do something l try to 
how my friends will react to it. 
199. I would like to be a soldier. 
200. In a group of people I would not be e. 
barrassed to be called upon to start a 
cussion or give an opinion about someth · :· 
I know well. 
201. I have no patience with people who beli 
there is only one true religion. 
202. If given the chance I would make a go:, 
leader of people. 
203. When things go wrong I sometimes bl 
the other fellow. 
204. I like to plan a home study schedule a 
then follow it. ' 
205. I enjoy a race or game better when I 
on it. 
206. I have often found people jealous of 
good ideas, just because they had 
thought of them first. 
207. Sometimes at elections I vote 
about whom I know very little. 
208. I like to go to parties and other 
where there is lots of loud fun. 
209. Most people are honest chiefly 
fear of being caught. 
210. I very much like hunting. 
211. I have frequently found myself, w 
alone, pondering such abstract problems 
freewill, evil, etc. 
212. I have never been in trouble with the la: 
213. It makes me angry when I hear of som 
who has been wrongly prevented from 
ing. 
214. In school I was sometimes sent to the p .~ 
cipal for cutting up. 
215. I would like to write a technical book. 
216. At times I have worn myself out by 
dertaking too much. 
217. I think I would like the work of a libr 
218. I love to go to dances. 
.. 
219. Most people inwardly dislike putting them-
selves out to help other people. 
220. I feel uneasy indoors. 
221. People have a real duty to take care of 
their aged parents, even if it means mak-
ing some pretty big sacrifices. 
I would like to belong to a discussion and 
study dub. 
I keep out of trouble at all costs. 
I usually expect to succeed in things I do. 
People pretend to care more about one an-
other than they really do. 
Most people worry too much about sex. 
227. It is hard for me to find anything to talk 
about when I meet a new person. 
I like to read about history. 
I much prefer symmetry to asymmetry. 
I would rather be a steady and dependable 
worker than a brilliant but unstable one. 
I am apt to show off in some way if I get 
the chance. 
Sometimes I feel that I am about to go to 
pieces. 
A person does not need to worry about 
other people if only he looks after himself. 
We ought to pay our elected officials bet-
ter than we do. 
I can honestly say that I do not really mind 
paying my taxes because I feel that's one 
of the things I can do for what I get from 
the community. 
I am so touchy on some subjects that I 
can't talk about them. 
The future is too uncertain for a person 
to make serious plans. 
Sometimes I just can't seem to get going. 
I like to talk before groups of people. 
I would like to be a nurse. 
The man who provides temptation by leav-
ing valuable property unprotected is about 
as much to blame for its theft as the one 
who steals it. 
.. 
242. I am a good mixer. 
243. I am often bothered by useless thoughts 
which keep running through my mind. 
244. If I were a reporter I would like very much 
to report news of the theater. 
i45. Most of the time I feel happy. 
246. I like to plan out my activities in advance. 
247. When a man is with a woman he is usually 
thinking about things related to her sex. 
248. I must admit that I have a bad temper, once 
I get angry. 
249. I like mechanics magazines. 
250. I must admit I find it very hard to work 
under strict rules and regulations. 
251. I like large, noisy parties. 
252. I sometimes feel that I am a burden to 
others. 
253. When prices are high you can't blame a 
person for getting all he can while the 
getting is good. 
254. I have never deliberately told a lie. 
255. Only a fool would try to change our Amer-
ican way of life. 
256. I want to be an important person in the 
community. 
257. I often feel as though I have done some-
thing wrong or wicked. 
258. In school I found it very hard to talk be-
fore the class. 
259. I usually feel that life is worthwhile. 
260. I always try to do at least a little better 
than what is expected of me. 
261. We ought to let Europe get out of its own 
mess; it made its bed, let it lie in it. 
262. There have been a few times when I have 
been very mean to another person. 
263. Lawbreakers are almost always caught and 
punished. 
264. I would be very unhappy if I was not suc-
cessful at something I had seriously started 
to do . 
.· 
I 
. 
~65. I dread the thought of an earthquake. 
266. I think most people would lie to get ahead. 
267. I am a better talker than a listener. 
268. At times I have been very anxious to get 
away from my family. 
269. I like science. 
270. I often lose my temper. 
271. My parents were always very strict and 
stern with me. 
272. I must admit I feel sort of scared when I 
move to a strange place. 
273. I"am bothered by people outside, on street-
cars, in stores, etc., watching me. 
274. I'm pretty sure I know how we can settle 
the international problems we face today. 
275. Sometimes I rather enjoy going against the 
rules and doing things I'm not supposed to. 
276. I have very few quarrels with members of 
my family. 
277. I have no fear of water. 
278. If I get too much change in a store, I al-
ways give it back. 
279. I often get disgusted with myself. 
280. I enjoy many different kinds of play and 
recreation. 
281. Society owes a lot more to the businessman 
and the manufacturer than it does to the 
artist and the professor. 
282. A large number of people are guilty of 
bad sexual conduct. 
283. I like to read about science. 
284. It is hard for me to act natural when I am 
with new people. 
285. I refuse to play some games because I am 
not good at them. 
286. I have never done anything dangerous for 
the thrill of it. 
287. I think I would like to belong to a singing 
club. 
288. As a youngster I was suspended from 
school one or more times for cutting up. 
,, 
289. There have been times when I ha~\ 
ried a lot about something that w 
really important. 
290. I have never been in trouble because 
sex behavior. 
291. I think I would like to belong to a 
cycle club. 
1; 
292. I used to like it very much when one · 
papers was read to the ~lass in sch 
293. Every now and then I get into a bad 
and no one can do anything to ple 
294. 
out cause. 
295. I would be willing to give money 
in order to right a wrong, even t 
was not mixed up in it in the first 
296. I would like to be.an actor on the 
in the movies. 
297. At times I have a strong urge to dq 
thing harmful or shocking. · 
298. I often get feelings like crawling, 
tingling, or "going to sleep" in d, 
parts of my body. 
299. 
t 
I don't seem to care what happens 
' 
300. Police cars should be especially ID3f , 
that you can always see them co 
301 • I am afraid to be alone in the 
302. I have often gone against my 
wishes. 
303. We should cut down on our use 
necessary, so that there will be pl 
for the people fifty or a hundr 
from now. 
304. When the community makes a d 
is up to a person to help carry it 
if he had been against it. 
305. I often wish people would be more;; 
about things. 
306. 
307. If I am driving a car, I try to kee~f' 
from passing me. , ·~ 
308. I have a great deal of stomach 
309. I have been afraid of things or people that 
I knew could not hurt me. 
310. I would rather have people dislike me than 
look down on me. 
311. I cannot do anything well. 
-, 312. Any man who is able and willing to work 
hard has a good chance of succeeding. 
, 313. I hardly ever feel pain in the back of the 
neck. 
314. I must admit I try to see what others think 
before I take a stand. 
315. People should not have to pay taxes'for 
the schools if they do not have children. 
316. My parents wanted me to "make good" in 
the world. 
317. I often think ahaPt how I look and what 
impression I am"'liaking upon others. 
318. When I was a child I didn't care to be a 
member of a crowd or gang. 
319. In a group, I usually take the responsibility 
for getting people introduced. 
320. I would be willing to describe myself as a 
pretty "strong" personality. 
321. I almost never go to sleep. 
322. I do not like to loan my things to people 
who are careless in the way they take care 
of them. 
323. I have never done any heavy drinking. 
324. Voting is nothing but a nuisance. 
325. When I am feeling very happy and active, 
someone who is blue or low will spoil it all. 
326. It is annoying to listen to a lecturer who 
cannot seem to make up his mind as to 
what he really believes. 
327. I find it easy to "drop" or "break with" a 
friend. 
328. I find that a well-ordered mode of life 
with regular hours is congenial to my tem-
perament. 
329. It is hard for me to sympathize with some-
one who is always doubting and unsure 
about things. 
- -• 
330. Everything tastes the same. 
331 . I often start things I never finish. 
332. I could be perfectly happy without a single 
friend. 
333. Education is more important than most 
people think. 
334. I get nervous when I have to ask someone 
for a job. 
335. There are times when I act like a coward. 
336. Sometimes I used to feel that I would like 
to leave home. 
337. Much of the time my head seems to hurt 
·all over. 
338. I never worry about my looks. 
339. I have been in trouble one or more times 
because of my sex behavior. 
340. Our thinking would be a lot better off if we 
would just forget about words like "prob-
ably," "approximately," and "perhaps." 
341. My people treat me more like a child than 
a grown-up. 
342. Some people exaggerate their troubles in 
order to get sympathy. 
343. In school most teachers treated me fairly 
and honestly. 
344. I am made nervous by certain animals. 
345. I go out of my way to meet trouble rather 
than try to escape it. 
346. I must admit I am a pretty fair talker. 
347. I never make judgments about people until 
I am sure of the facts. 
348. I usually try to do what is expected of me, 
and to avoid criticism. 
349. If a person is clever enough to cheat some-
one out of a large sum of money, he ought 
to be allowed to keep it. 
350. A person should not be expected to do any-
thing for his community unless he is paid 
for it. 
351. Some of my family have habits that bother 
and annoy me very much. 
-
,, 
35'2. I must admit I have no great desire to 
learn new things. 
353. No one seems to understand me. 
354. A strong person will be able to make up his 
mind even on the most difficult questions. 
355. I have strong political opinions. 
356. I seldom worry about my health. 
357. For most questions there is just one right 
answer, once a person is able to get all the 
facts. 
358. I dream frequently about things that are 
best kept to myself. 
' 359. I think I am usually a leader in my group. 
360. It is impossible for an honest man to get 
ahead in the world. 
361 . I like to have a place for everything and 
everything in its place. 
362. I have never seen a vision. 
363. I don't like to work on a problem unless 
there is the possibility of coming out with 
a clear-cut and unambiguous answer. 
364. It bothers me when something unexpected 
interrupts my ?aily routine. 
365. The future seems hopeless to me. 
366. I never seem to get hungry. 
367. My home life was always very pleasant. 
368. I have had no difficulty starting or holding 
my urine. 
369. I seem to do things that I regret more often 
than other people do. 
3 70. Disobedience to any government is never 
justified. 
371. I would rather be a steady and dependable 
worker than a brilliant but unstable one. 
372. I have reason for feelingjealous of one or 
more members of. my family. 
373. My table manners are not quite as good 
at home as when I am out in company. 
374. I would never go out of my way to help 
another person if it meant giving up some 
personal pleasure. 
375. There are certain people whoip. I dis· 
much that I am inwardly pleased 
they are catching it for something 
have done. · 
376. I enjoy planning things, and deciding w 
each person should do. 
377. Most of the arguments or quarrels I 
into are over matters of principle. 
378. I doubt if anyone is really-happy. 
379. I would rather not have very much res 
sibility for other people. 
380. I am known as a hard and steady wo 
381. My mouth feel~ dry almost all the 
382. Success is a matter of will power. 
383. I usually have to stop and think bef 
act even ih trifling matters. 
384. Most people would be better off if . 
never went to school at all. 
385. It is pretty easy for people to win 
ments with me. 
386. I know who is responsible for most Qi. 
troubles. 
387. I don't like things to be uncertain and 
predictable. 
388. When I am cornered I tell that portio 
the truth which is not likely to hurt , 
389. I get pretty discouraged with the law .· 
a smart lawyer gets a criminal free ... 
390. I have not lived the right kind of l' 
391. I am quite a fast reader. 
392. I daydream very little. 
393. I have used alcohol excessively. 
394. Even when I have gotten into troub1' 
usually trying to do the right thing. 
395. It is very important to me to have 
friends and social life. 
396. I sometimes wanted to run away 
home. 
397. Once I have my mind made up I 
change it. 
398. Life usually hands me a pretty ra 
399. At times I have been so entertained by the 
cleverness of a crook that I have hoped he 
would get by with it; 
400. I think I am stricter about right and wrong 
than most people. 
401. Most young people get too much educa-
tion. 
402. I have had attacks in which I could not con-
trol my movements or speech, but in which 
I knew what was going on around me. 
_ 403. I have a natural talent for influencing 
people. 
404. I am in favor of a very strict enforcement 
of all laws, no matter what the conse-
quences. 
405. People often talk about me behind my 
back. 
•06. I have one or more bad habits which are so 
strong that it is no use fighting against 
them. 
407. I have had no difficulty in starting or hold-
ing my bowel movement. 
408. I always see to it that my work is carefully 
planned and organized. 
409. I would never play cards (poker) with a 
stranger. 
410. I regard the right to speak my mind as 
very important. 
411. I am bothered by acid stomach several 
times a week. 
412. I like to give orders and get things moving. 
413. I get all the sympathy I should. 
414. I do not read every editorial in the news-
paper every day. 
415. I have felt embarrassed over the type of 
work that one or more members of my 
family have done. 
416. I don't think I'm quite as happy as others 
seem to be. 
417. Any job is all right with me, so long as it 
pays well. 
418. I am embarrassed with people I do not 
know well. 
- ' ... , .
419. It often seems that my life has no meaning. 
420. I used to steal sometimes when I was a 
youngster. 
421. I don't really care whether people like me 
or dislike me. 
422. I feel like giving up quickly when things 
go wrong. 
423. If people had not had it in for me I would 
have been much more successful. 
424. The one to whom I was most attached and 
whom I most admired as a child was a 
woman (mother, sister, aunt, or other 
woman). 
425. I have often felt guilty because I have pre-
tended to feel more sorry about something 
than I really was. 
426. There have been times when I have been 
very angry. 
427. There are a few people who just cannot be 
trusted. 
428. My home as a child was less peaceful and 
quiet than those of most other people. 
429. Even the idea of giving a talk in public 
makes me afraid. 
430. The things some of my family have done 
have frightened me. 
431. As a youngster in school I used to give the 
teachers lots of trouble. 
432. I am not afraid of picking up a disease or 
germs from doorknobs. 
433. It is more ·important that a father be kind 
than that he be successful. 
434. My skin seems to be unusually sensitive to 
touch. 
435. If the pay was right I would like to travel 
with a circus or carnival. 
436. I never cared much for school. 
437. I am troubled by attacks of nausea and 
vomiting. 
438. I would have been more successful if 
people had given me a fair chance. 
439. The members of my family were always 
very close to each other. 
·r 
440. There are times when I have been discour-
aged. 
441. I have often been frightened in the middle 
of the night. 
442. The trouble with many people is that they 
·• don't take things seriously enough. 
443. I'm not the type to be a political leader. 
4j4. My parents never really understood me. 
445. I would fight if someone tried to take my 
rights away. 
446. I must admit that people sometimes dis-
appoint me. , 
447. If I saw some children hurting another 
child, I am sure I would try to make them 
stop. 
448. People seem naturally to turp. to me when 
decisions have to be made. 
449. Almost every day something happens to 
frighten me. 
\ 
450. I get soft-of annoyed with writers who go 
out of their way to use strange and unusual 
words. 
4 51. I set a high standard for mxself and I feel 
others should do the same. 
452. I dislike to have to talk in front of a group 
of people. 
453. I work under a great deal of tension. 
454. My family has objected to the kind of work 
I do, or plan to do. 
455. There seems to be a lump in my throat 
much of the time. 
456. I have more trouble concentrating than 
others seem to have. 
457. A person is better off if he doesn't trust 
anyone. 
458. People who seem unsure and uncertain 
about things make me feel uncomfortable. 
459. My sleep is fitful and disturbed. 
460. A strong person doesn't show his emotions 
and feelings. 
461. It seems that people used to have more11 
thari they do now. : 
462. Even though I am sure I am in the ri 
usually give in because it is foolish to 
trouble. 
463. It is hard for me just to sit still and re 
464. From time to time I like .to get comp .. 
away from work and anything that i 
minds me of it. ' 
465. 
son. 
466. I am a very ticklish person. 
467. At times I think I am no good at a 
468. I like to eat my meals quickly an 
spend a lot of time at the table • · 
and talking. 
469. I must admit that it make~ me angry 
other people interfere with my dail' 
tivity. 
470. If a person doesn't get a few lucky 
in life it just means that he hasri't · 
keeping his eyes open. 
471. I sometimes feel that I do not dese 
good a l~fe as I have. 
472. I feel that I would be a much better 
if I could gain more understanding 
self. 
473. I can't really enjoy a rest or vacation 
I have earned it by some hard wo 
474. I sometimes tease animals. 
475. I have a good appetite. 
476. I had my own way as a child. 
477. I get tired more easily than other 
seem to. 
478. I would be uncomfortable in an 
other than fairly conventional dress. · 
479. I sweat very easily even on cool day~ .. 
480. I must admit it would bother me to 
worm on a fish hook. 
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read them quickly and p an x in the box beside each one you 
would consider to be self- escriptive. Do not worry about dupli-
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as you would like to be. 
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absent-minded 
1 
active 
2 
adaptable 
3 
adventurous 
4 
affected 
5 
affectionate 
6 
aggressive 
7 
alert 
8 
aloof 
9 
ambitious 
10 
anxious 
11 
apathetic 
12 
appreciative 
13 
argumentative 
14 
arrogant 
15 
a1tistic 
16 
assertive 
17 
attractive 
18 
autocratic 
19 
awkward 
20 
bitter 
21 
blusterv 
22 , 
boastful 
23 
bossy 
24 
calm 
25 
capable 
26 
careless 
27 
cautious 
28 
changeable 
29 
charming 
30 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
cheerful 
31 
civilized 
32 
clear-thinking 
33 
clever 
34 
coarse 
35 
cold 
36 
commonplace 
37 
complainin~ 
38 
complicated 
39 
conceited 
40 
confident 
41 
confused 
42 
conscientious 
43 
conservative 
44 
considerate 
45 
contented 
46 
conventional 
47 
cool 
48 
cooperative 
49 
courageous 
50 
cowardly 
51 
cruel 
52 
curious 
53 
cynical 
54 
daring 
55 
deceitful 
56 
defensive 
57 
deliberate 
58 
demanding 
59 
dependable 
60 
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dependent 
61! 
despondent 
62 
determined 
63 
digpified 
64j 
discreet 
65 
disorderly 
66 
dissatisfied 
67 
d~~r~ctible 
distrustful 
69 
dominant, 
19 
d;rmy 
dull 
72 
easy going 
e~iminate 
74 
e~ient 
egotistical 
7$ 
errlotional 
77 
energetic 
78 
enterprising 
79 
enthusiastic 
80 
evasive 
81 
excitable 
82 
fair-minded 
8¥ 
fatjllt-finding 
8~ 
fearful 
85 
feminine 
86 
fic~le 
87 
flirtatious 
88 
foolish 
89 
forceful 
90 
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foresighted 
91 
forgetful 
92 
forgiving 
93 
formal 
94 
frank 
95 
friendly 
96 
frivolous 
97 
fussy 
98 
generous 
99 
gentle 
100 
gloomy 
101 
good-looking 
102 
good-natured 
103 
greedy 
104 
handsome 
105 
hard-headed 
106 
hard-hearted 
107 
hasty 
108 
headstrong 
109 
healthy 
llO 
helpful 
lll 
high-strung 
ll2 
honest 
ll3 
hostile 
ll4 
.humorous 
115 
hurried 
ll6 
idealistic 
ll7 
imaginative 
ll8 
immature 
ll9 
impatient 
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impulsive 
121 
independent 
122 
indifferent 
123 
individualistic 
124 
industrious 
125 
infantile 
126 
informal 
127 
ingenious 
128 
inhibited 
129 
initiative 
130 
insightful 
131 
intelligent 
132 
interests narrow 
133 
interests wide 
134 
intolerant 
135 
inventive 
136 
irresponsible 
137 
irritable 
138 
jolly 
139 
kind 
140 
lazy 
141 
leisurely 
142 
logical 
143 
loud 
144 
loyal 
145 
mannerly 
146 
masculine 
147 
mature 
148 
meek 
149 
methodical 
150 
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D 
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mild 
151 
mischievous 
152 
moderate 
153 
modest 
154 
moody 
155 
nagging 
156 
natural 
157 
nervous 
158 
noisy 
159 
obliging 
160 
obnoxious 
161 
opinionated 
162 
opportunistic 
163 
optimistic 
164 
organized 
165 
original: 
166 
outgoing 
167 
outspoken 
168 
painstaking 
169 
patient 
170 
peaceable 
171 
peculi?r 
172 
persevering 
173 
persistent 
174 
pessim.i stic 
175 
planful 
176 
pleasant 
177 
pleasure-seeking 
178 
poised 
179 
polished 
180 
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practical 
181 
praising 
182 
precise 
183 
prejudiced 
184 
preoccupied 
185 
progressive 
186 
prudish 
187 
quarrelsome 
188 
queer 
189 
quick 
190 
quiet 
191 
quitting 
192 
rational 
193 
rattlebrained 
194 
realistic 
195 
reasonable 
196 
rebellious 
197 
reckless 
198 
reflective 
199 
relaxed 
200 
reliable 
201 
resentful 
202 
reserved 
203 
resourceful 
204 
responsible 
205 
restless 
206 
retiring 
207 
rigid 
208 
robust 
209 
rude 
210 
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D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
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D 
D 
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sarcastic 
211 
self-centered 
212 
self-confident 
213 
self-controlled 
214 
self-denying 
215 
self-pitying 
216 
self-punishing 
217 
self-seeking 
218 
selfish 
219 
sensitive 
220 
sentimental 
221 
serious 
222 
severe 
223 
sexy 
224 
shallow 
225 
sharp-witted 
226 
shiftless 
227 
show-off 
228 
shrewd 
229 
shy 
230 
silent 
231 
simple 
232 
sincere 
233 
slipshod 
234 
slow 
23.5 
sly 
236 
smug 
237 
snobbish 
238 
sociable 
239 
soft-hearted 
240 
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sophisticated 
241 
spendthrift 
242 
spineless 
243 
spontaneous 
244 
spunky 
245 
stable 
246 
steady 
247 
stern 
248 
stingy 
249 
stolid 
250 
strong 
251 
stubborn 
252 
submissive 
253 
suggestible 
254 
sulky 
255 
superstitious 
256 
suspicious 
257 
sympathetic 
258 
tactful 
259 
tactless 
260 
talkative 
261 
temperamental 
262 
tense 
263 
thankless 
264 
thorough 
265 
thoughtful 
266 
thrifty 
267 
timid 
268 
tolerant 
269 
touchy 
270 
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tough 
271 
trusting 
272 
unaffected 
273 
unambitious 
274 
unassuming 
275 
unconventional 
276 
undependable 
277 
understanding 
278 
unemotional 
279 
unexcitable 
280 
unfriendly 
281 
uninhibited 
282 
unintelligent 
283 
unkind 
284 
unrealistic 
285 
unscrupulous 
286 
unselfish 
287 
unstable 
288 
vindictive 
289 
versatile 
290 
warm 
291 
wary 
292 
weak 
293 
whiny 
294 
wholesome 
295 
wise 
296 
withdrawn 
297 
witty 
298 
worrying 
299 
zany 
300 
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